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Don Munro M.P. has taken up 
the problem of the Sidney break­
water, and at press time he had a 
meeting set to take place at 
Sidney town hall at 2:30 p.m. 
Tuesday.
Scheduled to meet with Munro 
were Mayor Norma Sealey, a 
federal small harbours 
representative from Vancouver, 
Saanich MLA Hugh Gurtis or his 
representative, chamber of 
commerce representatives and the 
owners of foreshore property.
Munro arrived from Ottawa 
last Wednesday night with a 
number of constituency matters 
on his agenda, but the break­
water wasn’t one of them. 
Learning of recent developments 
he decided to see what he could 
do to act as a “catalyst,” and 
Tuesday’s meeting was the result.
He plans to return to Ottawa: 
Sunday.
A spokesman for Manning 
i PresssTuesday denied rumors the 
■ company wa!s either bankrupt qt 
V int receivership. A restructuring; 
i oLthe firm r— both financial and 
with management — is currently: 
beingnegotiated, said interim 
nrianager Gynthia Eytqn.
Former head of Manning 
Press, John Manning, has 
stepped down for personal 
reasons, she added.
While firmly discounting 
rumors the company ^ had 
collapsed, Eyton said the printing 
plant was working to capacity 
and none of the 22 workers had 
beenlaidbff.
She said Mavining press had 
received more vvork orders in the 
last si.x months than it has since it 





By the year 2001 there will be 51,000 people living in 
North and Central Saanich, and 2,700 acres w'ill have been 
taken from the Agricultural Land Reserve for residential 
use,.
Somebody’s nightmare? No, it’s one of the two alter­
natives worked out by Capital Regional District planners 
for growth of the Victoria metropolitan area.
And if the decision isn’t made 
soon to put sewers in Golwood, 
Langford and Metchosin, the 
planners say, then the peninsula 
will be the only place population 
can go.
This information is contained 
in the Capital Region Cost of 
Growth Study, prepared by the 
CRD’s regional planning and 
economic development com­
mittee. Copies of the draft report 
are now in the hands of 
municipal councils.
Like ail such studies it has to be 
, based on some assumptions that 
may not come,true. Among them 
are:':;'C
: “That population ; in the area 
will continue to; grow at an
If sewrs are not installed soon 
in the western communities, then 
planners predict they will fill up 
with housing on large parcels of 
land with septic tank systems, 
and will hold only 58,(KX) people, 
leaving 86,000 to be ac­
commodated on the peninsula.
A third alternative'that was tp 
have been considered was the 
development of a “satellite 
community”, possibly in the 
Highlands, but this was aban­
doned when it became clear “it ■ 
would not have been 
economically practical.”
Little growth is predicted for 
Sidney under either: option. If 
growth goes , to, : the western v 
communities Sidney’s population ;
' average: annual rate of 2.25 peir is expected to iDass 8,5^ by 1986 
cent':-”": : -‘S''"' 'and':;;'stablilizeundeh.|:8,7()0.,v;;
•That the average number of growth comes to the peninsula, 
persons per household will present population is given as
decline in 20 years from the 8,000, Sidney’s population is
present 2.4 to 2.22; expected to reach’9,600 by 1986,
•That the housing mix will but drop by 300 after that.
' remain unchanged at 60 per cent With the western communities
More stones A2,
Betty-Jane Grahoukos gives big Hug to Len Bland?oh 
caught by d woman during Sidney tt nglers} annual awards Sunday 
boat fish which weighed in at 24 pounds four ounces^
. . t f t ^ I single-family dwellings, 40 per ; option /Central Saanich : is; ex-trophy for large, salnwn ZimLpLnii.. pLed .o grow only from 10,350
. Bland actually helped *71131 housing will be given to 13,450, reaching that figure in
Tom Cronk Photo : priority oyer agriculture:
; : At one point the report refers 
to “the amountqf ALR land that 
; will be required for housing and 
therefore will require exclusion 
front the reserve.’
about JO years; while North?^ 
Sanich would grow: much faster, 
starting at 6,100 and stabilizing at 
13,350 by 1991.
Predictions with the peninsula? 
option are for much greater
Builder Mike Kipot whined to legislation.’? : : 
take away a copy of a draft bylaw ^ Geoff
from Sidney town hall —- and 
although the document was not 
allowed in leave the building 
Kipot “made a little noise” and 
years ago f'and the work is still vvas ahowed to take it alter 
comingin.”
Eytnn is the daughter of well 
known Victoria businessman,
Fred Manning.
Aid. Loyd Btirdon — oiiginal 
preponent of a proposed freedom 
of information bylaw — used the
Logan told council he informed 
Kipot the bylaw was open for 
inspection but it shouldn’t leave 
the building because it was not; 
as yet, an official document. 
Kipot replied that if he wasn’t 
allowed lo lake ithe would go to 
council so Logan admitted he 
“stretched a point” in letting 
Kipot "have a copy of an unof- 
.ficlal'documeni:",:, /v::,.
four other people came to The ; 
town hall and perused the bylaw 
tor some 20 to 30 minutes and 
made notes and Aid. John Calder 
said if other people could abide 
by the municipal regulations, 
then so Could Kipot.
Sealey defended staf f handling 
of the matter and said Kipot was 
free to make notes as others did. ■
Btirdon produced a revised 
(Vecdoih of information
The planners calculated that by : growth, with North: Saanich 
2001 population of Mhe ' p^ more than tripling by
metropolitan area would be just 2001, at 20,650. Central Saanich 
short of 360,000, and that the is expected to grow to 28,800.
; corefmunicipahtics, inchiding
■ part of Saanich within the is what will happen after 2001;
“urban containment boundary” which is only; 19 years away. The
would be able to hold only ? planners’ assumptions appear to 
215,000. indicate that growth would
'Hte n alternative that they continue steadily after that time,
considered ? involved early in- but they do not predict where it
Stallaiion of a sewer system in the would go. ,* v
western communities. This would^^^:^^^^ T^^^
accomodate 97,000 people by the regional level of water mains,
' year 2001, while only 47,000 . storm and sanitary sewers, road
\Vould live in the peninsula and ' systems and the like,' the study
$340 
peninsula
John Manning, former owner , v. , • . , •••I'-v ...... . . ................. . -v- • ^ ..
: of The Sidney Review for some Monday night ^ docu ent:” 'Ite rural part of Saanich.
13 years, sold his major shares motion was approved that staff Under that alternative two alternatives atotaIol$3w6
the paper in March to David Aid, Jim Lang pointed out be insirucied to prepare a bylasv population on the jHMiinsula is tnillion for
Black, owner of the Williatns;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Burdon’s draft. The P'cdictcd jb i^k Tit 37,000 in:^^ m^ altcrnattyc and
Lake Tribune and five othcr B.Cb out the bylaw was in dralY form public lieafihg on Zoning Bylaw bylaw is patterned on Saanich’s 1991 . and decline slight ly . TTttllicb'?^:^^
newspapers. Other shareholders : only and said it wouldn’t:do to :75() andbriiicize it -- aitd ihat^ > f^^ of information iheiealicr {presumably heeaiaic allcinative, ^ ^
in , The Review are general have people fiinhing around town was because he had bad previous legislation which allow;! for of: the predicted dcclnie in .(:os|Svare;not:
"manager John Tate and ad-: witlt a document“which would access to tlie drtfn bylaw. of Tiunihcr : of p persoi“ ,
vcrilsing manager Roy Spooner, ' not necessarily he The ultimate 1 lowevei, Logan said at least documents. household). C.ontinued on Page A2
; , , ......... ,,v. ■„ V ...
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By PEGGIE ROW AND
Sidney ’ Aid. Jim Lang is not 
happy about council’s ex* 
propriation of Ipnd adjacent to 
Sanscha Hall for the proposed 
I One-way traffic couplet and still 
svants the expropriation bylaw 
'./.'rescinded.:
■ In (he interest of Sidney, Lang 
says he .see.s no point in coni- 
T480,{KK) >“ the sum 
sought for compensation in the 
'T. ;̂ "of borrowed; 
money from The Municipal 
Finance Authority. Heargucsthe 
couplet has been stalled until a 
relciendinn is held in November,
' •':''T983,;„so'wJiy pay in' excess of' 
$60,(MK) annually in interest on
tlte bonowed $480,()00ii ::
Lang also; points out ihc: 
department of highways has the 
power to expropriate so if the 
land is. eventually expropriated 
again — if The referendum was 
approved “ why should Sidney 
taxpayers fociitThe hiU? l et high­
ways do jl, he says.
Bui,'' ch'ief'.highway’s' .planner.'.
: Greg Singer says highways only 
has the power to exproprlatcTor 
inpmvcrncnts to highways ".— Ttv' 
The event of tin byerpass, for 
example -"- but the one-way 
couplet is not a Itighways facility,
■' lie.expUdnesl.;');':' . ..v; s'.-'... ■
Asked if cotincil would need to 
(’ortliniied oil Page A3
V if you enjy the popular,|iarncss racing at Sandown and want 
TO support Sidney Teen Activity Group at the same time — go "
: racihg July l5;The day Sandown’s Jim Keelinihas set aside the 
"'-'gate proceeds for STAG'.' . T?;.
Keeling helped outThc Sidney youth organization last year— 
ST,AG youngsters pre sold ticket s for The race and the gale 
II money came close to Sl.O(K);The group’s co«ordinatorCamille
B Mariln says teenagers are already out bn iheistrcets and goingdoor-to-door selling tickets and pleads wiilt lesidciits to be i ...........supportive ol the group.
Sidney council turned dobh out request for 
a gi^am this year,” Martin says, and adds STAG will beshort tub 
,''.l'"bno'u'c.y'i'hdbiay haTc''tobut.'ptb.g'fafns if thc.i'b';\n*t:rtiiib fund^':":.'':
I* ; Tickets will also be on sale at thb Pentiisula}Community ?
:':. .;|:?... A.ssoclaiio.n';■ office. ;'on':,2n'd''Street;:;:and M :the :Commuriity':.','..:;T.: 
■.■.|. ;.;;.::,..:Couoselhng,.Cen(rc,bili Stiee!. The ticket ptovides.admission to 
i.ltedttlyTb raoe.:meet'. :'.■■■
llTSilSiili
C 'I l:“'f ’■ '..O'ji.iV.1.'I y) b"V..'.' i' '*|)frPibT'i'biT'f;:W'S,»?v(>f'h'';';* 3# ■
-’'bib":', b;'h '













Wednesday, June 9, 1982
By year 2001, North Saanich
ByJOHNGREEN
North Saanich council has 
dropped the idea of a sewer 
system in the Baker View area, 
and is still considering water 
mains for Ardmore, but Capital 
Regional DisO' planners take 
both for granteu
In their recently i;un!ished Cost 
of Growth Study they include a 
half-million dollar water main to 
Ardmore by 1991 if population 
growth for the nu opolitan area 
is to be concentraud on the 
peninsula, and by 1996 even if 
most of the growth takes place in 
Langford, Colwood and Met- 
chosin.
And that is only for the trunk 
mains. In either case they predict 
$2.5 million to be spent on a 
water main network for Ardmore 
by 1996.
The planners also provide for a 
sewer main along Mills Road, 
West Saanich Road and Towner 
Park Road to Deep Cove by 
1991, at a cost of $1.24 million, 
and a main and pumping stations 
from well south of the present 
Bazan Bay treatment plant to the 
Sidney sewage treatment plants, 
with both plants to be upgraded. 
Total cost, presumably divided 
between Sidney and North 
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mains and pumping stations, and 
$3,005,000 for treatment plant 
expansion.
They expect this to be done if 
the bulk of population growth is 
going to the western com­
munities, and would be needed 
by 1986, only four years from 
now.
Under the other alternative 
considered by the planners, 
directing most of the growth to 
the Saanich peninsula. North 
Saanich would have sewer mains 
also to Horth Hill, Curteis Point, 
and Ardmore, with one main 
running along McTavish Road 
from East to West Saanich Road 
and then south nearly to the 
Central Saanich border.
Total cost for North Saanich 
sewer mains and pumping 
stations under this plan would be 
$5,475,000, by 1996, with $1.6 
million to be spent in the next 
four years, and $2.4 million more 
by 1991. A further $772,000 
would be spent on mains and a 
pumping station in Sidney.
Cost of new and expanded 
treatment plants would be even 
greater: $7 million for a new 
plant on Canora Road and 
$670,000 to expand: the Bazan 
Bay plant, all to be spent within 
the next four years, plus $3 
million more to expand the 
Sidney plant by 1996.
Cost of the network of smaller 
mains to connect to the trunk 
lines is not included and no 
estimate of that cost is given. : 
Sewers would allow for urban 
development at four units to the 
acre, plus multiple dwellings, in 
place of rural development 
ranging from two units on ah 
acre to one unit on 1 Vi acres.
: With the sewers^ a population 
of 20,650 is predicted for North^ 
Saanich by 2001 . Without them 
the predicted population is 
13,350.
With sewers, predicted 
population figures for various
districts in North Saanich by the 
year 2001 are as follows (present 
population in brackets):
Ardmore (840) 2,150.
Curteis Point (461) 1,640.
Dean Park (1,983) 6,090 
Deep Cove (1,364) 3,760.
Horth Hill (818) 3,830.
In the central part of the 
municipality, from McTavish 
Road to Wain Road, there are 
only 450 people living now. By 
2001 there would be 1,380 north 
of Mills Road and 1,040 south of 
Mills Road.
Commenting on the future of 
North Saanich if this growth 
takes place, the report states;
“North Saanich will change 
quite substantially in character 
and by 2001 will contain more 
dwelling units than the entire 
western community today. . .
“. . .will require that over 3(K) 
acres of North Saanich 
Agricultural Reserve Land be 
excluded from the reserve and 
utilized for housing. Agricultural 
productivity will not be sub­
stantially reduced, however, as 
only 15 acres of the ALR land 
consumed is presently produc­
tive, and in addition, large tracts 
of agricultural land will remain 
viable and attractive for farming.
“Impacts on North Saanich’s 
ecosystems and other sensitive 
- areas will be substantial, large 
amounts of significant open 
space will be lost to development, 
and both rural and coastal views 
and vistas dramatically altered. 
Opportunity for access to and 
recreational use of shorelands 
will be substantially reduced. . . 
Valuable forest habitat will also: 
be impacted.” ::
: In the other alternative, with 
population growth mainly in the 
:western communities, no :ALR 
fland in North Saanich would be 
: fequired ^for : hdv^
“North Saanich will. . . lose 
some of its rural character.”
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Frederick Richard Grant, 
10046 Wisteria Place, Sidney, 
was put bn six months probation 
and ordered to do 48 hours 
community work after he pleaded 
guilty in Sidney provincial court 
June 1 to two counts : of 
assaulting a police officer. ■ T ;
Stephen George Synnuck, 
10289 Godfrey Place, Sidney, 
was fined $300 for failing to 
remain at the scene of an ac­
cident.
Gireg James Kerr, 4152 North 
Road, Saanich, was fined $250 
after pleading guilty to driving 
without insurance, and Okc 
Alfred Jackson, 9.343 Village 
Way, Sidney, was fined $250 for
driyirig with blood alcohol level 
over .08 per cent .
Anthony;John Smith, no fixed 
address, w'as jailed for 40 days 
and put on probation for a year 
for possession of a narcotic.
OnL June 3, Gerald Carter, 
1019 Pemberton Road, Victoria, 
was fined $450 after being 
convicted of impaired driving, 
and Russell Henry, 8655 West 
Saanich Road, North Saanich, 
was fined $250 after pleading 
guilty to impaired driving.
Lynn S. Luckinbill, 20, of 
Lakewood Colorado, was given 
two years probation but ordered 
to leave Canada forthwith after 
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ComInued from Page A1
made for the Ibss of agricultural 
production if the peninsula' is 
used for housing. The report does 
conclude that “social and en­
vironmental effects of the 
:pcninsula option tchd to be more 
"serious,” ,: .:,
,: Danger for the peninsula is 
That if nothing is done about
sewers: for tlie: western com- 
muniiie.s Uiey “would continue to 
be developed on septic tanks at 
average densities of one dr two 
units an: acre’’ which would 
“close off the: option” of in- 
sialling coinmunity scw'crs in the 
future, in turn closing off the 
option of: providing for future 
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Saanich school board has 
received approval to go ahead 
with $2,662,450 in proposed 
capital expenses for the 1982-83 
school year, with more than half 
the money to be spent on a six- 
room addition to Deep Cove 
elementary school.
Only 17 projects were ap­
proved. The district had sub­
mitted last September a capital 
budget with 45 projects totalling 
$4,461,437.
The school board had assigned 
four levels of priority to many of 
the projects, but the education 
ministry paid little attention. It 
approved six of the board’s first 
priorities and turned down four, 
approved five of second priority 
and turned down 14.
The amounts approved also 
differed in several instances from 
those submitted by the board. 
Where the board had estimated 
$3,500 for consultant fees for a 
heating survey of Stelly’s school 
the ministry authorized twice as 
much.
Sprinkler systems for all three 
middle schools were approved at 
a total cost of $701,500. The 
board had estimated $689,300.
Other approvals were; Deep 
Cove addition, $1,471,593; 
Cordova Bay elementary and 
Claremont secondary sewer 
hookups, $35,000; purchase two 
portable classrooms and move 
two portable classrooms.
$86,000; a new drill hall for 
Durrance elementary, $23,000; 
one new school bus, 75- 
passenger, $41,500; re-roofing 
several schools, $115,000; im­
provements to reduce fire 
hazards, $58,000; educational TV 
equipment, $25,000; equipment 
for visually impaired student, 
$1,150; minor renovations, 
$82,000; equipment for special 
classes, $3,600; equipment for 
new physics 11 and 12 
curriculum, $10,700.
The new band room which the 
board wants to build at North 
Saanich middle school was on an 
earlier list of projects and may 
still be approved.
A press release announcing 
approval of $2,662,450 was 
issued by he ministry dated June 
1, but the board had received 
nothing by June 7 and had to 
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Lynn Ibbotsort and unknown youngster (top photo} were 
caught enjoying fresh corn during Sidney Anglers' barbecue 
and award day Sunday, at Tulista Park. Tom Cronk Photo
Continued froih Page
return ihoney ; grjanted 
previous expropriations
says, adding Sidney would riot b 
looking at $480,000. “Hopefully, 
for highririys would share the 'costs " 
on on a 50/50 basis as they did with^^^ 
Beacon Avenue if the couplet is the other four expropriations.’’ 
dropped — highways paid 50 per lAs well, Sealey says $480,000 is / 
cent of the cost of expropriating the price Sidney-North Saaniclv : 
four properties to make way for Hall Association
the couplet — Singer says Sidney y (SANSCHA) is asking yfor 
received the funds through the ■ compensation but council is 
Revenue Sharing Act with the currently ; seeking its own ap- 
intention pf developing a one- praisal. 
way traffic system.^^^^^: ' : v
“But there seeni to be soirie way’s planned v ^jver- 
definite feelings council doesn’t pass/iriterchangc at Beacon 
want to go ahead with the plan,” Avenue and the highway will 
he says. He points out it would likely not go in for some lime —
not be his decision “but it would he thinks the provincial govern-
appear we (highways) should gel y * ment is financially embarrased 
our money back if the plan and the priority for the overpass
doesn’t go ahead.” ^ reduced — Sealey
However, Singer says ; the 
money wouldn’t need to be 
returned if council rriade a 
resolution supporting the onc- 
'way couplet system. ; 
y The traffic plan had the
Sidney RCIvlP are hoping to 
see the end of the recent string of 
burglaries, %ith one youth 
already y charged/ \yith four of 
them arid two more suspects to be y 
charged shortly.
Jeffrey :ZennonZahodnik, 17, 
of Sidney, has been charged with 
burglaries of the Clipper Inn in, 
February of this year, a Catholic 
church and the Good Fortune 
festaurarit in March arid Reed’s 
/Filing RooriiinMay.^^i'i^ ^
The Clipper Inn was entered 
again Friday by a- burglar who 
broke a window, but nothing was 
/taken.y/’//;
Overnight on June 1 or 2 a safe 
was stolen from Gurton’s Garage 
at East Saanich and McTavish by 
someone who got in through a 
door, but it was later recovered 
unopened and With the contents 
intact. Police have no suspects.
Hess than a week earlier more 
than $1,000 in cash plus cheques 
and credit card receipts were 
taken by someone who broke into 
the garage through a window.
stresses the overpass and one-way 
couplet can be constructed in- 
dcpcndcntly df each other.
She says it's hoped to bring 
traffic from west Sidney 
between the highway and airport,
support of the previous council, in the Suinmergatc Village area 
he pointed out, but the dccisiony—- by nteans of an access road 
was reversed by the newly elected parallel to the highway to the top /
council. “If we’re going to jump end of Beacon and feed that
back andTortIvfrom elcctioii ycaf :traffic bhio Beacon, y 
to clcction year, . .” / Currently, residents on Wcilcr
Singer says it till boiled db\vri, and Caiiora iniist go south to; 
TO “intent”’ Hie couplet doesn't^ M in order to get into
have to be cpristructed ; right Sitincy, “People in that area have
away, all highvvnys heeds is that been coricenicd for years about
: rcscilution, he says. limited access and ari iiiadcquatc
Sealey: says v bus service,” :,shc says; Attempt 
council would not be bofrotving to allcviaie the situation by 
comperisatidn money for the' rerouting another bits has helped 
expropriatibn 'from MPA. We’d but dbcsn'l solve ihc problcni,: 
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CASH □ CHEQUE □
The underground economy is prospering to the tune of 
$50 billion per year of individual income that avoids 
taxation, and the tax collectors are concerned.
This hidden economy includes, among thousands of 
other examples, the taxes not paid by waiters and 
waitresses who don’t report the full extent of tips. And 
the electrician, who moonlights after hours and is paid in 
cold, hard cash. ^ ^ ^
The problem, says a noted economist, is that 
Canadians are now paying 40 per cent or more of their 
incomes in taxes, and they feel they’re being ripped-off. 
So they revert to the underground economy, where the 
cash they receive is never reported, making it difficult 
for tax collectors to ascertain that the money was ever 
^;;eafnedi';,:'; ;vv;V, '':s
Canadians involved in what amounts to illegal ac­
tivity, of course, have endless arguments they use to 
;Justify:theiractions...
They don’t like to see the money wasted on such ill- 
cohceiyed government projects as are included in the 
v^auditorgeneraUsTeport.;",,'':;/'''''
They also claim defense spending, or other govern­
ment programs, are simply not worthwhile, claiming 
they are already paying a fair amount of taxes while 
millions of other Canadians are taking advantage of the 
system.













I am looking for tall tale 
tellers, notorious exaggerators, 
“liars”, and spinners of yarns 
about British Golumbia (see By- 
God Stafford, this page). I am 
writing a book tentatively titled 
“7n/e r Tall Tales of British 
Columbia which will be 
published by the Provincial 
Archives of British Columbia. It . 
will preserve the province’s 
heritage of tall tales and stories of 
exaggeration. V
I: wou 1 d dike 16 contact 
practitioners of tins art, whether 
they- tell stories at corner stores, ^ 
in local pubs, at liar’s club 
. meeting^ op hvvn bombs;
If you fit the bill, (or know
For farmers^ 
consumers
Because the B.C. Ministry of 
Agriculture has stopped 
publishing its “pick-your-own 
and roadside sales guide to 
Saanich Peninsula fruit and 
vegetable farms”, Saanich 
. Greenbelt Association has 
decided to produce a similar 
publication.
We want to help urban con­
sumers to support the smaller 
(typically not marketing board 
controlled) farmers who sell on 
their premises locally grown fresh 
vegetables and fruits, eggs, honey 
opeyen rabbit meat.
So, farmers, if you want to be 
; included in the guide phone 592-;
: 4262 or 477-4484 with particulars 7
What s sad, is that the voluntary tax reporting system someone who does) contact me 
that has served so well over the years is being further that you or your friend may be June 13.
eroded each time an individual fails to pay tax, even on included in the collection. Please And, consumers, stand by; the
by the Saanich Greenbelt 
Association treasurer, Elly 






" aldermen ^ c
1 wish to thank Aid. Stan 
Bamford and Aid. John Calder 
for their motion to approve a 
municipal grant for PGA and 
STAG programs. I also wish to 
thank The Review for; its 
coverage of the debate (Alder- 
mensTbid to help PCA fails).
Bryan Cornelius, 
chairperson, 
Sidney 1 cen Activity Group
the few dollars earned through moonlighting.
There’s no question, of course, that such individuals i 
are wrong when they break the law.
But given the seeming profligate spending by some 
governments, it’s easy to understand their position.^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
Perhaps it’s time our government leaders really made 
sincere efforts to prove they are not wasting our hard 
.'■earned cash. T" 7
write tome aft headdress below.V
Dr. Michael Taft 
c/o Provincial Archives of 
British Cpiumbia 
' Victoria, B.C.
V guides should be available by ■ 
June 17 to be picked up at ;ydur 
..local libraries, community 
centres, city and municipal halls 




From the June 8, 1922, issue of 
The Review
We have been informed that 19 
devilfish were caught around 
Portland Island last week, 
ranging in weight from 30 to 45 
pounds.
t * H(
June 20 being the end of our 
financial year, we would ap­
preciate it if a number of small 
accounts on our books were paid
before that date.
♦ * *
English Bay — angered by the 
persistent ogling and leers of an 
elderly individual on the beach, 
four comely young women in 
one-piece bathing suits seized 
liim, ducked him in the water 
until he gasped for breath and 
chased him to the dressing tent 
with whacks with kelp Toots on 
the beach. A crowd of highly 
entertained and cheering bathers 
watched the flight of the 
di.scomfited satyr.
50 YEARS AGO ;
From the June 8, 1932, issue of 
I'lie Review.
“Yes, she’s a swell girl, but 
they haven’t a telephone at her 
house. There was no way of 
getting in touch with her, so I 
look Annie to the party instead.”
— B.C. Telephone Co. ad­
vertisement.
. )(; ■ >!c « ■
Featuring .sections for flowers, 
fruit, vegetables, photography 
and sections for children, the 
fifth annual spring flower show 
of the North and South Saanich 
Horticultural Society will be held 
June 25 at the Agricultural hall, 
Saanichton 
40 YEARS AGO
From the June 10, 1942, issue of 
The Review.
It has been announced by 
Donald Gordon, chairman of the 
Wartime Prices and Trade 
13oard,7 0tia'A'a,i that couponV 
ration will be all7 probability 
shortly become effective in 
Canada and that , sugar will 
undoubtedly be the first com^, 
modity to be thus rationed.
Dancing, a swimming meet, 
r 7\yter pP^o7 contests ; :;ahd7 
;;cxliibitipii table Tennis match 
fbnh the attractions of the RAF ,
Adopt-A-Cai Month, 
celebrated each Jtine since 1975, 
finds felines across the country 
putting their best paws forward 
in hopes of finding homes. The 
Adopt-A-Cat camapign takes its 
inspiralioh from the feline folk 
hero, Morris, who once prowled 
the streets without a home. Each 
year about eight million felines 
arc turned over to animal 
shelters. Due To the large 
numbers of cats and kitteirs, only 
about 20 per cent find homes, the
Test must be humanely destroyed.
The Victoria Branch of the 
B.C. SPCA is no exception to the 
surplus cal population. During 
the month of June vve encourage 
prospective cal owners to visit tlic 
shelter and view our many oc- ; 
cupants. As June marks the 
beginning of “Gat Season” the 




S1»CA, 3150 Napier Lane
There wTs this fellow known as 
“By-God Stafford”. He lived up 
at Reed Island. One time I went 
in there and he was feeding milk 
to two or three pigs in a trough 
tltut he had dug out of a log. I 
asked him where he had got the 
milk and he said it was whale’s 
,rnilk'..
“One morning I was wakened 
liore early ill the morning,” he,;:: 
says; “and bellowing: was going T 
on and splashing water on the 
i bcaeU and echoing on the hills. 1 , 
got up and yldbkecl out ' the : 
window and thereWa,7 a whale
backing water out there in the 
bay, by God, you know that?
“Do you know what was the 
matter witli lier, by God, buddy? 
She’d lost a young one and had 
loo much niilk. So I rowed out 
there in a canoe and milked her 
by God, you know, and 1 filled 
the canoe right full and 1 had to 
go asliorc and get llie 18-foot row 
boat. By God, they give a lot of 
milk, one of tliosc wluiles, yon 
know.”
He says, “She came every 
inorning to be milked and,” lie 
says, “I had milk all over the bay
; The -1982 Central 7Saanich ;
familv picnie vvas a great success 7 . , , . j u .u, . ' -.u • jnmboree being convened by thethis year with approximately 200 T ^ ^
, / , V u . A.., entertainment committee underchi dren and adults tuinmg out » ^ . rV,, , .
Continued on 1 age AS YEARS AGO
the June 11, 1952, issue of
m''' ■■ ■.:7' '7T''W' 7'''::,The: Review.:;
™ .1^ 1 Looking hale and hearty, Tim
S Buck of Toronlo, generalscerciary of the Canadian Labor Progressive (Communist) Party 
was a Sidney visitor on Friday 
and drifting out into the channel morningwith Nigel Morgan,
and 1 thought it was sueli a waste L..P.P. candidate tor Narraimo
I would gel .some pigs and raise mid the Islands in the provincial 
sonic pigs. So 1 got me three or T^lcction. 
four pigs. I’m trying that, feeding
ihcm wlialc milk.” :
K was a lot of bolognc but I 
saw him at Campbell River later 
and 1 asked him how the pig farm 
was coming along. He says, “Nut 
very good, by God, yon know', 
I’m not gaining a hii. There is a 
bear tiuu comes and steals ilie 
lillle pigs, by God, you know,”
1 said, “Why don’t you shoot 
the hear?” “He’s the smartest 
bear in Britislv Columbia, by 
God, you can’t shoot him or trap
guess the /;
sonic
litacm AvMm Imt week*s eariy phdtnfBnb suppHed (Ms pkdtrt (aken In 19$0,
“Well,” I; stiid, 
only tiling to do is put 
anterns in the piggery.” ^
Tic says, “I’Ve tried that:joo, 
by God, hut he never used to 
come aroinul, he nbver shows up 
unless I go to get tiiy: provisions, ; 
see, so I laid for hint vVilli a rillc 7 
but he don’t come around. I (e 
knows when I'm home. It's wheiv 
I go away when he steals the ;
■pigs.’’rv '' h' :
He says, ‘I tried the lanterns in 
there and 1 iliought I had him 
beat, By God,” lie says, it was 
all riglil for two oi three weeks. 
Then one morning 1 heard a hell 
of a racket out there and 
squealing and grunting, you 
'know'.". ' 7',,.,„
“1 grabbed the old ?0/30 and 
ran outside there and there was 
that bear going up the side ol the 
mountain with a pig under one 
arm and the lantern in iVie i>lher.
Vile must have lictird lue pull 
ihehaiiiiaei back because he blew 
The light out and 1 missed him. by 
God.'”:,: ■',;7-'"-7:7; ■■
From Provincial Archive,s iif 
flrifish CoUirnhhi, (ape niiinhcr 
;i5nti,7::7.:: .v:'.':..,.'T' ."7''
J.A. Nunn brought to The 
Review office a sample of his 
rluibarb. Measuring 36 inches 
across the leaf and 44 inchc.s from 
tlie base of the stock to the tip of 
the Iciif, the one piece of rhubarb 
weighed more tlian three pounds.
20 YEARS ago'' „
I Tom the June 6, 1962, Issue of 
The Review.:'""';',,::
When a “cap” on the main line 
of Sidney ’Waierworks District 
blew off Wednesday mbrning at a 
point midway on Beacon ASve., 
bulk ol consumers in the slistrict 
were witlioul water for several 
: hours7 There is no alternative 
rstipply route Ipr the village of 
;::":;Sidliey,':■.;;■ ■:;.."■
Central / Saanich has isfiued 
7 niv' t^Tniildiiig permits in the first 
five nipntlis of 1962 than in all of 
7 1961. Up to the end of May, 33 
permits liavc been issued with a 
value of S377,250. 
in YEARS AGO
From the June 7, 1972, Issue of 
riic Review,
!; A North Saanich7alderman 
became so angry Monday that lie 
exiled from council chambers,; 
tlirew his papers on the ground,; 
took off his coat and stood 
waiting, ready for the mayor tP 
come iliiPugh tlte doorway and 
engage him in hand tp hand 
coinbai, 1 he mayor did noi riiuke
an appearance.
Aftci'' hcatcirddyussibn,,North 
Sniinich eouncit gave final ap­
proval to a bylaw designating the 
Kingsvvood ; properly, on West 
Saanich Road a development 
'area."
'j.
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more
Continued from Page A4
on a perfect warm, sunny day to 
enjoy the activities.
The success of the picnic was 
due to the thoughtful planning of 
the 1982 Family Month Com­
mittee and the contribution of 
many volunteers. Such com­
munity spirit should be 
acknowledged: the Central 
Saanich Senior Citizens Club for 
judging of events; Sheila Marshal 
for a wonderful Maypole dance; 
Donna Nichols for handling the 
sand castles; our volunteer fire 
department for rides on the 
pumper; the Brentwood Bay 
Rotary Club for supplying 
ribbons; and the Boys’ and Girls’ 
Club summer staff for con­
ducting the games.
On behalf of the kids and 







The happy ending to the 
moorage problem would be a
breakwater at Sidney. How 
come, whenever Sidney appeals 
for breakwater funding, the 
federal small crafts harbour 
branch gets evasive? The fun­
ding, like a homing pigeon, seems 
to be waiting to see where Bob 
Wright’s breakwater would settle 
before it iands.^^ ^ ^
First at Saanichton, federal 
fundihg was waiting for Wright’s 
breakwater marina plans there, 
but Central Saan^
: rejected them on ecological 
grounds. Now at Tsehum, after 
five years of objections from 
North Saanich cpuncil on 
ecological grounds, Wright 
finally has a consenting cpuncil 
(mayor excepted), and apparently 
the federal srhall crafts harbour 
branch still wants to be Wright’s 
; fairy godmother, wave a wand to: 
the federal government, and the 
grant would come to Wright for 
his Tsehum breakwater.
But nothing could be more 
hostile to natureThan a break- - 
> water at Tsehum Harbour, 
Thrusting into a very sensitive and 
beautiful area pf the Blue Heron 
basin; and involving the 
destruction of the last of the 
mudflats of the federal ■ bird 
sanctuary:
In Sidney, there wouldn’t be 
the ecological impact; r and
economically, geographically and 
sociologically the breakwater 
would be a great asset.
Waiting to see if Sidney gets 
the breakwater would give new 
members of North Saanich 
^ time for some long range
thinking on the whole Tsehum 
Harbour issue. ' Nature didn’t 
rush into evolving the mudflats; 
neither should \yc in destroying 




have expressed concern for the 
environmental and archealogical 
aspects of the proposed increased 
foreshore use.
Successive North Saanich 
council advisory planning 
commissions and property 
owners groups have remained 
firm in their opposition to further 
massive incursions into the 
remaining confined waters of 
Tsehum Harbour.
The current North Saanich 
council, by a recorded vote of six 
in favour and one opposed, 
succumbed to yet another well- 
orchestrated onslaught by Bob 
Wright and company and sup­
ported a motion of “approval in 
principle’’ for the latest Bob 
Wright scheme.
To date the position is that the 
bylaw to rezone the required 
foreshore involved in the new 
proposal will go to council on 
June 7 for first reading and then 
presumably a date for a public 
hearing will be announced.
This action by council un­
concernedly ignores the prin­
ciples of the community plan and 
the recorded opposition of 
previous years. Thus an in­
credibly naive, or possibly 
predetermined and calculated 
move, will, if carried through, 
negate all previous efforts to 
protect what remains of the type 
of foreshore in the Blue Heron 
portion of Tsehum Harbour.
Unquestionably the respon­
sibility for approval or rejection 
of North Saanich Marina’s 
application rests with the 
councillors of the district.
The public hearing is the forum 
for electorate participation. Next 
November is the time for elec­
torate action.
JohnC. Lapham
into the act, I contend that God 
put top soil on our neighbor’s 
property to provide natural 
drainage so that our basement 
would not be flooded and indeed, 
because of His/Her goodness and 
wisdom, up till now, there has 
never been a flood in our 
basement.
! conclude, therefore, that if a 
potential flooding situation 
becomes a reality it will be due 
not to an act of God but to an act 
of our neighbor and to the town’s 
blind adherence to requirements 
regardless of extraordinary 
conditions.
Our neighbor has been alerted, 
the town has been alerted and I 
now wish to alert the people of 
Sidney that in the event of future 
flooding we will claim damages 
not from God but from the Town 
of Sidney and from our neighbor.
Mrs. John Porter 
2240 James White Blvd.
Rotariam 
praise grads
The Brentwood Bay Rotary 
Club wishes to thank Stelly’s 
school after-grad committee and 
all those participants at the 
Crystal Gardens after-grad 
celebration.
Club members were pleased to 
assist the after-grad committee to 
acquire the use of the Crystal 
Gardens and would like the 
community at large to know the 
students and guests acted in an 
exemplary fashion.
When it is common to be 
critical of young people’s 
behaviour, it was indeed a delight 
to see a group such as this act in a 
mature and responsible fashion.
Members of Brentwood Bay 
Rotary Club wish all Stelly’s 
grads good luck in the future.
YOUR PROFESSIONAL BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves), Colouring
I^ARSNA COURT on 2nd street 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
SIDNEY MEAT BNARKET
9786 > 2nd Street 656“7535






WEL!. AOED HIND QUARTERS 
AND SIDES OF BEEF AVAILABLE
lOCK
Jlfamtly ^Restaurant






CHILDREN AGE 3 - 5 YRS.
592-9316 4 - 7 p.m.
CilCICEi
coinmiLEy
BONELESS CHICKEN BREASTS 
STUFFED WITH HAM & CHEESE. 
BAKED POTATO & VEGETABLE




When is an ounce of 
prevention worth a pound of cure 
aiid: when isla disaster an Act of 
God?
If, for instance, a home owner 
alerts the Town of Sidney befqre 
a permit is granted that a large 
excavation and yet to be built 
foundation in our neighbor’s 
backyard could divert water from 
winter rain runoffs from our 
neighbor’s property into our 
finished and furnished basement, 
is that not a case of an ounce of 
prevention being better than a 
pound of cure? Arid would such 
flooding (a continuous situation 
until remeciied), indeed a 
disaster, be an Act of God simply 
because the neighbor complied 
with the town’s requirements 
regarding drainage?
Since the Town of Sidney has 
the presumption to bring God
weU doemnerued
Ihiblic opposition to North 
Saanich Marina’s new scheme for 
increased inariiia development in 
Tsehum Harbor is well 
doclirnentcd by individual letters 
and petitions an file at North 
Saanich tminielpal hall. ^
Provincial anfi rederaragencies 
conccrncci, alniost without ex­
ception, have supported the 
existing bird sanctuary 








other sizes available; in kit lorm: 
easily' assenibled; city survival 
gardens; heavy duty models: plus 












FOR AN “AT YOUR HOWIE” 
PRESENTATION OF THE
"ill OiialHy car & truck in Canada 
'^*#1''Gas^Savfirs"" ' ■
•"lowest repair average” car 
* "Oh,what a feeling" car «
^ ^ _ CALL TOOAY
624 FRANCES - VICTORIA — 386-3S16
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* Bult©ft or 
:*ijyho!©:: ^
;; .Choice' ; :
:;;284:rifil:(1§ fi» oz.) Tin









Min, 200 9 Box Mfi ■
SflV€ if roll
Touin House. '’Suieetened or *Unsuicetcned 
1.361(48 fl. oz.) tin . . . .each
flo¥©yred
SHV€-38< Cheez lUliii500 g Jor VOUR CHblC€
lucerne. Thin Sliced. 
Pockoge of 48.1 kg Pockoge
Country Pure. Ikg Tub . ... . ^ . . . .
100% Ulliole UJheat
snv€
;• JM.' ; Vei^eel© Cheese500 g Pockoge
Shylork. *UJhite or *60% 
\ lJUhol© lUhebt. 680 9 (24 oz.) Sliccci Loaf
snv€
34' Cheese Sikes 500 g16 Single Individuoll^ UJropped pkg.
snv€
244 Tiger. Processed.
227 g Pockoge of 12 slices
[lucerne. Rssbrted Fldvgurs 
p^^HomestvIe. S liire Corton
Reischm^n's.;
C<>rn Oil. 1.S6 kg (3 lb.) Pkg.
250 g Pockoge. . . . . , . . eoch
9 # c Peck Freon, ’Shortcake,''Rich Ted ^ ;’Fruit Shortcake, ’Rrroiuroot or ’Digestive. ,
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Soup StroiuberrlesCalifornio Groiun, No. 1 Grade
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i ^ (. C''
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t\ •> ^,,Z‘ ,
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iliiiil C@fe
Taste Tells.
398 ml (14 fl. oz.) tin . . for
Chef-Boy-flr-dee. * Ravioli, or 
'Ldsogna. 425 9tin . :@b€h:
Cdlifornia Groujn 
No. 1 grade . . . .. .
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'' ADFIC M'r'V V H f'llrir P f0i
fertilizer
fi '" ffi'' ,7|i|»‘'. &,!' T.p-v'-'^ 'c 'IBJ KB ;l 'f
W W
Alaska
128 oz. Jug.. . . *. Pi' '
A CORSAGE FOR ORAD
Selecl from Rosos, Orchids dr Corriotldas. 
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INVITATION
vited to attend a
tea and RECEPTION
to take place on Sunday, June 27, from 2-4 p.m. at Sanscha Hall. 
Refreshments will be provided and there is no charge for this event. Those 
planning to attend are asked to register by phoning 656-4523 Wednesdays bet­
ween 10 and 12 noon — or Thursdays between 7 and 9 p.m.
eONGRAtULATIONS
The Sidney Office of Block Bros. Realty Ltd., congratulates Marten for being 
top salesman for the month of May.
Marten has fourteen years of experience as a real estate salesperson, and a 
member of the MASTER DIAMOND CLUB for the past three years.
For service, selling or buying, call :
652-5685 Res. MARTEN HOLST









Piranhas second in meet
Saanich Peninsula Summer 
Swim Club finished a strong 
second to Nanaimo at the Royal
held Saturday at the Crystal 
Pool.
Nanaimo finished with 884 
points to the Piranhas’ 724. 
Campbell River had 439 points, 
Courtenay 420 and Port Alberni 
361.
The 50-metre course proved a 
bit of an endurance test to some 
of the eight-and-under swim­
mers, but the older ones handled 
it well. Two hundred-metre 
individual medley events proved 
particularly exciting.
John Bentham, in the division 
for boys 101/2 to 12 years old, 
finished first in the 100-metre 
freestyle, the 200-metre in­
dividual medley and the 50-metre 
butterfly, and second in the 50- 
metre backstroke.
Craig Bentham, boys eight and 
under, won the 50-metre freestyle 
and the 50-metre butterfly and 
was second in the 50-metre' 
backstroke.
Anne Barnes, girls IQVi to 12, 
had a first in the 50-metre 
backstroke and a second in the 
200-metre individual medley.
Terry Dean, boys 12 to 13 '/z, 
was first in the 200-metre in­
dividual medley and third in the 
100-metre freestyle.
Mellissa Sibley, girls eight and 
under, was second in both the 50- 
metre freestyle and the 50-metre 
butterfly.
Kathy Scott, girls 9 to lO'/i, 
was second in both the 50-metre 
freestyle and the 50-metre 
butterfly.
Debbie McGuire, girls 12 to 
13‘/z, was second in the 200- 
metre individual medley; third in 
the 50-metre butterfly and third
in the 100-metre freestyle.
Brenda McGuire, girls 15 to 
17, was second in the 50-metre 
butterfly and fourth in the 200- 
metre individual medley.
Piranhas will be holding a 
bottle drive this Saturday. Their 
next meet is June 20 at 
Tsavvassen.
On July 3 and 4 the Piranha 
Club will stage the Vancouver 
Island Invitational meet at the 
Crystal pool, with 500 swimmers 
expected from up-Island and
Greater Vancouver clubs.
This meet was also to be at the 
50-metre distance, but the B.C. 
Summer Swimming Association 
has recently changed its cham­
pionships to 25 metres and other 
of coaches want the invitational 
course to be the same distance as 
the provincial.
Piranha coach A1 Porter is 
disappointed; “We should do the 
50 metres, kids will be up for it, 
their times will be good, they like 





to second place finish in 
Island meet at Crystal Pool on weekend. We regret not hav­
ing names of Individual winners pictured here, but our 
reporter fell in pool and pirahnas ate him.
Resident ihcires popyfcir redpe
:: Mfs; D. Harrold of Sidney has, 
had so ihahy requests for orie of 
Her. special recipes she’s decided 
to share it with readers.
Take four pounds of rhubarb 
and cut into one-inch pieces, 12
ounces of mission figs (put in 
meat grinder, one lemon cutfvip 
and put into blender (seeds and 
rind too), one cup of water (you 
can increase water to two cups if 
mixture is too thick and four 
poundsof sugar.
Boil together for 25; minutes/ 
stirring frequently: ft becomes 
quite thick so add sugar as soon 
as it becomes too thick to handle.
: Put it in a jar and keep for about 
a week.Do not put figs in 
/■blender.■';
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NEW OWNERS CHRISTINE AND CLIVE TANNER;
The Tanner family look forward to meeting the Peninsula 
residents and both new and old customers of The Sidney 
News & Variety. ' ‘We will do our best to continue the fine 
service you have received in the past.” ! f
(MONDAY THRU SUNDAY)
1 I
../.(•iWKfrfs'fJV'.IViiv.-. .... . . ..
ii|#p
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■ Home ppfj
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Sale ends June 19th, 1982|
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Brian's
In Cyprus
NICOSIA — Gunner Brian 
Lougheecl, (right) 10186 Wild- 
flower Place, Sidney, finds his 
work challenging with the Third 
Regiment Royal Canadian Horse 
Artillery, now in Cyprus on UN 
peacekeeping duty. Lougheed 
and others in the regiment have 
recently commenced their six- 
monfh tour here as Canada’s 
contingent to the peace-keeping 
force.
It’s the 38th Canadian con­
tingent to serve a six-month tour 
as UN peacekeepers on Cyprus. 
Lougheed is formerly of 5 BC 
Field Battery, Militia from 





Chancellor Ian McTaggart 
Cowan conferred, degrees May 
29 on Saanich Peninsula 
graduates of the University of 
Victoria during spring con­
vocation ceremonies.
Graduates from Sidney in­
clude; Peter Bruce Aumonier, 
Bachelor of Arts; Joanne Patricia 
Aylard, Bachelor of Arts; Alvin 
Dunic, Bachelor of Arts; Shane 
Bradford Janzcn, Bachelor of 
Arts; Douglas William Krogel, 
Bachelor of Arts; Margaret 
Elizabeth Logan, Bachelor of 
Arts; Alexander Patrick Mackie, 
Bachelor of Arts; James Edward 
Turner, Bachelor of Arts.
Daryl Gregg Elliot, Bachelor 
of Science; Elaine lodice, 
Bachelor of Science; Hollis 
Marion La Charite, Bachelor of 
Education (secondary); Ann
Shane Janzen Vanessa Farr
Marie Greenwood, Bachelor of 
Arts (human performance); 
Karen Audrey Maxwell, Bachelor 
of Arts (child care); Linda Ann 
Weich, Bachelor of Education 
(elementary); Robert .Anthony 
Charters, Bachelor of Science 
(honours); Leonard James Zedcl, 
Bachelor of Science (honours).
Graduates from Brentwood 
Bay include: Ronald Steven 
Penner, Doctor of Philosophy; 
John Clifford Cobb, Master of 
Education; Michael John
Prokopow, Bachelor of Arts 
(honours); Alfreda Evelyn 
Cooper, Bachelor of Arts; 
Vanessa Lynn Farr, Bachelor of 
Arts; Alison Mary Peden, 
Bachelor of Arts; James 
Alexander Maxwell, Bachelor of 
Education (secondary); Michele 
Elaine Maria Arnal, Diploma in 
french language.
Graduates from Saanichton 
include: Carol Anne Clark, 
Bachelor of Arts; Rhonda Johan 
Thordarson, Bachelor of Arts; 
Michael Richard Sharpe, 
Bachelor of Science; Carol Ann 
Bergh, Bachelor of Arts (fine 
arts); Dana Anne Trimble, 
Bachelor of Education 
(elementary); Jack Edward 
Lansdell, Diploma in french 
language.
Graduate from North Saanich 
is Lee Anthony Bannister, 
Bachelor of Arts.
Can North Saanich get along with just one set of trails or will there 
have to be two, or three? Can hikers and horses share the same trail? 
And what about cyclists?
These questions came up May 27 as the advisory planning com­
mission took up for the first time its assignment to co-ordinate 
proposals for trails in North Saanich, and there was another question 
also -— which trails should belong to the municipality and which to the
-region. ■ .
The commission received one brief, presented by Josephine Doman 
on behalf of the Sunset Riding Club, asking that a system of 
equestrian trails be included in the official community plan. Other 
proposals from the club were:
®That whenever a permanent road is laid it should be cut wide
The commission also heard from Bob McMinn of the Greater 
Victoria Greenbelt Society, who introduced three students who will be 
working this summer to determine problems and costs involved in 
obtaining land needed for the regional trail system.
Disciussion indicated there was not likely to be conflict as to the 
location of trails, whether regional or otherwise, but it did make a 
different whether the region or the municipality owned the trail.
Doman said generally horses were banned from regional parks, and 
when McMinn suggested this was only temporary until planning was 
completed, commission memember Hans Schneider commented that 
horse owners had done the work to open trails in the Horth Hill
sThat equestrians be allowed to use undeveloped road allowances 
alongside existing roads as well as all gravel or hog fuel trails through 
existing and future parks.
®That a
by the municipality so .
donations of park land or money for parks can be used to obtain 
ownership of the trails. *
Some trails on private property are in use now, but the brief states 
that ‘‘because of development we are rapidly losing our trails.’ ’^^^^ ;^^^^ 
The club suggested trails on most of the unconstructed road rights 
bfway belohging;to the municipality, and'volunteered to cut apd 
maintain trails.
Doman submitted a map showing locations of various types of trails 
the club vyas proposing.
If the trails were regional, Victoria, not North Saanich, will control 
what is done with them. Aid. Alan Cornford said “and their waiting 
periods run to 10 or 15 years.”
It \vas pointed out a regional bikeway system had been proposed 
some years ago, including routes in North Saanich. McMinn said the 
project had lapsed after a few streets were designated, and Schnader 
said high costs had killed it.
There appeared to be general agreement that cyclists could not use 
the same trails as horses, but that so far riding and hiking could co­
exist.
Chairman O.B. Philp said letters asking for submissions had been; 
sent to; various ratepayers’ organizations and to a cytling club. fThe ; 
commission could wait a couple of months to receive other briefs
j...:---- -Duncil, whichwill be revising the
community plan later this year.
t-odles'';ic3ijxl|ic3’ry'
T'he Ladies Auxiliary to the 
Arniy, Navy and Air Force, 
branch 302, plan their monthly 
meeting at the club starting 2 
p.m. June 13. All members are 
urged to attend.
...... .





Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association 









Our labour rate is
but our work Is
Harriet and Art Critchison and
Bryan and Rick, extend heartfelt thanks to




tneroaso your holiday spontiing 
monoy by dncroasing your fuel con* 
sumption.
SEE US TODAY 
about our
TUNE-UP SPECIAL
(l.ubo & oil, at no extra costx 
still in olloct)
FREE ESTIMATES
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Depot Demons 
down Mariners Island Farms
The Institute of Ocean Sciences 
has two softball teams, the 
Mariners and the Depot Demons.
On June 1 the teams met for 
the first time to establish 
supremacy. It was an exciting 
game, with the Demons emerging
victorious in the final inning by a 
16-12 score.
A re-match is planned, but not 
before a suitable rest period for 






We are the National Specialists in renting Late Model 1976-79 Cars/Trucks
Renting late model used cars makes good sense. By providing the least expen­
sive car/truck rentals in Canada, our owners are enjoying exceptional growth 




Let us prove to you that Rerit-A-Wreck is the best investment you can make for 
the 80's.
Locations available; Sidney & Nanaimo 
to learn more, call collect today;
Vancouver (604) 876-7155 
Toronto (416) 493-0376
Or write; Rent-A-Vlfreck, 225 Kingsway, Vancouver B.C. V5T 3J5
*U.S. Locations Available
p.s... . we don’t rent wrecks!
Island Farms lost a game to 
Seaboard Construction on 
Saturday, but still holds a two- 
game lead in Central Saanich 
Little league senior softball with 
a nine win, three loss record. 
Seaboard has won seven and lost 
five; Precision Excavating has 
won four and lost seven, and 
Royal Bank has won three and 
lost eight. Last week’s scores 
were:
May 31, Farms 15, Bank 13; 
June 1, Seaboard 17, Precisions; 
June 4, Bank 16, Precision 15; 
June 5, Seaboard 15, Farms 12.
In the major league Hi-View' 
Market won all three games 
played last week, and is far ahead 
with 10 wins and one loss. Pacific 
Business Equipment has won 
three and lost seven; Thought 
Shop has won two and lost seven.
On May 31, Hi View beat 
Thought Shop 6-3, on June 2 
they beat Pacific 26-9 and on 
June 4 they beat Thought Shop 
again 21-9.
Only two games were played in 
the minors, with Lambrick 
Excavating beating Royal Bank 
22-5 on June 1 and 13-5 on June 
3. In league standings Lambrick 
has nine wins, a loss and a tie, 
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy has 
five wins and four losses. 
Speedway Motors has three wins, 
five losses and a tie, and Royal 
Bank has two wins and nine 
losses.
Palm Dairies continued to find 
tough going in the big league, 
losing to Victoria Van and 
Storage 32-Lon May 31 and to 










INDIVIDUAL: REGULAR $2000:00 . .. . 7, i . . NOW:* 950.00
MARRIED COUPLE; Regular $3500.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . NOW *1650.00
this offer will not last long so hurry!
For Details S^bne 656-3136
Harvey’s Sporting Goods and 
Hotel Sidney split two games last 
week but Harvey’s ended up 
leading the fastball league thanks 
to a win over Cordova Bay.
Hotel took the league lead 
Monday night in a game post­
poned from May 21. They 
jumped ahead early by four runs 
and held on to win 6-5. Wayne 
Jones was the winning pitcher 
and Julian Valcourtthe loser.
A1 Cross had a great day at the 
plate, hitting a home run and two
Sidisej? Saraiffiep
;smiF;ssMOP;
Next to Travelodge j 
■L'Everyi''Sunday
Inlo & Reservations • 
656-5316 (Eves preL)
doubles in four times at bat, and 
driving in four Hotel runs. Kim 
Hayward was two for three for 
Hotel and Perry Ethier two for 
four for Harvey’s.
On June 1 Harvey’s gained as 
Gary Styles blanked Cordova 
Bay juniors in a 7-0'game.
in Friday’s game Mike Nunn 
provided the power with a three- 
riin homer in the fifth inning, as 
Harvey’s downed Hotel 9-5. Dick 
Michaud was the winning pitcher 
and Wayne Jones the loser.
Gary Styles and Julian 
V Valcdurl for Harvey’s ; and 
\Yayne Hannan for Hotel each 
jgot two hits: in for trips to the*'
Connie Mathews of Grant's Rockets drives single through se­
cond base during see-saw battle against Hotel Sidney last 
week. Rocket's won slow-pitch duel by one in extra innings.
Tom Cronk Photo
Brentwood Inn and Wakeman 
and Trimble were tied in the lead 
in Central Saanich Little League 
major division on Monday with 
10 wins each, although Brent­
wood Inn had a game in hand 
with only three losses.
Pacific Homes was third with 
four wins and 10 1^ Bren­
twood Supermart trailed with 
three wins and 11 losses. The 
week’s scores were:
May 31, Supermart 13, Pacific 
7; June 1, Wakeman 3, Inn 2, in a 
game that went one extra inning; 
Cougars won two garhes : in ;Jtme 4; Pacific 22, Wakeman 5; 
Sidney tee-ball last week, while June 5, Supermart 11, Inn 5. 
Tigers and Hawks had a win and Evening Opti 
a tie each. Scores were:
May 31, Tigers 15, Panthers 
12; June ! , Cougars 19, Ravens 
14; June 2, Tigers 15, Hawks 15;
June 3, Cougars 20, Panthers 13;
June4, Hawks 20, Ravens 7.
10 wins in the minor league. 
Optimists having a game in hand 
with only one loss. Aladdin 
Travel had an 8-4 record. Central 
Saanich Firefighters were 7 3, 
Jubilee Building Supplies 5-6;
: I T^ broke even for the




Union 5-7; Smith’s Supermarket 
4-7 L Brentwood Bay Sporting 
Goods 3-7 land brie tie; Keating 
Used Auto Parts 2-9 and one tie.
: Tee-ba.ll scores were; May 31, 
Fay’s Cleaners 20, Alliance 
Engineering 11; Tune 1, Lions 20, 
Brentwood Esso : 16; June 2,: 
j Villagd Toy and Hobby 17i Dura 
Construction 15; June 3, Esso 17; 
Seaboard Coiistruction 10; June 





Helen Law and .Jim Johnstone 
won the Fred Bertouche 
Memorial Cup in a nine-hole; 
two-ball competition played at 
Ardmore Golf Course on 
Thursday. Fifty-six members 
participated^ Kay Forester and 
Frank Lovcles,s were runners-up.
Only 14 people, six of them 
executive rhembers, attended the 
annual meeting of the Peninsula 
Soccer Club at Sanscha Hall May 
18, and only three of six openings 
on the executive could be filled.
Chairman Peter Byford noted 
there were 340 boys registered 
last seaon, representing at least 




• All season protoction
• Washable, $oap & /
, water cleanaip
; No chalk staining j,
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• One coat coverage
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9768 - 5tti Street, Sidney 65(5-397S
Tax Notices for the 1982 property 
now been inailed out. Any person owning pro- 
pe rty i p th e TOWN 0 F S1D N EY, not havi n g 
received a current Tax Notice, is requested to 
contact the TOWN HALL immediately at 2440 
SIDNEY AVENUEi Telephone 656-118A^ : :
Those eligible for the Provincial Home Owner 
Grahtiof $380.00 or $630:p0Hf 65 years o 
or over during this calendar year, or in receipt of 
Handiepaped Persons Income Assistance under 
the Guarantdod Available Idcomo for Need Act or 
handicapped under the regulations, or war 
veteran’s allowance under the War Veteran’s 
Allowance Act (Canada) are reminded that the 
application form on the front left side of the Tax 
Notice mus| be completed before the grant may 
be received . Taxes do not have to be paid before; 
the Horne Owner Grant is claimed, Taxes may be 
paid by installments,.
I IVl PORT ANT: To avoid pay ing the 1 st penalty of 
5%. purrent taxes msut be paid 
r on of before July 2nd, 1982: An




“ abysmal’ ’ att endence and 
seeming willingness of parents to 
leave it to a few dedicated people 
to provide soccer for their 
children.
Of the 22:; teams playing last 
season two won their league, tvyo 
came second and two were losing 
finalists in the district com­
petition in their division.
Registration for the coming 
season will be held at Panorama 
Leisure Centre from 2:30 to 7 
p.m. June 19 and 10 a.m. to 4 
p,m. Junc 20.
Executive members for the 
coming season, besides Byford, 
are Robert West, Cathy Doyle, 
Lome Scoit, Derek James and 
Bcrnlc Ounstcr. Some others 
have agreed to help temporarily, 
but there are four executic 




i D. Ovcharick was tbe medallist 
and won the championship at the 
George Paulin Tournament held 
by the ladles’ division of Olen 
Meadows Golf and Country 
Club. Runner up for the 
championship was B. Brock.
H. Kittlcson won the con­
solation, with J. Horton runner 
up. Flight winners were:
First nighL S; Boivin, runner 
up M. Waters; second night,'E.' 
( Hay and L, Jacklin; third flight, 
J. George and B. Embury; fourth 
might, M.’"Montague’and E. 
Scott; fifth flight, M, Miltarath 
and J. Stevenson,
Sixth night, K. Brynelson and 
B; Davis; seventh flight, S. 
Baxter and R. Trclawny; eighth 
night, F, Mann and M. Sutton; 
ninth night, P. Hanson and E, 
Sutherland; tenth night, M. 
Chicholm and D. Clark,
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bike challenge
In celebration of the centennial year of the Canadian Cycling 
Association, Sidney Velo Cycling Club teams are challenging 
others in their age groups to racing duels June 26 around Beacon 
Hill Park.
Anyone may enter a team from a club, organization, society 
institution or municipality. Sidney Velo spokesman Derrick 
Mallard says peninsula municipalities haven’t taken up the 
challenge but he hoped others would come out.
There’s a maximum of three people per team in each age 
category. Each race is 10 laps for a total of 16km (10 miles) — 
the 12:15 p.m. race is for 36 - 45-year-olds; 1 p.m. race for 46 - 
55 years and at 1:45 p.m. 56 - 65-year-olds will race off.
At 3 p.m. there’s an exciting challenge race of 15 laps, 24 km 
(15 miles) by B.C.’s top category bike racers who will be 
competing in the B.C. road racing championships June 27 on the 
peninsula.
Mallard says the races have already attracted team entries 
from the armed forces, RCMP and the Real Estate Board of 
Victoria as well as three cycle clubs in the Greater Victoria area.
Anyone who wants to get a team together should contact 
Mallard at 652-3487 or 652-3132.
To assist contestants, bike and riding clinics will be held by 
Sidney Velo June 10, 14, 17 and 21 at Gwen’s Health Food 
Store’s parking lot, 6002 West Saanich Road (corner of 
Durrance Road) 6 p.m. sharp.
All bikes are subject to safety scrutiny 30 minutes before each 
race and all riders should wear or display a team name. Riders 
are advised to wear safety helmets and all machines should be in 
good shape, with front and rear brakes in sound mechanical 
condition.
Rezoning eyed McFadden guilty cagciln
By GRANIA LITWIN
A proposal to rezone 210 acres 
in the area of Cloake Hill on the 
northern end of Saanich 
Peninsula is before North 
Saanich council.
Council referred the ap­
plication to committee for study 
noting that it was a lucid, finely 
prepared document involving 
flexible phasing of development.
The application is to re-zone 
the sloping, upland area from 
Rural 3 (with a minimum five- 
acre lot size) to Residential 2 
(with a one-acre minimum lot 
size.)
Municipal clerk Tony Green 
told The Review Tuesday the 
subdivider would then put in 
water service lines from the one 
million gallon Cloake Hill 
reservoir and these would “end 
up as part of our water
distribution system.’’
The lines would enable water 
to flow also to the Landsend 
Road and Curteis Point districts.
Subdivision spokesman 
Geoffrey Calvert told the meeting 
tlie project would follow a four- 
year program.
In other council news;
•Mayor Jay Rangel told 
council he talked recently with 
Highways Minister Alex Fraser 
on the subject of the intersection 
of fryon Road and Pat Bay 
Highway.
“We have always recognized 
this intersection as a major 
danger spot and with the in­
creased population and ferry 
traffic the situation is getting 
worse.
The mayor said he is pursuing 
the matter and had been told a 
Hashing red light “would suit the 
purpose.’’
Dennis Barry McFadden, 31, 
formerly of Sidney, was con­
victed for the second time Friday 
of the first-degree murder of 
Marion Barbara MacKay.
The B.C. Court of Appeal had 
ordered a re-trial on the grounds 
that Crown rebuttal evidence at 
the first trial in June, 1980, was 
inadmissable. McFadden was not 
granted bail while waiting for the 
new trial, which was held in 
Victoria last week.
•DEMOLITION HAMMER m 
•BUCKETS •BACKHOE |i
•BOX SCRAPER ♦YORK - J I 
/RAKE.-EARTH AUGER ■’ 5 =
Driver chargee!
McKay was stabbed to death 
March !7; 1980, at her home on 
Old West Saanich Road. Her 
body was found wrapped in a 
tarpaulin and hidden in a boat on 
a trailer at McFaddcn’s home at 
10327 Bowerbank.
McFadden, who had gone to 
McKay’s house to repair a 
broken window, had admitted 
the stabbing to police. No 




OLD COUNTRY RENTALS , |,|
^818 ISLAND HWY _ | |
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Stephen Patrick O’Toole, 19, 
of Sidney, was charged with 
impaired driving after he rolled 
his car over at Mills Road and 
McDonald Road at 2:15 a.m. on 
Sunday while being chased by 
police.
He sped off when a police car 
turned to follow him and failed 
to make the corner. His 1972 
hard top was a write-off.
In another accident, Adam
Newmerschitsky, Victoria, was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital after his car rolled over 
on the Pat Bay Highway south of 
McTavish Road at 1 p.m. 
Saturday, when the driver of 
another vehicle suddenly cut in 
front of him.
The other driver did not stop, 
but police have other witnesses 
who back Newrnerschitsky’s 
story of what happened to him.
All Breeci Dog Grooming 
Professional Clipping 




2317A BEACOH (Beacon Plaza), SIDNEY, B.C. S5@-0622
(Adjoining the Aquatiel Pet Shop)
Prices
Effective:
Only two people appeared at a 
public hearing at Sidney council 
Monday night to challenge some 
aspects of new Zoning Bylaw 
;750;s but only Mike Kipot, of 
Kipot Construction, ; made a 
number of v criticism's- oT ythe T 
lengthy bylaw’ which Towny ad-: 
ministrator Geoff Liogah says is V 
designed to clafifylitems which 
’ are giving the J town i prpblerris -l 
with interpretations, remove 
sorne restrictions front zones and 
do some “general tidying lip.” ^
- Logan says the bylaw also 
contains = some“general : 
housekeeping items and a few 
amendments to relax some 
•Things. :
Kipot objected to wording in 
the bylaw which he interprets as 
ruling duplexes should be built 
with both entrances facing the 
same street.
T Sealey says a “misplaced 
modifier’’ was the cause of the 
trouble --The units are meant to 
be facing the same street, not the . 
entrances, and suggested it was a 
matter of rewording.
The duplex issue and a number 
of others contained in the bylaw 
and raised by Kipot will go to the 
town’s advisory planning 
commission and the design panel 
for suggestions and input.
In other counciTnews:
•Sidney Days Festival Society
would like council to cover the 
cost of painting a banner for the 
July 1 celebrations as well as the 
cost of municipal staff time 
erecting’ street barriers; but; 
although council way happy to; 
meetTherequestforbarriersatah; 
estimated staff:time cost bF$256i ;;y 
itywas decided the: society::; rnust y 
rheet: the ycqsts of painting: theT; 
banner, quoted at $175.
Mayor Norma Sealey ex­
plained the town :has a basic 1 • 
banner which various groups use: 
by affixing;; to it a detachableS 
portion: of their own which? 
describes the event taking place. T
•Council agreed to meet North'; 
Saanich council in a softball 
challenge game July 1. ;
: “Some members of councils 
looked a little askance at a 
suggestion in a letter from the; 
new library’s architect, Donovan 
Mar.shall, to charge an upset lirnit 
of $3,000 for time and expenses * 
in overseeing furniture andi; 
furnishing and co-ordinating 
installation.
Aid. Loyd Burdon wanted 
Marshall’s suggestion rejected 
and queried “were architects 
having a hard time?’’ North 
Saanich shares library expenses 
with Sidiicy, Sealey pointed out, 
and the letter was tabled until the, 
two councils have met to discuss 
; themaiier.''
WED JUNE 9 
TO SAT. JUNE 12
®f-SWPEIT savings! :|-
;■ In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel h
; tSTORE HOURS:
' DAILY"8:30 - 6;00:
THURS.,: FRI. 8;30’-9:00,
; . SUNDAY:10:00:- 5:30;; j s A
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST p j| H IF •T . Jr..
\rmE$ll:.LOCMLK::
sPRimtmBmLE
FRESH YOUNG GRADE ‘U
.................lb.
/(AVAILABLE WED.-fRI. ONLY!
FRESH PORK SHOULDER BUH
WHOLE PICNIC :















Ground Pork . ...*1.48
$i26





















PURE PORK OR BREAKFAST
^2.39














Parkland secondary school 
dancers will be on stage twice irr 
the Vancouver Islimd Ballet 
S oc i c 1 y S h o \vc a sc : at i h c;
McPhcrsonTl>cati;c, starting at 8 
p.m. oit Sunday, 
the showcase ineluclcs
highlight performances from hli 
the; lestivais held oil Vanepuyer 
Islarul, Parkland dancers will hc! 
present 9'Peter Giinih” with tlic 
schpol; band, and “All That 
;Jazz,






























Vacuum Paki ABIg tin ,,.. 
NESTLE’S
425 ml. tin
CHEF BOY AR-DEE '
PIZZA MIX
-York: .?





















Super Fries l ib . .k
5 AllVP""-’''' ''Aft,/*'
Fruit Juice ..... US'
IS:PrPPFRIDGE FARM
PURITAN
Meat Balls 8. Gravy, Beef Stew, 







TEA BAGS ...v .
VIVA;,
PAPERTOWELS.™ii
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ByJOHNGREEN 
Rest Haven will return to 
Sidney next month, but not as an 
acute care hospital. Rest Haven 
Lodge, an intermediate care 
facility, built by the Adventist 
Health Care Home Society is 
nearing completion at 2281 Mills 
Road and will soon be providing 
accomodation and some nursing 
care for 75 residents.
The three-storey, $3.3 million 
building has been under con­
struction since last July and is 
now at the stage of near­
completion where contractors 
and sub-contractors are making 
sure everything works.
Designed by Marshall 
Goldsworthy and Associates and 
built by CANA Construction, it 
will be, according to ad­
ministrator Dan Rippin, one of 
the rare buildings to be com­
pleted under budget.
Two-thirds of the rooms are 
already spoken for, mainly for 
people from the peninsula and 
Victoria who are still living in­
dependently, but with a few 
coming from Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital and other hospitals. 
Most of the staff of 45, some of 
them part-time workers, have 
already been hired locally.
Heather Switak, director of 
5 resident care, will have a staff of 
JO registered nurses, 20 nursing 
assistants and three people 
handling patient activities, wkh 
some of each group full-time and 
'^-.-jspme part-time.- J'
• She was born at the old 
Resthaven Hospital and lived in 
Sidney uiltil she was five, but 
gradually'moved east, living bn 
the mainland, in Alberta and in 
Ontario, and has spent the last 14 
b y^ as director of staff
development and then nursing 
supervisor at New England 
Memorial Hospital, a Seventh 
Day Adventist institution in a 
suburb of Boston.
She has been here about a 
month with her three-year-old 
son Daryl. Her husband, Robert, 
who will be looking for an ad­
ministration job in another 
hospital, was to arrive Friday. 
They will have a house in Sidney 
but can’t move in yet, until the 
present owners can move into the 
lodge.
Rest Haven Lodge has 74 
rooms on the upper two Boors. 
Only one is a double room, but 
there are 15 pairs that have
has a large suncleck.
On the main floor there is a 
dining room and a large lounge 
complete with library, fireplace 
and piano. There are also lounge 
areas near the main entrance and 
the open office area, because 
experience has shown that elderly 
people often like to sit where 
there is activity taking place.
Another large room, with a 
kitchenette, will be used for adult 
day care, but this program may 
not start for several years, so as 
not to compete with the Mount 
Newton centre. When it is in 
operation it will concentrate on 
occupational therapy to help 
elderly people regain some of
are places for many plants, which 
the Sidney-North Saanich 
Garden Club has agreed to take 
care of.
The ground around the 
building has been terraced down 
four feet below its original level 
to reduce the overall height of the 
lodge in relation to its neigh­
bours.
There will be a large patio with 
a fountain on the east side, and a 
walkway around the outer edge 
of the one-acre property.
Fire protection is provided by 
hundreds of sprinklers, three in 
each of the residents’ rooms as 
svell as many in the other areas.
J 'S'l
Rest Haven Lodge nears completion.
A dministrator Dan Rippin 
termediate care facility on
connection doors so that a couple 
living at the lodge can have two 
rooms which they can use as 
bedroorn and living room if they 
wish. Each of these floors has a 
suhroom arid the lower one also
in sunroom, one of three in $3,3 million, three-storey in­
i’ A dventists. John Green Photos
their abilities and independence. 
In the meantime the room will 
be used for craft work and as an 
exercise area for the residents.
Throughout the public areas, 
even along the corridors, there
Floors are concrete, and the 
cedar-siding outer walls yhave 
been treated with fire retartant.
Smoking will be allovved only 
in one small lounge.
Each fesident will have a
bathroom with a toilet and 
basin, in fact couples sharing two 
rooms will have two. There are 
rooms with bathtubs on each 
floor, also one shower that can be 
used by a person in a wheel chair, 
and one whirlbath-type tub with 
a device by which a patient 
strapped in a seat is lifted by a 
machine, swung around and 
lowered into the tub.
Each floor has a nursing 
station, and on the upper floor 
eight rooms adjacent to the 
station are considerably larger 
than the standard 10 by 12 feet, 
to accomodate people in 
wheelchairs.
Corridors are brightly lighted, 
with skylights running the entire 
length of the building on the top 
floor. There is also a skylight 
over the main staircase. Doors 
dividing corridors are to be kept 
open, but will close automatically 
in case of fire.
On the main floor there will be 
a “tuck shop” selling small 
items, including residents’ 
handicraft work; hairdressing 
salon and a room for private 
interviews.
In intermediate care all 
residents have to be able to get 
around on their own; although 
they may use walkers or 
wheelchairs. There are two 
elevators in the building.; Most 
residents will be expected to do a 
little light work towards keeping 
their ow'n rooms tidy, such as 
dusting furniture.
Meals will be seryed by staff.
and there will be no menu 
selection, but all special diets will 
be accomodated.
Rest Haven Lodge will be one 
of half a dozen intermediate care 
facilities operated by the Seventh 
Day Adventists in Canada. 
Around the world they have 400 
acute care hospitals, but only one 
in this country.
They operated Rest Haven 
Hospital in Sidney from 1921 
until 1978, and about a dozen 
former staff members from the 
hospital w'ill be working at the 
lodge.
Most of the money from sale 
of Rest Haven Island for 
residential development has gone 
to provide medical and dental 
clinics elsewhere in B.C, The 
lodge has been financed mainly 
by a mortgage, with Central 
Mortgage and Housing Cor­
poration covering all but two 
per cent of the interest.
Residents pay $11.50 a day, 
and the rest of the money to 
operate the lodge comes from 
provincial hospital care funds. 
Budget will vary according to the 
number of residents requiring 
each level of nursing care, but 
first year costs are expected to be 
about $1,400,000.
Rippin has been administrator 
oh the project for the past year, 
but has lived in Sidney for 10 
years, first as an independent 
accountant, then with the 
Adventists and later with the 
Sidney Review until he was asked - 




President John MacKay and 
vice-president Yvonne Melville 
have been joined by the newly 
appointed Student Council 
Executive. Congratulations to 
Suzanne Klausen, secretary; 
Angie Cramer; treasurer, Kelly 
Bailey, social chairperson;
; Wendy Laing, project chair- 
jterson; Drew Smyth, intra-mural : 
co-ordinator; Jan Van der lee as 
head of advertising and to all 
remaining 1982-83 ; council 
-- members;,,^'":-,,;.
Special good wishes to Jill 
Rodke who; has been chosen 
Valedictorian for the graduating 
;;;class:of,1982."-'-:;.:
Upcoming events for graduates 
include the traditionally fabulous 
dance at the Empress Hotel June 
25, the grad staff banquet, June ; 
10, and the final recognition 
ceremony June 27,
Parkland-s official awards 
ceremony is to be held this Friday 
at 1 p.im Parents and friends 
welcome. /;/
! : What a night:;; C>ur final 
dinner/dance of the year was 
held last Wednesday and was 
J’antastic* Gafcteria lO and 12 and 
several staff members (as steak 
chefs) put up a yummy dinner 
and special thanks to foods 
;;jnstVuctor,j Mrs,v^Tliamjispn, 
Ashley jSqimd provided terrific 
music and a great light show. 
Congrats, .student’scouncil.
j',':;;»Th,e.'\:C.R;:'' ;Nitnat;;::':.V982;''
campers survived tvyo portages; 
blisters and bruises and great 
weather (except ("or occasional 
thick fog) during their cx- 
pl 0 r at i on ' ii p -1 s 1 a n d. S u c h
lifetime memories were; president 
Alison Giles bcingJicd up on a 
small cliff above a pond and 
Gosling: taking an Unex­
pected svvimi while crossing a, 
large puddle. Instructor Joe 
Mlllignn quoted the company as, 
“a close-knit; well equipped 
group 6f fine,; fun-loving 
students”.: iJv;-::-;;,-;;;:
•Visiting elcmcntary ad- 
: ministratorsj, enjoyed, a glazed 
ham banquet arranged by our 
foodr 12 class June 4. The class 
also prepared beef WcUingtoii us 
the main course of the banquet 
for i'Farkland’s physical 
ednention staff the same af-
;•Twenty grade ■12 ■ students 




Prove to •yourself : fio\A/\educational and entertai n­
ing computers can'bewith' our sale-priced ; v;;,
4K Colour Computer;:it's so easy: Use our low-cbst 
Program Pak-Soft-ware to play games; teach your; 
children, or,keep track of your financesr Orfollow : 
pur inc'redibly easy: manual and learn;tb program- 
it yburSelf. You'll be surprised justihow enjoyable , 
computing is. You get eight vivid colours you 
display on your colour TV, and up to 255 




S Video receiver 
Vopticnal ,
By WENDY LAING;;-;J
UVic to become acquainted with ; 
the university. ;
; "Mrs. Gini Foley and her 
troupe of dancers are polishing 
the'incredibly successful year off 
in style. They’re performing two 
numbers in the Vancouver Island 
Ballet Society Showcase, this 
Sunday and our superb band will 
accompany thenv in the show of 
highlights from the Island Dance 
Festivals. Showtime: 8 p.m. at 
McPherson Playhouse. Tickets 
selling fast.
•Sil'ver Threads Were dcliglitcd 
with a visit by the advanced 
dance class May 31. Speciality 
nuntbers were danced with 
Francis Pollcl as pianist.
•Parkland was visiicd by a 
IJench; language tlicatrc group 
from Victoria, who Treseitied 
various fables in our second 
; language; The; fine performance 
certainly kept our French 
f; students iranslatihg furiously. ?!
•Congrats to the outstanding 
efforts by Rarklands junior track 
and licld atiiletes at a; recent 
Sookc-Saonieh meet. Our school 
placed third overall, only 13 
points behind first place Spencer. 
Nice going. Earn Melville who 
was chosen as most outstandiitg 
female athlete.
•At press time bur junior 
Panthers were participating at tlte 
Island championships while the 
senior girls 4x100 relay team was 
at the B.C. finals in Vancouver,
•Ouf cyclists just won’t stop ; 
.winning! Our club scored its 
second victory of liie year by 
capluringihe Shawnigan 'lourde 
; Lac race and itophy, Out of 70 
slat let's out Patulicts all pla'ced or - 
the top 20, Mike Hay; 2nd; Sieve 
Rogak, 7ih; Craig Nlckle, 8tli: 
and Zena Rogak was the first 
woman In. Great showing by 
,;,,;;jhcse',db,ur -,'and:JliC''rest;of’:bnr.';-' 








Liven your summer fun by locating coins| 
rings, or relics under sand,- soiL wood;? 
Lightweight rnetal detector uses water- 
resistant'ccli and Faraday Shield to 
nulify false readings. Uses 6 "AA" cells”.
’Ballfirios not incUiOrfd
X
Get set for a summer 
full of stereo fun
SCR-2 portable stereo music' 
system plays prerecorded tapes, 
tunes AM/FM stereo, or records^ 
off-tho-air or 'Mivo" with 
perfect volume. "Stereo-Wide 
adds an o.xtra dimension to 





lAcGurate quartz LCD 
irlstwatch
I Muitl-lunction eioctionio 'stopwatch, with laptitning, , 
digital nl.'itm, Mon.th, ciay, Sol alrrrm as a remindoi (or w -■ 
and date display. Use as nppointmorilti, With batls'ry.
iiCi





TRC-^21 A CB f0r fun and safety
brompact mobiitirCn is liin : lias cleaii*CI3 rocoption 
(or summer, bat It'ti n ' .on all 40 channels. Add 
groat cbmpanlon (or year :e>i,torna! spoakoi' (O'r PA •> 
round travel, TRC*421A a real bonus for boaters,
Full-Function Telophone AnswcrBr 
With Remote Control Playback
bUoFONE-'^' 1 AO-1 caniii;!? Will?:vquf aiv
nouiittniiji'ii iivyiHit;Jwn, v4m.ci. .UJii'JiiyaifUULfnil 
iit(i;;.liir*iiH-ris lia lO' Vn n:ili'?T;r''Ci il in iKiiiv(!i| 
nniy! yriiii ouiiiiimo 'mtrii6.;if|«,; ll'itui nan(p-i.iiv':wiiijn iiil 
luiiiii), C.iii tvionitoiMci? yoi)'(iouiuiiifin/ftna'j'oir nut 
; liiu) t)t'lori:i;|iicNiiU|:ii|) liui linwin ,[iiiiil-3.v ,rfii'<t:;- li)ll-j 
:'t:ap;u.iiy -shutciil' iiHiit.aiq!,? ';: Aii6W(iief,| 
;!L'iK9-WKyV'4":: Remnliii, .IvIiLiVi ", AL oii'ualion; 






Your mosi cherished aihums 
deserve a quality touch
■" , -"/"LAB-aaShiiadirbct--
..L" T ' - :,.i= - drive,(or'unwavoring ' ,,
' : speed, frrjnt-mouniod
: controls (or convo- ,
, nlonce. S'Shapod tope 
nrfn, dampocj.cue/pnijso, 
ijjT anti-akalo. adjuatablo , 
13 stylus force for gentle 
record fuinrjling. Wilh , 
95 uaiiiti cnrtrlrfge
: < > e ■ \ ( ' f • •■•■'■I' i’ >
.‘I,■! I.". / y.!‘ rp (.V rv>i, i. I \ ,
-- --.i , ''’N.,.nf6 / nr ijitdi (‘I'hftni
■HU ■
u 449 95I H- X.Tr'I.Vrd '.4M^ iSHVii
Introduce your family to an exciting new liobby
|-:Wi;'vii:i:i,il?hi:iiii;; v.oiiU W ;:)('!(ciMi,!i'i(:i'::?','('riy'?.ytiiir::j?iVyurili' ."irUril'iin'? 
F larriliai! ;,-ir.1t:iii*H!- i-«'.i!i:.iiii' = ,Ills'- liiuii.ijii liu; liuiir-iH .iHir.irr'l |i:i,i,tiii ,-iiii,i(,-isuti.f
.if;'u?i(:? i!0W,?;,3i!j3 liiitC'inur'in' ruiii! |tic iputiri-f ,rr ti(‘iiai:i'ii;ii(;r''tliiiX| niiiirt (|;ii
; (.rritius fipiil,iriiti .Am Hit’Dx-AiiAi;. .iriViinji',' ,,'i-.. rsi
*!-' I'.i"'Is l•':i'?(,'!| 'n'j,;tf,!t-!;'>i'i'!i'lr[i'?ri'rri-nnmiiir3'ir!''; yirtliV"-
- Carrying case ? fin 
for cassettes
Carry your ciVBMttes in 
stylo. Attraraiwe, parJcled. tan 
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Central Saanich council 
doesn’t think much of the federal 
government’s golden nematode 
program, and on Monday night 
they took the opportunity to say 
so.
Council had wanted to meet 
with someone responsible for 
regulations concerning the 
growing and sale of potatoes; 
what they got was a meeting with 
Stuart Wilson, the man in 
charge of the testing and 
fumigating of the fields.
They told him the $l,200-an- 
acre compensation paid to potato 
farmers was inadequate because 
farmers had a heavy investment 
in specialized equipment good 
only for growing potatoes and 
because there is no room in the 
market for alternate crops that 
could be grown on the land.
They also criticized the 
restrictions announced in a 
circular sent to Central Saanich 
homeowners in April which 
forbids growing potatoes for 
private use on land where they 
were formerly grown com­
mercially, and forbids selling 
homegrown potatoes in any way 
or even giving them as gifts.
TThe regulations are supposed 
to prevent accidental spread of 
the nematode, but council 
members pointed out that while 
the sale of potatoes is forbidden 
the sale of topsoil is not. Soil 
removed from an industrial 
; building site on Keating Cross 
Road is being sold and takert out 
of Central Saanich by the 
truckload.
Council members were not 
impressed with the explanation 
that the. land involved was 
^cohsidered free of suspicion of 













With vantage point supplied by good ship Madeline and helpful crew, this fine view of 
Sidney-North Saanich Yacht Club Sailpast Saturday includes showing Form leading serpen­
tine line of craft into position while two women members of crew relax on bow railings.
Tom Cronk Photo
i
The access road to Island View Knott and Verdier parks.
Regional Park has been closed ^ They plan to start enforcing a 
witP a locked gate as a resiult qf bylayv vyhich makes it illegal to be 
the vandalism there in the early Mn£a municipal park between;‘11 
mqrning of May v 27; arid 6 TaimC Signs wilt be
someone with a;four-wheel-drive 
truck knocked down 82 posts just
put in place for a new fence. cars found parked will be towed
The Capital Regional District away, 
will continue whh construction of be
unreasonableness some
ByJOHNGREEN
Why was Aid. George MacFarlane so upset about the Cost of 
Growth Study recently prepared by Capital Regional District 
planners? It’s easy to understand in the light of their own 
comments as to what one of their two alternatives for population 
growth in the Victoria metropolitan area would mean for 
Central Saanich.
“Central Saanich will experience massive social and physical 
impacts and will undergo tremendous change. As the population 
almost doubles, much of the municipality will be serviced and 
developed to urban density with substantial sensitive en­
vironment, areas of presently productive agricultural land, and 
other regional amenities consumed for residential use.
“Major policy changes will be required to accommodate 
growth under this alternative. The Official Community Plan and 
zoning bylaws will require extensive change and 1|165 acres: of 
Agricultural Land Reserve land will require removal from the 
reserve, 836 acres of which are currently productive. p
“The viability of many farm operations in the reserve will be || 
reduced, as urban development will have taken place throughout 
the municipality right up to the boundaries of the reserve and in 
certain areas into it, placing extreme development pressure on 
remaining farmland and reducing suitability and attractiveness 
of many areas for farming.
“Central Saanich will change in character from a semi-rural 
area with villages and defined pockets of development and a 
strong agricultural identity, to a municipality charalcterized 
increasingly by u rb an s p raw 1. ’ ’
The planners are not advocating these changes, but predicting 
the results of two alternatives that might be fpHoxved jn ac-
m
citizens \ye will have to enforce |i commodating increased population in fhe m^^^ 1
the bylaw more strictly,” police |i the next 20 years. ^
rhief Rrih Miles comments! “It’s # One alternative would see sewer systerris builtj! starting Very ifc i f Bob il s ts.  It'  
unfortunate that we have tonse it i>
posted warning parking is not 'f'because of people who don’t use p 
allowed between those hours, and . a bit of common sense.” |i; .
r'Qrc • rr\iinrt will hp ^ ^ ^ ^ haS ^9; '^0'
More stdries, see
within the area (that part of the 
municipality of Central Saanich 
east of the West Saanich Road) 
where homeowners are forbidden 
to sell or give away potatoes.
Besides being unreasonable, 
aldermen maintained, the 
regulations would be impossible 
to police.
'There are varieties of potatoes 
are resistant to the nematodes, 
but Wilson said they had the 
disadvantage of coming on the 
market at the same time in the 
season as netted gems, the most 
popular variety, so it would be 
unlikely that people would buy 
:them.f'"
On the same subject, in a letter 
to LJ. Smith of Marigold 
Nurseries in Saanichton, W.P. 
Campbell, director of special 
projects for the federal plant 
health and plant products 
directorate, states resistant 
strains “do not preclude all 
chances of new nematodes 
developing and hence do not lead 
to complete eradication of tlie 
: 'pest.'" !
Campbell contends the ban is 
not particularly damaging to 
; garden centre and nursery 
operatorsi saying' people will stiU 
i - buy in their
gardens,:'.;V:"";:;.'.
the fence, which will block access 
to the private beaches beside the 
: road,vbut the gate will remain in 
place arid will be kept locked, f !
Owners of property between 
the gate and the regional park 
will have keys.
Meanwhile, Central Saanich 
police are also cracking down on 
vandalism ahd rowdy behavior in 
the municipal park at the foot of 
Island View;.Road, and in other 
such as Centennial, Rom
placed on the parking lot beside 
I slan d V iCw Bar k, wh ich is ac­
tually a municipa;! road; 
Homathko Drive;
Besides the noise, illegal 
drinking and the smashing of 
beer bottles on Island.^ View 
beach, police have had com­
plaints of smashing of doors and 
toilets at Verdier Park, and of 
teenagers playing berosse in 
Centennial Park at 4:45 a.m, 
“Due to the noise and
"Island Wievy: Regional Park has 
no; public facilities of any sort, 
but the beach is popular. Because 
of vandalism people wishing to 
use it will now have to walk a 
quarter mile from the; locked
Tlie gate will also prevent 
people from taking campers onto 
private beaches, which was the 
purpose for which the fence was 
being put up.
Regional Parks Superintendent 
.lack Kanhoffen told The Review 
a development plan for the park 
would probably be prepared 
before 1985.
..angford, Metchosin and Colwood, which would allow, I 
high density development there to absorb most of the increase. ”r
|| If the western comrnunities grow for a few more years without || 
sewers, the planners say, then it will never be feasible to sewer || 







The $ 145,000 Brentwood Bay 
beautification project has been 
given the green light, Aid. Rutli 
Arnaud told Central Saanich 
counci 1 M onday night.
She reported Finance minister ; 
Hugh Curtis had persuaded the 
highways ministry to reverse an 
earlier decision and make; its 
$38,000 share available lhi.s year.
It; had previously indicated the 
project would be a casualty of the 
;-;restraiht:: program,;;.;
. The P r oy i n c i al C apt t a 1 
Commission is to put up $92,000
and the municipality $15,000, but 
everyihirigwas held up waiting 
for highways participation.
The project, designed by 
Victoria landscape architect John 
Gauld, calls for extensiye 
plantings of trees and shrubs 
nlong bOilr boulevards of West 
Saanich Road in Brentwood Bay, 
and also in medians to be built in 
the road, and for planters on the 
‘ east side of the road; ; yy .
; There will be ah underground 
i irigaiion ; system for trees and
shrubs, some benches, and signs > 
in the medians north of yerdier 
and south of Wallace Drive
saying “W;clcome to Brentwood
Two 19-ycar'Old youngsters head up; Discovery ’82 — a 
summer piograms in Central Saanich for youngsters aged eiglil
to 13 years,
Jeanette Vylcvcld and Dave Ravenhill are organizing events at 
Central Saanich Boys’ and Cjirfs’ Club located at 7856 East 
Saanich Road, adjacent to the old firchall building. 
jVyleveld says there are two sessions at the club, running 9 
a.m. - 4 p.m. from July 5 to 30 and Aug, 2 * 27, Cost is $75 and 
covers the entire program’s events — horseback riding, 
swimming, canoeing, archery, Tishing, camping aiid miore, 
Youngsters may sign up for one session only.?
Currently the July session is already hail lull and as each 
session only takes 25 childrert, early registration is advisedt, 
Repistration at the club started May 31 and runs through to June 
18. Project nianaper for Discovery ’82 is Kim Peterson. For 
more inforniatibn call 652-3021, '
Jeanette Vylevekl:
. V. tyrganlzing events nt 
Central Saankh Boys" md 
' Club.
Bay,” In other business:
•Council referred to the ; 
subdivision and zoning com-" 
miltee a request from L, Gor- 
ncliiis, at the Echo Motel, 1000 
Benvenuto in Brentwood Bay, 
for a neiglibourhbod pub licence. !
*Ald. EarleTabor reported 
that start of construction on the 
new regional library headquarters 
building bad been delayed 
bceai|se;; it did; not bjive the 
minimum; of five acres required 
by Nanaimo for a septic tank 
installation. The problem was 
solved when the city donated 
anothtT acre to make up the 
minimum.
•Aid. Dick Sharpe reported a, 
highways ministry planning" 
ehginecr will attend a council 
committee meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
next Monday to discuss propo.sals 
for access from the Patricia Bay 
Highway to Keating Cross Rpad, 
v'The meeting isopen to the public.
•Council received ^ several 
complatnis about the noise of 
rock drilling at a nCvy subdivision 
Hn the Grcig-Bcnvenuto area 
;'going'‘ on, ;:from,;7;30" .in;"tnc 
morning until; 9:30 at night. 
There Is no bylavy to prevent this, 
but council will write .suggesting 







e a d u u e popu o g rn y ; ; 
Saanich Peninsula.
The first alternative would see the population of;Central 
Saanich level off at about 13,500 in the next 10 years,i vvith; 
relatively little change. The second would almost triple in 
population over 20 years, with growth from 10^350 today to 
28,800 by the year 2001. ; ^ ^
The first alternative would require only minor expansion of 
the trunk sewer system, to serve Turgoose Point and Keating 
Ridge. The second would add mains running along Keating 
Cross Road past West Saanich Road; along Pat Bay Highway to 
the North Saanich border, and along Mount Newton Cross 
Road then north on West Saanich Road almost to the border.
Cost of trunk sewers^ pumping stations and added treatment 
plant capacity for tins alternative is estimated at nearly: $12
■ million.
If growth goes mainly to the western communities, then 
Central Saanich is expected to need new water mains runing 
from east to west approximately at Mount Newton Cross Road 
and Keating Cross Road, butTor the “peninsula alternative” 
there would be a new north-south line coming up through 
Saanich, entering Central Saanich on West Saanich Road, then 
following Wallace Drive and cutting across to join the present 
line norlh of Mount Newton Cross Road.
Tlie first alternative would .see large population increases only 
at Keating Ridge, doubling Irony 1163 today to 2200 by 1991 y 
and Brentwood Bay, grovving from 3790 to 4,920 in 1991.
Under ihe second alternative niuch of the agricultural land in 
the Martindnlc area east of Pat Bay Highway would be used for 
housing; with population there multiplying tenfold, from 552 to 
; 5,270. Forecasts for oilicf areas (present population in brackets) 
are as follows;
■ Benvcniiio t 149);2560; Brcnt\yqod Bay(3,790) 5,120; Keating; 
Ridge (11(»3) 3090; Kersey Road (187) 830; Mount Newton (293) 
3,990; Wallace Veyaness rural (256) 870; Tiirgbose Point (771)
f,310.;;"'.'U:'; C''';;.;,,;:
; Sanichion’s population would be expectedtto increase very 
little, from 2,016 to 2; 190, and there would not be much growth 
in the northern part of (he rural strip hciwccn Wallace Drive and 
Pay Bay Highway, or to the west of Saanicliton, or south of ihe 
Kcqjing industrial park. '
John Riley Fothergili; 38, of 
7997, East Saanich Road, 
.Saaniclitun, wai. killyd Friday 
cvi^ping in a freak accident at
View Royal,
"''Colwood''' ;;R'CMP.;''^"''"Said'„:';
Fothcrgill drove up a sloping 
diivcway at 231 Heddle Aye, aiul 
appaiemjy, did not retdize that 
instead of coniinuing over the top
of tlie .fisc the driveway inade:a 
right-angle turn.!,;is:
, As the cur cuniinucd straight 
ahead ihe Trdnt wlieels went oyer 
a drop off and the i;ar ran away
, ;uid;;rpI!cdUFbthcr£!n;:;w,ho; was;
; scci( trying to get out df the car, 
‘was;c'riished
1 Surviviitg Mic his wjh:,JJrciida 
arid daugliters Jane and Karen, at 
home, and his niothef', Kale; :
;"i '
L,.
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isianci View Freeier Ltd.
Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411 
8 - 5 MON. - THURS. 8 - 6 FRI.
I have been reading with in­
terest your weekly columns in 
The Sidney Review. I never 
thought 1 wot: 1 need to write 
and ask your ac 'ce on a matter, 
but 1 think li. it you could 
possibly help out in this situation.
My husband and I were 
recently invited to an important 
social event v.‘••ch we were 
committed to attend. The day of 
the engagement my husband 
decided he didn’t feel up to at­
tending and did everything he 
possibly could to get out of the 
commitment.
In the end we didn’t go and 
couldn’t get hold of the hostess to 
cancel. My question is how do I 
now meet these people at other 
social events without feeling 
“flakey”.
Puzzled and Hurt
Without being destructive to 
your husband, be up front with 
your hostess. You can make your 
apologies without going into a 
great deal of detail. Don’t feel 
guilty for yourself. Then have a 
talk with your husband and just 
inform him that in future if he 
doesn’t wish to go to an occasion, 
to be up front with you, so that 
you can decide whether you wish 
to go alone.
Thought I would write to you 
for advice because the wife reads 
your column all the time. Maybe 
if she reads this she’ll catch on to 
a few things.
I’ve been laid off front my job 
now for a few months, so I’ve 
had a chance to watch a lot 
around the house and boy, does it 
ever bug me.
Sure she looks after the kids 
and keeps the house clean but 
when I married her she was five 
feet two inches and weighed 115 
pounds, cared what she looked 
like, always had her hair nice and 
wore makeup.
Now she weighs about 165 
pounds, never wears makeup and 
her hair just hangs around her 
face. How come these gals don’t 
care about their looks once they 
get their man?
When we go out on a weekend 
the only thing she’ll do to im­
prove her looks is to change her 
jeans. Sure makes a guy start to 
look at the cute 19-year-olds, 
maybe you could give some 
advice to make a guy look at 




7153 WEST SAANICH ROAD,
BOX 392, BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. VOS 1 AO 
Dr. D.W. Wilson 
Telephone: (604) 652-3121
DR: DON WILSON OF THE BRENTWOOD BAY VETERINARY 
HOSPITAL: would like to welcome Dr. Margaret M. Lisson to his 
:Staff. :Dr. Lisson is a graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College, 
University of Guelph.'With her addition to the staff, office hours 
vyillfbe^expanded to 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
and; 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Saturday. Emergency service 
" available 24'hours; We-are also" pleased to announce the in­
troduction of large animal services under the direction of Dr. 









Di;. John Basterfjeld 
Dr. John Gafer
652-0322
Silver Threads centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drive, Sidney, is open 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. weekdays, 7-9 
p.m. evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, cards, library, 
billiards, wide variety craft 
classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips and more. If you 
are 60 or better Silver Threads 
would like to hear from you. Call 
. 656-5537. V
Gomiiig events—- June 10 - 
mystery trip: June 19—- rose 
'"show.:
,yGtir'":lioneymoon-.
HereM sometliing §i)ecial for 
^Wibrides and grobins,^ 
newlyweds to be! Oiir complete 
guide to planning the perfect 
wedding and a b right and happy 
■future; together.
The following merchants would be pleased to
,^v,' ■"asslstyou:"'.:::
y By SARAH BONNER 
As the school year draws to a 
close each day seems to be getting 
more busy. Many clubs and 
teams have already come together 
to hold their final eveht for the 
school year.^
With eager anticipation Stelly’s 
students snatched up their school 
annual just after books were 
dropped off at the school earlier 
this week. Gongratulations to 
Tylarilyh Atwood, the editor anci 
chief of the annual staff and 
everyone else on the committee 
for doing, such a:fine job: Your 
hard,Tpng hours offwork fefally 
paid off.
®Last Wednesday was the 
staff-student flpbr hockey game; 
Unfortunately students lost 'a 
close game to the teachers. This 
long standing battle will 
hopefully be moved out oh to tlie 
baseball field where the two 
parties will fight for the 
“honour” of receiving the in­
famous “Bumble Award’’ 
''trophy.'".;
•Last Monday was the night of 
the Cooking Speciality’s parent 
dinner which gave students a
By SARAH BONNER
chance to show off their talents. 
Parents - andy guests of students 
were in vited to en j oy a dinnerof 
French onion soup, salad i steak: 
and ( lobster and stawberry 
mpusse;^^ A with the
scrumptious meal everyone 
d n jp y e d ^ musical
arrangements of Tom Conners.
•Next week two special events 
will be keeping a number of staff 
and students busy. Staff are busy 
compiling student names for our 
awards day to be held June 16. 
More than 30 students from 
Stelly’s will be writing provincial 
schplarship exams next week.
First thing to do is to take a 
look at yourself. How have you 
changed? If not much has 
changed with you, I would advise 
you to sit down and have a talk 
with your wife. Let her know 
your feelings and your fears. 
This, of course, will depend on 
whether or not you are looking 
for an excuse to get out of the 
marriage.
Do you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P. O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
Each student with sufficiently 
high marks will be awarded 
$1,000 by the provincial 
government. This will repay put 
“sloggers” for their many hours 
of studying.
•Tanya Powell, next year’s 
prime minister, is pleased to ; 
announce that Ian Carpenter, 
Brenda McGuire and Shawn 
Kohlman have been appointed to 
fill the remaining three positions 
pn cabinet. The cabinet, along 
with student activities cp- 
ordinator Chris Harker dined at 
the Jade palace last night. This 
annual dinner is held as a final 
get together for the year.
"Stelly’s is sorry to announce 
that Chris Harker Will not " be 
feturhing :tb us next September. 
He has been appointed ad­
ministrative assistant ;to the 
} (jistrict: (Office:: Xlthbugh we’llT 
;:miss his flashy; ties: we Offer our 
best "wishes to him. 
Congratulations on yOur new 
appointment. : ^
. T
FOR A COMPLETL.WEDDING PACKAGE 
( CALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER . Y
2420 BEACON 656-4245
- FACIALS - MANICURES - PEDICURES - 











FOR YbUR TROUSSEAU A LINGERIE
656-3735
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
CLL THE PROFESSIONALS AT
TRAVEL
2468 Beacon Ave. 656-0138
in lliv




‘•LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR FUTUnr’
^ ROYAL BANK
652-1173
The“Peterson Big Book of Auto Repair” was in­
correctly illustrated in the Bumper to Bumper ad of
;'June::;2..':''''"'w,
The correct illustration should have been the 
‘‘Peterson Basic Book of Auto Repair.”
Bumper to Bumper apologizes for any inconve­
nience this has caused to our customers.
DON’T BUY A STEEL BUILDING 
UNTIL YOU’VE TALKED TO
SAVE
ON
.■■■*£ 1 I ■■ ■ ■■'" i ((..J "• '11 J ■ JK
•Heavy duty 19, 14, and 22 gauge steel 
•High sidewall clcarance 
•Low cost per square footage 
•prectlon — self or contracted 
•Bird and rodent proof
•Low down payment — Freeze price tor fall delivery 
•Engineer stamped blue prints 
Y n Savings In olloct while
spring alotniont lasts MlCMLLfTOmr
Miracle Span Steel Buildings
33228 SOUTH FRASER WAY, ABBOTSFORD, B.C.
‘^dnt in ttmI buHdinufi**
David Gerald Milburn, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Milburn, 
Straits View road, was called to 
the bar May 11. David’s mother 
Mrs. Doris Milburn, and his 
sister, Mrs. Marie McKay, 
Patricia Bay Hwy., attended the 
call and admission ceremony in 
the Supreme Court of B.C. in 
Vancouver. David graduated 
from Claremont High in 1974, 
obtained his B.Sc. (Honors) from 
the Universily of Victoria in 
1978, his law degree at UBc in 
1981 and articled with John A. 
While and Associates, "Van­
couver. David is now an associate 
of the firm.
Mr. and Mrs. U. Itoiitcillicr,
Cull ra Avenue, have Mrs. 
Boutcillier’s cousin: and her 
luisband Mr. and Mrs. Mike 
Pheil, Chilliwack,:visiting with 
',.-;'ihenvat'present.V;;.:;''’';Y",
; Mrs. Laura Palmer: Stelly’s - 
Cross Road, and iter daughter, 
■Mrs. Gynthia Keck, Spoke,:
reiurnccl fronv an enjoyable 
; thrcc-wcck trip to England last 
Tliursday, On Saturday ilicy 
attended graduation I'eremonics 
at the University^ of Victoria 
where Mrs. Palmer’s giandsoti, 
Michael Prokopow, received a 
Bachelor of Arts degree 
(Honors), and Suiulay the family 
helped Michael celebrate his 21 si 
birthday. Congratulations and 
best \vishe.s, Michael, from all 
. your friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Farrell,
Larkvale Drive, spent a fiye-dr^y 
h 01 i d a y vv i t It M f. Farrell's 
hroihcr and sisicr-ln-lavv, Mr. 
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Q) © HOQANS HEROES 
eSQYANOOUVER 
7:53 d) e THE MUIWIS 
OBraJTACDODGH 
(Z) Q YOU ASSSJ Ft» IT 
Qj) ® BARNEYMILISi 
O © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:S5 ® © WORU) OF THE SE^
8:03 0) © ® © THE GREATEST AMER­
ICAN HERO Ralph, with his class on a 
camping trip in the mountains, discovers a
an old lover in a scheme to win Blake 
b3ck.(R)
(D © QUINCY Quincy discovers that a 
trucker’s mysterious death wm caused by 
a deadly toxic substance that he was ille­
gally dumping iMar a community. (R) 
®©1 - " ■
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taSCl) © -AAti “fitter’s TtaiT {1955, 
WestSBj JoIjb Gavin, Marisa Pavaa. An 
emire town sdma&sied by a tsand erf oct- 
laws is resell 1^ a ksie lawman.
® ©** ts-James Dean” {1976. Biog- 
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® © SAKPCHID AND SCHI
®©THArSLIFE
fcS9 ® © TSE^RNAL EBGH»fAL
®0®©news V
® © PJA. MAGAZINE Take a look at
the Army Rescoe Team, M.AS.T.; a 4- 




® © WHAT WHi THEY THINK OF 
-NEST! V-/;
7:^ ® @ BAS3ALL M(mtreal Espos at 
StLcHiisCardnsals ____
® © EA^fflAIi IffiS EXPOS An Busch 
MasCTial Sadiani, les Cardinals reemveat 
lesEhrpesdeMsarfreal- 
® © PJLRORTHWESr 
® © ESTSlTAINMSJrTrafKSr 
©© LAWRENCE 
©SJCSERSWILD 
® © THE FALL GUY Bowie takes on an 
apparratiy sns^ case which srsnebow 
lands Colt in jail and srtangles tbe two in 
deadly intgratiotaliatiigge (Part 2) (R) 
® Q MA£2iHL/LEHHERBEP£»T 
.0©M*A^H ^
.J   REAL PEOPLE Featured: a 
fashion show for frogs; the world’s fastest 
chessplayer; a man who sells advertiang 
space on lus bald head; a 400-pound go-
cart racer. (R) ____
(T) @ THE LAST ROUND-UP OF THE 
elephants The life, history and person­
ality of the largest land mammal, the Asi­
an elephant, are examined in this special 
filmed in Sri Lanka and India; Jasra 
Robards narrates.
® © KENNEDY CENTER TONIGHT 
"An Opera Gala; A Salute To G«)rge Lon- 
ckm” Opera stars including Joan Suther­
land, Marilyn Honie and James McCrack­
en gather at the Concert Hall to pay trib­
ute to their mentor and colleague George 
London; Beveriv Sills hosts.
(0) ® MOVIE **t4“The Millionaire” 
(1978. Drama) Martin Balsam, Edward 
.AlbearL The lives of three people are dra- 
niatscaily changed when they each receive 
SI million from a wealthy eccentric.
S) © MOVIE ** “KiUer Force” (1975, 
Adventure) Peter Fonda, Telly Savalas. A 
security officer and his sidekick attack a
desert mining camp for a beautiful woman 
and S20 million in diamonds.
9d)0 ® © THE FALL GUY Howia takes on 
an apparently simple case which somehow 
lands Colt in jail and entangles the two in 
deadly international intrigne. (Part 2) (R) 
® © THE F.ACIS OF UFE Natalie’s 
grandmother pays a surprise and unwel­
come visit to Eastland. (R)
® e WORLD VISION CANADA 
® © ® © MOVIE * *% ‘To Find My 
Son” (1980, Drama) Richard Thomas, JtB- 
lin Dana. A young, single roan attempts to 
adopt a troubled 7-year-old boy. (R) 
®©NDRS
fcSd ® @ TAIS OT THE UNEXPECTED 
® © IMAGES DU CANADA 
3) © LOVE, SIDNEY Sidney is ecstatic
when he is asked to join the fan club of his 
idoL 1930s movie queen Vera Lonnig^ 
iMyrnaLoy).
IftCC ® © THSNATIONAL / JOURNAL 
® © ® © DYNASTY KrysUe is rushed 
to tbe hospital Steven takes part in a 
gnidge car race, and Alexis teams up with
MOVIE ***% "Born Yesterday” 
(1950, Comedy) Judy Holliday, William 
Holden. When a beautiful blonde discovers 
that her boyfriend is involved in some und­




10:80 @ © TELEJOURNAL 
(©©NEWS
TL-Oe® © LA COUPE DU MONDE DE 
SOCCER LABATT- Les equipes de I’An- 
gleterre et de la France se Rencontrent.' 
(3)©® @®@NEWS 
® © ® © erv NATIONAL NEWS 
® © STARSSY AND HUTCH 
® © DCXTOR HI THE HOUSE 
®©SPORTSPAGE 
11J»®@NEWS
11-40 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
®©NSWS
1145 ® ® BARNEY BfILLER 
11:30 ® @ Aa: NEWS NIGHTLINE
® © TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guests: Liona Boyd, Cassandra Peterson. : 
©©(HiOSEI-UP
O © MOVIE ** Ml “Paradise Connec­
tion” (1979, Mystery) Buddy Ebsen, Marj 
Dusay. A prominent attorney abandons his 
practice and moves to Hawaii to search 
for his estranged son. (R)
11:45 (Z) © MOVE ★* “The Seduction Of 
Miss Leona” (1980, Drama) Lynn 
Redgrave, Anthony Zerbe. A reclusive col­
lege teacher falls in love with the married 
maintenance man who has b«n repairing ; 
herhoase.(R)
11:55 ® Q MOVE *** “The Desert Fox” ;: 
(1951, Drama) James Mason, Jessica Tan­
dy. Field Marshal Rommel emerges as a 
unique military figure during his World 
War II African campaign. 
liOO ® © LOVE BOAT A judge finds her­
self attracted to a trigamist she placed on 
probation, and an overly expectant father 
causes Doc’s love life to suffer. (R) ;
® © 700 CLUB
® © RICH BSAN, POOR MAN: ^K I 
After an unsuccessful search for his wife; ; 
and son, Tom (Nick Nolle) returns to the 
ring and becomes a sparring partner for 
Joey Quales (George Maharis). 
iX-es (I) 0 MOVE * w “The Cavern” (1966, 
Drama) Rosanna Schiaffino, John Saxon.
(1) 0 MOVE * * % "Blue Knight” 
(1973, Drama) William Holden, Lee Rem- 
.. ick. , ' . '
MEDIA MONITOR
- By STEVE K. WALZ
Veteran stars opt 
for now networks
in ABC's "Matt Houston.” 
He was featured last year 
opposite William Conrad in 
NBC’s“Nero Wolfe.”
Joel Higgins — NBC 
tabbed him’ to star oppo-
The three major net- 
Works " once signed top- 
name stars to exclusive
if
;: you;: l(3(Dk :at the new fall 
schedule, you won’t; be 
able to tell who’s who With- 
'i ; put a magazine.
; The networks have found 
that it’s cheaper to pay a 
; : star a substantial fee once 
a project is tailored for him 
or her than to sign the star 
) ; ;to a long-term deal. ’
NBC learned the hard 
; i way ;last year; when they 
signed veteran stars to 
; t;; - exclusive pertO'fming con­
tracts without having series
concepts.Thus, James 
Arness (“McClain’s 
Law”), Angie Dickinson 
(“Cassie and Co.”) and 
James Garner (“Bret 
Maverick”) found them­
selves in series that 
seemed to be recycled 
from their original shows.
Here’s a rundown on 
who’ll be switching net­
works in the tall:
Robert Urich -^ Formerly 
of ABC’s “Vega$,’’ he’ll 
now star in “Gavilan," a 
James Bondish adventure 
series airing on NBC.
Lee Horsley — He’il star 
as a rich playboy-detective
Robert Urich
site Ricky Schroder in “Sil­
ver Spoons.” He headlined 
ABC’s“Best of the West” 
in 1981.
Demond Wilson — Once 
the co-star ot NBC’s ’’San­
ford and Son,” he’ll co-star 
in ABC's "All New Odd 
Couple.”
Richard Crenna — After 
tailing to attract audiences 
in NBC’s “Ail’s Fair” in the 
late ’70s, he’ll star in ABC's 
"For Better or Worse.”
Tim Conway, Carol 
Burnett, Vicki Lawrence — 
Once purveyors ot slap­
stick on CBS’ “Carol Bur­
nett Show,” this comical 
trio will rehash their humor 
on NBC’s “Mama’s 
Family.”
Meredith Baxter-Birney 
— After starring in ABC’s 
’’Family,” she’ll be featured 
in NBC’s “Family Ties.”
Pamela Hensley — She 
goes from NBC’s "Buck 
Rogers” to ABC’s "Matt 
Houston.”
Meeno Peluce — 
Switches from ABC’s “Best 
ot the West” to NBC’s 
“The Voyagers.”
Marie Osmond
AGAIN AN ANGEL —
Jaclyn Smith, one ot the 
original stars of “Charlie’s 
Angels,” will star in “Rage 
of Angels,” NBC's forth­
coming mini-series based 
on Sidney Sheldon’s best­
selling novel. Miss Smith 
will play Jennifer Parker, a 
young attorney who falls in 
love with two men — a pol­
itician and an organized- 
crime figure. Production 
begins in late July.
MARIE MATES — Actress- 
singer Marie Osmond is 
getting hitched. Her 
husband-to-be is Steve 
Craig, 25, a former Brig­
ham Young University 
basketball star. The wed­
ding will take place June 26 
in the Salt Lake City Mor­
mon Temple. A reception 
will be held that evening 
with more than 4,000 
guests on the invitation list.
Jaclyn Smith
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m © P-Jt K«IAZINE A kx^ at tte
Walessato Srandal oo tte lOtb
sary <rf the teeri-ti: HBser-dty ycstlB •who 
T ggs«»«egnT^shed^TlrfigS-_
tBQMfSSESSRigOTT
® Q THE JKFFERSCgS
® © JOSEtS WHJ)
® O HAHPSt VAUEY Flora Reilly 
plays Scrooge asd Stella a^jeais as the 
gbo^ !rf eSaistmas past, preseat aad 
; ; ia a Harpe VaHey versioa of “A
^ GaristoasCarirfrfH) ^ -




7:» @ © laiRS & MINDY Mrark aad Min- 
/dy teepase the jsoad pareits of the first 
F.3rt51irgQlk^{Rl 
® © TBLEHWBNAL 
- ‘ ® STHEWJE*Ers-;; 
s ® 0 tktacixhjgh
® © USE IT CP Fotnred; a spesdi 
; scSo^ the ^»rt trf cridset; the valae of: 
T cresfit cards vs. caric reggae-mosie star
® © LES OTANDS FIUIS ** “Mon 
Nom est Boildozer” (1978, Clomedie) Bud 
Spencer. Raimnnd Hannstort. Ayant 
accoste an petit port de la cote italienne, 
un pechear de coqnillages se troave roele a 
one rivalite entre Is jeanes villageois_et 
les militaires americains affects non loin. 
® © 784 DAYS THAT CHANGED 
AMERICA Nancy Kekerson narrates this 
docamentary which traces the Watergate 
Scandal from the break-in on June 17, 
1972. to President Nixon’s resignation two 
years later and includes interviews with 
Gerald Ford, John Sirica. John Ehrlich- 
raan and EJliot Richardson.
® @ ® 0 FAME Danny’s schoolwork 
suffers because of his job at a local ceme- 
dvclub.fR)
® S ® © magnum. Pi A beautiful
Japanese woman hires Magnum to find her
wealthy American husband, who was kid­
napped and is being held for an exorbitant .
ransom.(R) ___ _
® Q SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel host an informative look 
at what's new at the movies.
® © MOVE ** “Christina” (1977, 
Suspeise) Barbara Parkins, Peter Haskell. 
.An unemployed man marries for money, 
and his wife disappears soon afterward.
®) © MOVE **“Predators Of The 
Sea” Doeumentarv.
840® O THIS OLD HOUSE Bob Vila 
walks the grounds with a landscape 









(B © umSST KSBU Holw; a feassge 
: girl a yinsig military recruit are afi 
caught ia the sdM rf an alI-t30«aSsfic
exeeiK in a w» iaoe. (K) vp
SB © EAENSYMUXER 
® ® HAHYTSl^MOOTS 
7:SS©7KSIDOTTSESEi ^ . 
S48® © 5S3VIB “Kavis The Wdl 
D«^-{1SS3, Dcama} AaJrew fea IfcMillan,
safert^es a tie«dwcss 2090-BBle joar- 
;aey!
Willis is jilted by his „---------- ,
® 0 DEAN MARTIH E THE 
: ANIMAL KINGDOM The entertainer is 
joined by Dom DeLuise, Jeny Reed and 
. Barbi Braton for music aixl comedy to 
eddsrate the tenth anniversary of the Wild 
Animal Park in &condido, California.:
® O ENOIS LANDING Sid Uss para­
lysed in the hospital following a near-fatal 
- car accideat. (R)
®0MlSICOTHAN 
® © IfijVE ★ * “A Gun In The Hmise" 
(1331, Drama) Sally Stnithas, David AA- 
: royd. .A woman who killed an intruder with 
a handgun is paxisecnted; by a dsf«ise 
attorney bent chi making an example of 
her. . v:? v ■ :
F.^® © GIMME A BREAK 13-year-old 
SaTnanths steals her father’s squad car in 
an attempt to get him to notice her. (R)
® O UVS IT UP Featured: a speech 
school; the sport of cririet: the value of ; 
credit cards vs. carit; reggae-music star 
Peter Tosh. {R)d ; ^
lft03 ® © THE MtIOSAL / JOURNAL 
: ; (SS»/'20 ' :':^i
® 0 ® © HILL STREET BLOl^ Cap-
tain Furillo searches for the murderer of a 
young black public defender, LaRue nabs a 
drug dealer and Fay becomes an ardent 
feminist (R)
® 0 KNOTS LANDEG Sid lies para- 
lyaed in the hospital following a near-fatal 
car accident (R)
® © CBS REPORTS - ; T
® © AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE
“Oppenheiraer” In the postwar years, 
Oppenheimer becomes one of tlie govern­
ment's leading scientific advisors, b’jt his 
opposition to an all-out arms race makes 
him a number of powerful enemies. (Part 
6)[n_.,;
(n)®NEWS 
® © ON THE BIKES 
10:30 ®© PILE OU FACE V ; 
(®©NEWS
11:00® © LA COUPE DU MOI®E DE 
SOCCER LABATT Les equip^ de la 
Yougoslavle et de I’lrlande se rencontrent.' 
®©®®®0NEWS ; : ;
® 0 ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
® © GENERATIONS OF RESISTANCE 
The struggle of Blacks in South Africa is; 
chronicled. ;




1140 (B 0 VANCWUVER ISLAND NEWS 
■- ® © NEWS -;
1145 ® @ BARNEY MTI.LER 
11:30 ® ® UfS. OPEN Highlights of first- 
round play (from the Pebble Beach Golf 
Links in California). :
® @ TONIGHT Host Johnny Carson.
;; ■':"® ©CLOSE-UP-'
@ © QUINCY Quincy accuses the author 
of a diet book of being responsible for the 
death of a young model who was following : 
the book’s guidelines. ; "
11:45 ® 0 A^ NEWS NIGHTUNE ^
: ® 0 QUINCY Quincy suspects that an
apparent homicide victim actually died as;: 
: a result of a little-known disease. ;:
1145 ® ® B4IKDER Terry guards a cham­
pionship boxer making a; comeback 
attempt after two years away from; the 
profession..^' : •;
1X00 o © 700 CLUB
(S) © PJCH MAN. POOR MAN: BOOK I 
Rudy (Peter Strauss), now a successful 
businessman.iscaughtbetwecnhiscoatin- 
ued romance with Julie (Susan Blakely) 
and Virginia (Kim Dwhy),; the jealous : 
daughter of his boss (Ray MiUand)." ;; ;: ; 
1X05 CB O MOVIE ★ * W "Danger Has Two 
Faces” (1966, Drama) Rirfwrt Lansing, ; 
DanaWynter.
® © MOVIE ★ * “It Couldn’t Happen 
To A Nicer Guy” (1974, ^medy) Paul^r- 
vino, Michael Learned. ^
mmi
DAYTIME IrfpVIES V
:00 ® @ ‘ "Auntie Mame” (1958,
Comedy) Rosalind Russell, Forrest Tuck­
er: After the death of his parents, a young 
boy becomes the ward of his flamboyant 
and eccentric aunt. '
QT);® **V2 ‘Rillie” (1965, Comedy)
Patty Duke, Warren Berlinger. A stubborn 
male chauvinist discovers his daughter to 
be a better athlete than any boy around.
;30 ® © A- *“Le Caid” (I960, Aventure) 
Fernandel, Barbara Laage. Se rendant a 
Paris pour un congres, un professeur au 
college d’Arles est force par un criminel 
de cacher une somme importante dans sa 
valise. :
:OO® :0 :★★★ “Diamonds For Break­
fast” (1968, Comedy) Marcello Mastrbian- 
ni, Rita Tushingham. A British; boutique 
owner enlists the support of four lovely 
young thieves to steal the Imperial Jewels 
of Russia. '
(B 0 ★ *%:"The Wild And The Brave” 
(1974, Documentary) Ian Ross, Paul Isali. 
The change-over in power between two 
park wardens at the Kidepo Valley Nation­
al Park in Northern Uganda is document-
® ® JOKER’S WILD
® @ IflACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT
(n)fflM‘A»S»H
® © HOGANK HEROES
QD ® VANCOUVER Featured: Kitchen
tips from the lazy gourmets.
7:30® © THE FACTS OF LIFE Tootle 
gets the part in the school play that Natal­
ie wanted. (R)
® © TELEJOURNAL 
(B @ THE BaUPPETS 
®@ TIC TAC DOUGH 
® 0 ® © FAST C»MPANY Guests: 
France Joli, Ruth Buzz!, Art Linkletter, 
Howie Mandel, Jim Stafford, Ryan Styles, 
Charlton Heston, Wayne Gretzky. (R)
® © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
(0) © BARNEY MILLER 
03 © MARY TYLER MOORE
7:35 ® © WORLD OF THE SEA
8:00 @ © SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
® © VENDREDI20H 
® 0 BENSON Benson’s former girl­
friend comes to town intent on rekindling a 
romance that died twenty years earlier.
FRIDAY EVENING
JUNE 11,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30
9:00 1 9:30 10:00 i 10:30
CD Grand Band Facts 01 Life SCTV Television Network Dallas CBC News-Journa1
(3) Regional Telejournal Vendredi
Maitres Et Valets | Reperes Laprade
PM Northwest The Muppets Benson A Living ABC Movie: "The Night The City Scr zamed”
(5) Entertainment Tic Tac Dough A King Chicago Story NBC White Paper
Circus Fast Company The Cousteau Odyssey CTV Movie: "It Rained All Night The Day I Left"
(7) Joker's Wild Asked For It The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
(8) Circus Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard CTV Movie; ”11 Rained All Night The Day 1 Left”
f9) MacNell WId. Ol.Sea Wash. Week Wall Street
Biography | Neighbors Mast. Theatre
(TT) M.A.S.H. Barney Miller Movie: "Against A Crooked Sky" News
(12) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "The Macahans”
On The Buses | News
dD Vancouver Movie: “In The Glitter Palace”
ment.
(R) □
~ @ FIT FOR A KING The king and®
EVENING
6:00 (® © C.BC EVENING NEWS 
* ® © LTNCROYABLE HULK 
®©ABCNEWS 
:’ “® 0 NBC NEWS 
® 0 ®®NEWS 
00CBSNEWS ; ; :
■ ® © DICK CAVETT Guest: Catherine 
; ; Deneuve. (R) ; : :
QT) ® LAVERNE & SHIRLEY & COM- 
“:;'PANY.:../.
'i ''" Q3®M*A*S»H ^ :
6:30 ® g| ®0 NEWS 
® ;© fP.M. BfiAGAZINE A profile of 
; : ; prizefighter Larry; Holmes; a look at life 
F on Seattle houseboats.
®©BIK1NESS REPORT 
V QT) ® KIBNEWHART 
; 03) © HERE’S LUCY 
QD @ WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
7:00 ® © WONDERFUL GRAND BAND 
; ® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL
®@ PM. NORTHWEST 
® 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® >0 ® O CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
F i^e Laurence welcome the aerial Karlen, 
:F :,Pu group Speilzeug, the fire-
juggling Bobby Jane Duo and Katinka’s 
Poodles. (R)/,:
queen of a mythical European country try 
to keep their naive son from marrying an 
American golddigger.
(B 0 THE OOUSTEAU ODYSSEY 
“Calypso’s Search For Atlantis” Captain 
Cousteau explores Crete’s northern coast 
and the volcanic island of Santorini, which 
were both destroyed thousands of years 
ago. (Part 2) (R)
® © ® © THE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
Luke and Bo help Boss Hogg recover a 
truckload of stolen furs which were taken 
by his henchmen in the first place. (R)
® © WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
O © MOVIE ** “Against A Crooked 
Sky’’ (1975, Adventure) Richard Boone, 
Stewart Petersen. A boy searches for his 
sister, the victim of an Indian kidnapping. 
03 © MOVIE “The Macahans”
(1976, Western) James Arness, Eva Marie 
Saint. A legendary mountain scout leads 
his brother’s family from pre-Civil War 
Virginia westward into the American fron­
tier.
8:30® © HORS SERIE - MATTRES ET 
VALETS “Un Parfait Etranger”
® 0 MAKING A LIVING On the day of 
a big date with a new beau, Jan gets her 
hand stuck in Maggie’s garage wall.
(B 0 CHICAGO STORY A teen-ager goes 
on a wild shooting spree to avenge the 
senseless murder of his sister by a street
' gang, and Megan is mugged in her apart-
8:35 ® © WALL STREET WEEK “Up, Up 
And Away” Guest: Michael Derchin, vice 
president of the First Boston Corporation. 
9:00 (1) © ® © DALLAS Cliff forces J.R. 
to submit to his dema.nds for Ewing Oil 
property or face foreclosure on the note 
which he now holds. (R) ;
(® © MOVIE ** “The Night The City 
Screamed” (1980, Suspense) Raymond 
Burr. Robert Culp. A city is thrown into 
chaos when it is hit by a blackout on a hot 
summer night. (R)
® 0 ® © MOVIE **% “It Rained 
Al! Night Tbe Day I Left” (1978, Drama) 
Tony Curtis, Sally Kellerman. A wise­
cracking soldier of fortune and his equally 
glib friend eventually run into more trou­
ble than they can handle.
QD © MOVIE “In ’The Glitter Pal­
ace” (1977, Drama) Chad Everett, Barbara 
Hershey. An attorney defends a lesbian 
accused of murdering her lover whom she 
claims was blackmailing her.
9:10 ® ® BIOGRAPHY 
9:30 ® © REPERES 
9:40 ® © THE GOOD NEIGHBORS 
10:00 ® © THE NA-nONAL / JOURNAL 
® © NBC WHITE PAPER “Facing Up 
To The Bomb” John Hart examines the 
growing debate over the build-up of nucle­
ar arms by the United States and the Sovi­
et Union, and looks at the steps concerned 
citizens are taking to prevent a nuclear 
holocaust.
® © FALfXJN CREST Lance must 
choose between ignoring Angie’s mission, 
and facing her wrath, and helping his bad­
ly injured cousin Cole. (R)
05® NEWS 
03 © ON THE BUSES 
10:15® © MASTERPIECE ’THEATRE 
“Flickers” Arnie gains respect for his wife 
when she pilches in to help convert an old
warehouse into a movie studio. (Part 3) □ --------------------------------------------10:30 ® © LAPRADE, POP, POP ET PO 
03 © NEWS
11:00® © (HNEMA ★★Vz “La Descente 
Infernale” (1969, Drame)
® 0 ® © ® © NEWS
® 0 ® © CTV NA’nONAL NEWS
Qj) ® BENNY HILL
03 © DOTTOR m'THE HOUSE
QD©SPOR’rSPAGE
11:05 @ © NEWS
11:15® © IMAGES OF INDIANS “War­
paint And Wigs” Interviews with filmmak­
er Aiana Obomsawin and actor Dehl Berti 
reveal how the movie image has affected 
the self-image of the American Indian.
1140 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(3) © NEWS
11:25 @ 0 BARNEY MILLER
11:30 ® O ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE ,
® © TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guest: Dr. Ruth Westheimer. 
®@(XOSE-UP 
05 ffl RAT PATROL 
03 © MOVIE “Jackson County
Jail” (1976, Drama) Yvette Mimieux, Tom­
my Lee Jones. A young wonjan on a cross­
country journey is detained in a small 
Western town for no reason with no identi­
fication. (R)
11:45® © MOVIE “The I^t
Wave” (1978, Mystery) Richard Chamber- 
lain, David Gulpilil. A lawyer must bring 
to Ught the ancient customs and tribal
aborigine is accused of murder. (R)
® O VIDEO WEST: BACKSTAGE PASS 
11:55® O MOVIE *** “Battling 
Bellhop” (1936, Drama) Bette Davis, 
Edward G. Robinson. ’Two rival boxing 
managers eventually have a shootout after 
a scandal involving double-crossing.
12:00 (B Q FRIDAYS Host: Shelley Duvall. 
Guest: Al Jarreau. (R)
OfflSOUDGOLD
QD © MOVIE **Vz “SUnd-In” (1937. 
Comedy) Humphrey Bogart. Leslie How­
ard. A bookkeeper saves a Hollywood stu­
dio from financial disaster.
12:05 ® 0 MOVIE ★★Vi “Uncanny” (1977, 
Horror) Peter Cushing, Rav Milland.
(1) Q MOVIE ★Vi “Playmates” (1971, 
Drama) Donna Michel.
12:30 ® © SCTV NETWORK (R)
12:50 ® ffi CINE-NUrr ★*“Qu’as-tu Fait 
a la Guerre Papa?” (1966, Comedie) James 
Coburn, Dick Shawn.
1:00 (15 ffl NEWS
1:30® 0 MOVIE ★★ "Murder Motel" 
(1975, Mystery) Robyn Milian, Derek Fran­
cis.
03 © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
QDfflODD(X)UPLE
1:35 ® Q MOVIE ★★Vi “Anna Karenina” 
(1948, Romance) Vivien Leigh, Ralph Rich­
ardson.
1:50® 0 MOVIE ★★Vi “Blood Couple” 
(1973, Horror) Duane Jones, Marlene 
Clark.
2:00® © MOVIE ★★Vi “Homebodies” 




7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00
9:30 ^ 10:00 10:30
(2) Archie Bunker Happy Days Hotel Movie: "The Seven Year Itch” This Land
(3) Jazz Baeatelle Noir Sur Blanc D'Hier A Oemain Telejournal
m Lawrence Welk Today's FBI Love Boat Fantasy Island
Entertainment This Week Harper Valley One Of Boys Barbara Mandrell S Sisters NBC Magazine
Benson Soccer; Seattle Sounders Vs. Vancouver Whitecaps Jeffersons Lou Grant
(7) Donahue Walt Disney CBS Movie; "Georgia Peaches”
m Benson Soccer: Seattle Sounders Vs. Vancouver Whitecaps Jeffersons Alice Glitters
(9) The Gentle Killers i Movie: "The Man From Laramie” Willie Nelson
(TO Baseball Cont’d Movie: "Action In The North Atlantic" Movie
(m The Jv'.'-ters Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The New Centurions"
(S) Star Irek Mildred Dear Father Love Boat Fantasy Island
SATURDAY
5:00 ® O WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 15- 
round WBA Ught Heavyweight Champion­
ship bout between title holder Michael 
Spinks and Jerry Celestine (live from 
Atlantic City, N.J.); a look back at the 
Holmes / Cooney fight, 
d] © KLINGER AND COMPANY 
* (7) ©THE WALTONS
® O WITH OSSIE AND RUBY “A Solo 
Song: For Doc” Roscoe Lee Brown nar­
rates a dramatization of James Alan 
McPherson’s short story about a dining car 
waiter who has spent his life working for 
the railroad. □
(D)®ratStrol
(JD ® WESTERN REVIEW 
5:3O(1)0NEWS 
® 0 VICTORY GARDEN 
Q) ® BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
Kansas City Royals 
O © GLOBAL WEEKEND 
EVENING
6:00 ® Q NBC NEWS 
(SO® ©NEWS 
(7)@CBSNEWS
(i) O IRELAND: A TELEVISION HIS­
TORY____ _
©©WEEK’SEND ___
(53) © WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
NEXT!
6:30 ® 0 ® ® NEWS 
® © KING 5 MAGAZINE 
® © BINGO 
® © READY, SOT. GROW 
® ® PINK PANTHER 
(ID ©WORLD ALIVE ____
7:00® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie takes the law into his own hands 
after blind Mr. Van Ranseleer is mugged 
and the police can’t find any clues. (R)
® © JAZZ DE MONTREUX
® © LAWRENCE WELK _____
® © ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® © ® © BENSON Under the misUk- 
en impression of its value. Clayton and 
Kraus invest in some stock that Benson 
was given as payment for a debt. (R) (□
® DONAHUE “Amoro-Ph^ia”
® O THE'GENTLE KILLERS Dutch 
scientists refute the traditional notion of 
the "killer" whale by capturing and 
domesticating a young female to deter­
mine its nature and intelligence.
© ® THE AVENGERS 
©©STAR TREK
7:30® ® HAPPY DAYS Joanie’s home 
movies recap the summer of 1962. (Part 2)
(R)D
® ffl BAGATELLE 
® © ® © NASL SOCCER Seattle
Sounders vs. Vancouver Whitecaps
8:00 ® 0 WEST ROCK HOTEL 
(5) 0 ’TODAY’S FBI The president of a 
large corporation offers Ben a full-time 
position with his company. (R)
® © HARPER VALLEY A way off- 
Broadway director casts Stella in the role 
of a Viking princess in Flora Reilly’s char­
ity play. (R)
(7) © WALT DISNEY “The Treasure Of 
San Bosco Reef” A teen-ager stumbles 
upon a murder while visiting his uncle, 
who is overseeing a salvage operation in 
Italy. (Part 2)
® 0 MOVIE * “The Man From 
Laramie” (1955, Western) James Stewart, 
Wallace Ford. A man seeks revenge on the 
gunrunners responsible for his brother’s 
death.
(©© STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
© @ GEORGE AND MILDRED 
8:30® 0 MOVIE *** “The Seven Year 
Itch" (1955. Comedy) Marilyn Monroe, 
Tom Ewell. A happily married man meets 
an attractive blonde after sending his fam­
ily on a summer vacation.
® © NOm SUR BLANC 
(1) © ONE OF THE BOYS Oliver 
becomes the mediator when Jonathan’s 
date falls in love with Adam. (R)
© © MOVIE “Action In The
North Atlantic” (1943, Adventure) Hum­
phrey Bogart, Raymond Massey. Merchant
marines fight desperately to keep shipping 
lanes open during World War II.
©© FATHER, DEAR FATHER
9:00 ® © © © LOVE BOAT An emotion­
ally cold woman falls for a hot-blooded 
Romeo, a widow meets an attractive den­
tist and Vicki turns into an efficiency 
freak. (R)C3
(I) © SAMARA MANDRELL AND THE 
MANDRELL SISTERS Guests: John 
Schneider,TerriGibbs.(R).
® @ MOVIE “Georgia Peaches”
(1980, Comedy) Tanya Tucker, Terri Nunn. 
Three young Southerners who were 
framed for grand theft auto become under­
cover agents for the government and set 
out to get the real criminal. (R)
© © MOVIE *** “The New Centu­
rions” (1972, Drama) George C. Scott, Sta­
cy Reach. The daily lives of three Los 
Angeles policemen prove to hazardous 
as well as rewarding.
9:30 ® ffl D’HIER A DEMAIN 
® ® ® © THE JEFFERSONS
10:00® 0 © © FANTASY ISLAND A 
wealthy widow meets a seemingly perfect 
man, and a seismologist tests a new theory 
on the site of an active volcano. (R) cn
® © NBC MAGAZINE 
® © LOU GRANT Lou runs into some
troubling news and an old flame when he
visits his hometown.
(1) © ALICE Vera attempts to break the 
world tap dancing record. (R)
10:10 (® © WILLIE NELSON: SWINGIN’ 
OVER THE RAINBOW Willie Nelson is 
joined by Ray Benson of “Asleep At The 
Wheel,” Nelson’s quintet “The Rainbow 
Band” and his renowned “Family Band’’ 
for a program of country music and jazzy, 
’30s and’40s classics.
10:30 (J) 0 ’THIS LAND Toronto wildlife art­
ist Glenn Loates is seen at work in his stu­
dio and on field trips. (R)(i) ffl LE TELEJOURNAL / 
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
(I) © ALL ’THAT GUTTERS The hopes 
and expectations of young people who 
have recently moved from Central and 
Eastern Canada to live and work in Alber­
ta are examined.
© © MOVIE * * “Ma And Pa Kettle At 
Home” (1954, Comedy) Marjorie Main, 
Percy Kilbride. The Kettles try to make 
their dilapidated farm into an efficient, 
model operation.
11:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL 
®gB®®®©NEWS 
® © ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
© © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD­
EN GLOVES St. Louis vs. Tennessee 
© ffl THE FORUM PRESENTS Guests: 
The Good Brothers.
1105 ® ffl LA POLITIQUE FEDERALE 
11:15 ® ffl CINEMA **V2 “Un Flic” (1948, 
Policier) Lucien Coedel, Raymond Pelleg- 
rin. Un commissaire de police capture une 
bande de gangsters parmi lequel se trouve 
son jeune beau-frere, que la periode ; ; ;;
d’apres-guerre a incite au bahditisme. , ; ;n;
■ ^® o ABC news:-
11:20 ® 0 NEWS (“Provincial Affairs’’ wilL 
precede the news.)
(S © VANCOUVER ISLANDNEWS « ^ 
Vr®©NEWS -
11:30® © MOVIE ★*% “Dan Candy’s; V 
Law” (1973, Drama) Donald Sutherland,
Kevin McCarthy. When his buddy is slain,
a mild-mannered Mountie becomes a des- /
perate hunter out to get the Indian he feels 
is responsible.
® @ SATTJRDAY NIGOT LIVE Host: : g 
George Kennedy. Guest; Miles Davis. (R)
(Z) © MOVIE * * Vz “The Taking Of Pel­
ham One, Two, Three” (1974, Suspense)
: Walter Matthau, Robert Shaw. Four men 
hijack a crowded subway train and threat-
en to murder one hostage for every minute 
the ransom demand is late. ; , _ ri'i::
11:50 ® 0 MOVIE * * “Blood And Sand”
: (1941, Drama) Tyrone Power, Rita Hay­
worth. A bullfighter causes his; own r 
destruction when he abandons his wife for , . 
another woman. r; ':
12:00©® NEWS
© © MOVIE * * “The Culpepper Cattle : : 
Co.” (1972, Western) Gary Grimes, Luke 
; Askew. A teen-ager becomes a mature,
cowboy during a long, difficult cattle drive
toColorado.
, (© ffl MOVIE ★★■/a "My Favorite Spy”
(1942, Comedy) Jane Wyman, Robert Arm­
strong. Proving to be a flop as a soldier, ; 
man who was drafted on his vfedding day 
is assigned to espionage duty. ;
12:05® © MOVIE *-At* Vz “The Finest 
Hours” (1964, Biography) Documentary. 
Narrated by Orson Welles.
(1) © MOVIE “Buffalo Bill And
The Indians, Or Sitting Bull’s History Les- -, cS 
son” (1976, Western): PauLNewman, Burt ;; 
Lsncsstcr. ■■■,
1:00 (® © EVENING AT THE IMPROV 
1:05 ® ffl CINE-NUrr ** V2 :‘^Jeunes gens . , , , . 
en Colere” (1966, Drame) Michael Parks, 
Jennifer Jones.
1:20 ® © SUPERMAN 
1:30 © © WCT TENNIS 
1:50® ©NEWS 
© ffl ODDCOUPLE
2:00 ® © MO'VIE * * "The Dallas Cowboy 
Cheerleaders” (1979, Drama) Jane Sey- : ; 
mour. Laraine Stephens. ,
© © MOVIE “WarOf The Gargan- ;; ;; 
tuas" (1966, Science-Fiction) Russ Tam- 
blyn, Kumi Mizuno.
■MONDAYEVENmGl" JUNE 14,1982—^- - - - - - - - - - - - r .
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 r 10:30
B.C;. Adven. Teachers Pvt Benjamin WKRPInCin. MAS.H j Cnaitenge CSC Kews-tourtra
(3) Regional ; Telejournal , Tac Au Tac Tele-Selechon:‘'Grands Remans - Detrc it” ; Scixef
PM Northwest The Muppets Baseball  ^ . Best Of ;
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie NBC ^vie: "Charleitofi" : i '
(61 Jeffersons Bizarre Little House On The Prairie CTVMovie ; . " ' ■ ■ -
(7) joker’s Wild; Asked For It Pvt Benjamin WKRPInCin.
MAS'H InjuseCalis ILoafirant
(8l One Of Boys ; Bizarre House Calls Thrill : ■ CTVMovie
rv) MacNeil V Wld.OfSea The Paper Chase
Great P*’rtorrnances "Monteverdi - return Ot llyssa
(TD MAS.H: : ; - Barney Miller . Movie: "Stalk The Wild Child" - ; ” : j Newsv
QD Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "One Summer Love” i few
Moifie; "A Specia: 03y"
SUNDAY EVENING JUNE ^
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 1 10:30
(21 Beachcombers Hangin’In Sons And Lovers The National Dream Catalyst Televisio n
C3) Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches: "Les Claudine” L’lmaginaire Telejournal
ABC Movie: "The Magic Of Lassie ’ ABC Movie: "Harry And Walter Go To New York”
(5) Father Murphy CHiPs NBC Movie: "Another Man, Another Chance”
(^ Thrill 1 Littlest Hobo Lou Grant Quincy The Best Of W5
m 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeflersons Trapper John, M.D.
(^ The Dukes Of Hazzard CHiPs Quincy The Best Of VV5
(91 Movie Cont’d National Geographic Special Masterpiece Theatre America
(n) Solid Gold Beaver Probe Contact Community Forum 700 Club
(12) Streets 01 Sail Francisco Movie: "Cinderella Liberty” I Minutes
QD 60 Minutes Father Murphy Movie: "Another Man, Another Chance”
tic young priest arrives to take control of 
the Gold Hill school. (R) (H 
8:10® O NATTONAU GEOGRAPHIC 
SPECIAL “The Sharks” Extraordinary 
underwater film footage of how sharks 
feed, rest and why they attack provides a 
new perspective on this fascinating and
fearsome fish. □ ___
8:30 ® ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les
SUNDAY
5:30 ® Q TITANS Patrick Watson “inter­
views” 16th-century French astrologer 
Nostradamus (portrayed by Len Birman), 
who is credited with predicting many 
major catastrophes of the past 400 years. 
(SOABCNEWS 
®0®ONEWS 
® © ® © WEBSTER
EVENING
6:00® 0 WALT DISNEY “The Treasure 
Of San Bosco Reef” A teen-ager stumbles 
upon a murder while visiting his uncle, 
who is overseeing a salvage operation in 
Italy. (Part 2)
® ffl TELEMONDE 
® ©TOWNaiEBTTNG 
® ©NBC NEWS 
®0®©NEWS 
(IlSCBSNEWS
® O MOVIE ****“The Man From 
Laramie” (1955, Western) James Stewart, 
Wallace Ford. A man seeks revenge on the 
gunrunners responsible for his brother’s 
death.
(53) ffl STAR TREK 
®©M*A*S*H
© ffl EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
6:30 ® ffl HEBDO DIMANCHE 
®© HOW COME?
® O ® 0 FOR THE RECORD 
(T) 0 NEWS
© © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIEINDS
© ffl LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: Bru­
no Gerussi. ___ __
7:00® 0 THE BEACHOIMBERS Sara 
' decides to win the prize for her age group 
in the Gibsons Annual Salmon Derby, una­
ware that Relic and McLoskey’s elaborate 
plan may jeopardize hers. (R)
(i) ffl CHEZ DENISE
® O MOVIE “The Magic Of Las­
sie” (1978, Adventure) James Stewart, 
Mickey Rooney. Lassie prevents several 
crises from occurring in a peaceful valley
area. (R) .
(j) © FATHER MURPHY An enthusias­
tic young priest arrives to take control of 
the Gold Hill school. (R) □_
(® © thrill of a LffOTIME Fea­
tured; a man lives the "life of fictional 
superspy James Bond; an elderly couple 
travels to the Arctic; a 14-year-old girl 
becomes a beachcomber, a British woman 
meets her Canadian pen pal. (R) O
© ® (S ffl 60 minutes
(3) @ the dukes of hazzard Hogg
and Hughie scheme to foreclose on 
Cooter's garage which stands on the pro­
posed site of a “Hoggominium”,
©ffl SOLD) GOLD 
©© STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30 ® 0 RANGIN’ IN Kate tries to help a 
boy (Vincent Murray) accept the fact that 
his father (Don Francks) is an alcoholic.
® ^ LES BEAUX DIMANCHES "Diane 
Juster en Recital”
® © UTTLEST HOBO After an inno­
cent man (Stephen Young) is accused of 
causing a boating accident. Hobo tries to 
bring the real culprit to justice. (R) □
8:00 (S 0 SONS AND LOVERS Aftef Paul 
leaves school, his mother goes with him to 
Nottingham, where he has an interview.(i) © ® © CHIPS Ponch’s apartment 
building goes condo, and Jon’s girlfriend is 
robbed by a mechanical wizard using an 
exotic van. (R)
(® © LOU GRANT Rossi covers the case 
of a convicted murderer who won’t appeal 
her death sentence. (R) ___ _
© 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie takes the law into his own hands
after blind Mr. Van Ranseleer is mugged 
and the police can’t find any clues. (R)
© ® LEAVE rr TO BEAVER
(© © MOVIE ***“Cinderella Liber­
ty” (1973, Comedy) James Caan, Marsha 
Mason. A sailor falls in love with a Seattle 
prostitute he won for a night in a pool 
game.
(53 ffl FATHER MURPHY An enthusias-
(2) 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME Ann gets a 
surprise visit from her old business 
nemesis Francine who announces she 
wants to be Ann's new partner. (R)
©ffl PROBE
9:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL DREAM “The 
Pacific Scandal” The Macdonald adminis­
tration is accused of corruption as the 
scandal reaches its peak, resulting in Sir 
John’s resignation and his replacement by 
Pacific Railway opponent Alexander 
Mackenzie. (R) □ ■
® O MOVIE *Vi “Harry And Walter Go 
To New York” (1976, Comedy) James 
Caan, Elliott Gould. Two tum-of-the-cen- 
tury bunglers decide to make a living by 
becoming safecrackers. □
® © © ffl MOVIOT* A Vz “Another 
Man, Another Chance” (1977, Wptern) 
James Caan, Genevieve Bujold. A widower 
and a widow in the West of the late 1800s 
meet and become romantically involved.
(® © ® © QUINCY Quincy discovere 
that a trucker’s mysterious death was 
caused by a deadly toxic substance that he 
was illegally dumping near a community.
(R)
© 0 ALICE Alice’s mother comes to 
Phoenix to re-organize her daughter’s life.
^ ■ (R).;' '■
(fjjfflCONTACr
9:15® 0 MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
“Flickers” Arnie hires an established 
actress with expensive tastes and a 
demanding temperament to star in his 
film.(Part4)0 :
9:30 © 0 TH^JEPFERSONS The Jeffer- 
sons and Willises learn that their children’s 
marriage is tottering. (Part 1) (R) .
(53) ffl COMBiUNlTY FORUM
10:00 ® 0 CATALYST TELEVISION “Sui­
cide” Based on extensive research, a small 
cast of actors portray authentic scenes 
culled from documented case histories 
with added insight from an audience
® ffl CHEBSINS DE L’nSAGI- 
NAIRE ; ■
® © ® @ THE BEST OF W5 Fea­
tured; death camps in Great Britain: the 
“Elqphant Man” disease; air-safety stand­
ards; hockey superstar Wayne Gretzky’s 
younger brother Brent. (R)
(f) 0 TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. Gonzo and
Trapper learn that a brilliant staff surgepA :
: . 'may also be a Ku Klux Klan leader. (R) .
'' (©©60MINUTES
10- 20 ® 0 ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
10:30 (2) © LE TELEJOURNAL / SPORT-
DMANCHE
©ffl700CLUB ^
11- 00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL (“Nation s 
Business” will follow “The National ”) ; 
®©©@NEWS
® © ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS v;: 
©©ONTHEBUSES 
11:05® ffl CIN&CLUB *** “Le Bidon 
(1956, Comedie) Broderick Crawford, 
Richard Basehart. Vivant de combines, 
trois escrocs exploitent la naivete, I’igno- 
rance ou la generosite de la classe pauvre
de Rome et de la campagne romaine.
11:20® 0®0® ©NEWS’ .
(1) @ VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
11:30 ® © MOVIE *** V2 “The Young In 
Heart” (1938, Comedy) Janet Gaynor, 
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. A family of zany 
con artists are reformed by a wdolfhy pid 
dowager who had originally been their ;; 
next target. :
© @ CBS NEWS
®© MOVIE ■*-A “F. Scott Fitzgerald In 
Hollywood” (1976, Drama) Jason; Miller, 
Tuesday Weld. The rise, fall and return of; 
the brilliant jazz age novelist is portrayed.
!© ffl GLOBAL NEWSWEEK : ; ;
11:35 ® O ABC NEWS
11:45 © 0 ALLINTIHEFAMILY ;
11-50® 0 MOVIE * iir *,“Come And Get 
It” (1936,: Drama) Joel MeCrea, Walter 
Brennan. A cruel paper mill owner 
acquires the power to control the; Wiscon- : ;; 
sin lumber country.
(5 0 MOVIE *** “The Secret Night 
Caller” (1975, Drama) Robert Reed, Hope ; ’ 
Lange. A respectable family man has'an ;; : ;; 
obsession with maMng obscene, telephone: 
•calls.
12:00©® NEWS
12:05® ® MOVIE “Three For The^
Road” (1975, Drama) lAlex RdcTO/ Uif :.
' Garrett.
® © MOVIE -A** Two'For;The- ; 
Road” (1967, Romance) Audrey Hephiirh, ’ ; 
Albert Finney.
12:15© 0 MOVIE ***“&rah T — Ppr; ; ; 
trait Of A Teen-Age Alcoholic” (1975, Dra-. 
ma) Linda Blair, Verna Bloom.
12:30 © ffl ODD COUPLE 
1:25® ©SUPERMAN 
1:30 ©©NEWS
1:35® © MOVIE AArVi “Hard Contract^’ 
(1969, Drama) James Coburn. Lee Remick. 
1:55® ©NEWS 
2:10 ® 0 NOTE OF FAITH 
(7) 0 FIRST EDITION 
2:20 ® © MOVIE -A A “Silent Wilderness'!; 
(1976) Documentary.
EVENING
6:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
(3) ffl LE VAGABOND 
-@0 ABC NEWS 
:- '®@ NBC NEWS 
: ® © ® © NEWS 
(23@CBSNEWS 
© ffl SANFORD AND SON 
®®M»A*S*H .
; ©fflTHAT’SLIFE 
6:30® ffl ANGIE M. Dawson. I’animaleur 
de; Family Feud dejeune au Liberty d’An- 
;:-::gie.' i;:-' ■;
; © 0 P.M. MAGAZINE On locaUon with
; Gilda Radner filming her latest movie; a 
; white-water canoeing adventure down a 
:1'Tennessee river.
® 0 BUSINESS REPORT 
©fflBOBNEWHART 
(©©HERE’SLUCY 
© ffl WHAT WILLTHEY THINK OF 
i'"::NEXT!. ;
7:00 ® 0 B.C. ADVENTURE 
(5 ffl TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
V® 0 RBA NORTHWEST 
® © ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
' ■ ® © THE JEFFERSONS 
“ ©@JOKER’SWILD 
- ® © ONE OF THE sure-OUver 
becomes the, mediator when Jonathan’s
TUESDAY EVENING
date falls in love with Adam. (R)
® 0 BJACr^EIL / LEHRER REPORT 
©fflM*A*S*H 
® ® HOGANB HEROES 
® ffl VANCOUVER
7:30 ® 0 TEACHERS ONLY (Premiere) A
girl whose parents have separated asks her
high school English teacher, Diana Spen­
cer (Lynn Redgrave), if she can stay with
her for the weekend.
® ffl TELEJOURNAL 
(5 O THE 24UPPETS 
® ©-nc TAC DOUGH 
® © ® ® BIZARRE Featured: the 
world’s first robot ma^cian; an editorial 
by a crime kingpin; a blind date; a bigoted 
family, an understanding wife. (R)
©0 YOU ASKED FOE IT 
© 03 BARNEY MILI£R 
®© B4ARY TYLER BiOOHE 
7:35 ® 0 WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 @ 0 PRIVATE BENJAMIN (R)
@ ffl DUTACAUTAC 
(3) 0 BEST OF THE WEST A threaten­
ing note is tossed through the jail window, 
and the prime suspect is a mysterious new- 
! comer to Copper Creek.; . ‘
® © ® © UTTLE HOUSE ON THE 
' PRAIRIE While on a freighting trip away 
from home, Charles and James encounter 
a fierce dog that hates Charies as much as
it adores J3nies-(R}Q ; “
(© 0 raiVATE E^AMIN 
® O HOL^SE CALLS Conrad Peckier’s 
new assistant turns out to be iffie of Giar-; 
lev's former girilriecds. (Hy ;
® 0 PAPER CHASE “A Matter Of 
Anger ” A bla:ck student with a 
misconceived notion of her wcelh alnasl 
' ruins her law career, ^ '
© © MOVIE ★* "Sulk'The Wild OuLT 
(1976. Drama) David Janssen. TYidi Van 
Devere .A boy is found living with a padt 
c of wild do^ in the wiWensess- 
(53) © MOVIE * *“Ctoe Semnier Love” 
(1975, Ihama) Beau Bridges. Susan Sarant 
don. A disturbed young man lives in cchh 
sUnt fear of his own potential te vidence 
8J0® O ® O WSEP IN a!«3NNA’n
- Venus and Johnny's fives are threat^d 
bv the planted bomb, and Carisjss's resist- 
r am-e to his old receptimiia w^eas. {Part
^HR! ~(5 ffl TEI£-SQSCTKK« *** “Granife 
Romans: Detroit” (1372. Etame) Rock
Hudson; Lee Remick-Croyaat an sabota^ 
de son projet. un ch^chear decu. le vara
finalemect aanale. ;;;
fX) BASEBALL -
® © THRILL OF A UFETEIE Fea­
tured: a girl skates with ice snpestar 
Toller Cransttm; a man riite the danger­
ous rapids of HeU's Gate a ctsiple is ruar- 
ried in za Orienul atmo^iere (R)Q 
9:00 @ 0 ® 0 H*A«S»H The 4&77th.
starved for news , ms Mws^apers
reach the camp for several we^s, learns
that one p«-s«i has beat recesving a pipe- 
bv parcel post-iR)
® © ItoVlE “Osartestist" (1973.
I^ama) Ddta Burke, Lynne Moody. Three 
stTOOg-4aiIed wwaea straggle against ras­
cals and rogues to make new lives liff
themselves m the posl-CSvil War SaeSh. (R)
® O ® © BKIVIE T You.
Hb^ -And Kisses” (1973. Saspase) DooaM 
Piloa, Elke SonwMr. A mac sctenKS to 
have his wifemardered so he can live with 
his mistress, unaware that his^xsse ts 
also planning his tfcata.
® O GREAT “Bdtse
leverdL The Rdssni Of Ulysses" Werner 
HcHweg and Troddsese Sdsaadt are fea- 
tiaed IB the Ze-rich Opera's {wodactkw td 
Miattevwdi's opera staged and dsected 
Jean Piare PaiiKlXei NikolaEs Haraoa- 
coaitctgjdiicts-
ffl MOVIE *** “A ^seciaS £s.v” 
IIS77. Romance) SojAia Lk«s, MareeBc
MastraiamiL Two lo««iy people re^^d Ui
; living their fivs ever lSHiisg s
iTue love discover ctsmajK* with e«k 
■ :r «her. ,
® @ FEfHCT PAGE (SAILEJiKl 
© 6 SOUSE CALLS Pe±l«’s
new assistant turns out to be at» ei Chsr- 
!ev'sf!»n«-@rlff^ais.(R) .
Iftfis'® © TEE NATSX4AL / JfHJEKAL 
(f> 0 UMI (HUNT Lott goes teck to his 
hometown am! niBS into as unexpected 
and msiM^isws stixy. (H)
' ©©NEWS - : -A
©©fBfTHEWJ^ .
1&33© ffl LA re
SOCCER LABATT Les eqaipes en Bresa et
dc I'L’RSS se reacimtfatt- :
.'■ ■■'©©NEWS . - “i ’■■ '■ -:
llaB0®O®©fflOKE^
® O ® 0 CTV NAIHISALNSSS 
® © STAI^y AND HUTCH 
® © DOCTffii IN THE BKISE 
© ffl gPOHTS PAfS 
1L45®@NEWS
11:26 ® © VANOWVEa BLAI© NEWS 
: ©©NEWS
1135 @ 0 BARNEY MULES 
11:36 ® O ABC NESS NKSTUNE
® © THE BEST CASS®» G«sts
Joan , Rivers. IXck Van Patten. Byrae 
Allen. StefAanie Faracy. (R)
-'©©oxsEUP
Q SfEAK PREVIeS^ Rc^ Ebert 
and Get^ Si^ ha^ as isf^mative hxA. 
at what's new at the movies;
® © (gJINCY feans of the
pianced assasanalifflt of a governmeit 
' ■': official
il;45 © O QUINCY Qaiisy ssnte fsa- a 
diiid mcteter wfs> mtiiMred a 5-yesr-cM











































Universe Two Of Us
Falcon Crest
Danger UXB





Honky Tank ■ Raafanjo Read
CBS Movie: -’The Streets Of U."
Taxi Honky Took ' j Dean Ma.rt.r
Airierican Playhouse I Mo rvtMrdiar
Movie; ’’The Gatling Gun" ; I flews
Movie;”Amateur Night At The Dwe Bar An-d Gnlf I On The Buses
■■ I a batcTS -'
Robert Webber. A middie-aged. Baasctaliy 
struggling divorcee, icceased by a rsKaE- 
siigless and malkasus crime, gsea asts ^ 
barrio after three teen-a^ hood^HS. (El 
® O AMEMCAN PLAYHOUSE 
-“Oppedseims-'* 13 the pcslwar years. 
Opoeiheimer becomes of the govens-^ 
n^t s leading soeatifrc advistss. but fcs 
Gpposstisn to an all-r^it arms rare makes 
; him a number of powerful eremis. (Fart
©IfflLO^’EBOAT _
9J0 ® 0 ® © TOO Class real am-
FORT Henry tries to end A{»il's affair 
with a midulMged Lotaario. (Rl 
® ffl PRE3CERE PAGE 
® © ® O HONKV T»iK Romfa-.* 
Ronme Hawkins welcomes B.J. Thesnas. 
iRi
10J» ® 0 THE NA’nONAL / JOTH-NAL 
® O BARBARA WALTERS S>BaAL
Barbara Walters interviews Clint Elast- 
wood WiffieNe’isoa and Carol Burceit.
® O $ G FLAMINGO ROAD
stance’s re-relation that she is able la wa-k 
; prompts Field to re-evaiuaie their rela- 
tua^iip. and Tyrone-poshes. its ftos to
EVENING s'
6:00 @ 0 CBC E^IENING NEWS 
® ffl QUINCY “Une Bouffee de Fra- 
'i; icheur” 'll■ 




© ® SANFORD AND SON 
A© ®'M*A‘S*H.
©fflTHATSLIFE 
6:30 ® 0 ©@ NEWS . :
;; (I) 0 PML BdAGAZINE A man who has 
made a fortune betting on sporting events;
; an interview with Debby Boone.
® 0 BUSINESS REPORT :
© ® BOB NeWHART 
©©HERE’SLUCY 
® ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
:ft,NEST!.':,;<;; ;i- :” ■
7:00 ® 0 UP AT OURS 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 PM. NORTHWEST 
® 0 entertainment TONIGHT 
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
;®@ JOKER’S WILD 
® © CAUGHT IN THE ACT Gu^t; Jim 
■ ' Byrnesi;:';’ i:;;';; 




7:30® 0 BARNEY MILLER A street 
clown is mugged, and Barney’s men leam 
that Hiker’s Island prison has been d-is- 
charging inmates early to relieve over­
crowding. (R) Q '
® fflYELEJOURNAL 
Ct) 0 THE MUPPETS 
®e TIC TAC DOUGH 
® ® ® © STARS ON ICE Guests: Ter­
ry Kubicka, SieriThrapp. Larry Dusich. 
Susan Boyens, Heather Kemkaran. Judie 
Jeffcott, Keith SwMdmist (R) 
®@YOUASKH)EtHiIT ;
® © BARNEY MELEB 
® © MARYTYtEi BiOOEE 
7:35 ® 0 WORLD ce* THE
8-CO ® 0 NATURE OF THINGS “Edge Of 
The Cold,” David Parer's Australisn 
examination of the wildlife on the remote 
McQuarrie Island, is narrated; by; Sir 
Edmund Hillary. (R) -
® © NOUS LES OOMIQUSS *
:“Ciopin-elopant ou la Chanssette Surprise’* 
(1978, Ckimedie)
® 0 HAPPY DA’YS Chadii learns that 
his mother has been dating a mysterious 
stranger. (R)Q
® © BHOT MAVERICK Mav«ick 
leaiTis that the horse he wen in a pdier 
; ; game is not only stol«i but also befis^ to 
Congresman Teddy RoiBeveltCB}:
who failed to persuade Chase to bereme v 
his business partner conviiices .Ange to ■ 
help him in his scheme to run Ori* out of 
= winecountrv-fR) ;; ; . - 
© 0 -UNIVFTtS ^iter Gtakite 
reports on various occtsrresees and. {die- 
Bomena in the -werid of sgesee.
® 0 P-ANGER UXB tTfee saver Lsnasg”
Susan arrives in LtaduQ cnexpect^y and
Brian taks her for an evraisg tas tKiown.
; jPart5)tR)Q_-.; 7 ' ''V "
® ffi Md^ * * Galii^ Gun
^ (1972. Weriern) Gsy Stbdcwdl, Woody 
Strode. U5. troops srefaag to ke^ pea**
in the ^-Ci vfl War Wist cssss to rely on 
■ .theGatlinggus.:; V :t 
(g ffi SfflVIE w* ts “Amatetm Ni^ At 
”1150 Dixie Bar .And GriiT (1979. ftacM) 
Tanya Tiaier. Victor ftesa*. A varii^ 
p^Ie are drawn together three^ 
peirticipatiim in as amateur tatea ositest , 
;; in a country roadhccse. ~ - r
8:38 ® 0 LAVHIHE 4 SIRIEY Laveis 
soddedy and unexpectedly decids to 
move in with, feer b£^&ieBd_(H) n 
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Wednesday. June 9, 1982
School Boord Briefs
By HELEN LANG
Today we had an early start 
. . . got up at 4:15 a.m. to go 
fishing. Believe it or not it is 
almost light at that hour, at least 
that’s what my sweetie tells me. 1 
didn’t open my eyes until 6:30 
a.m. when I caught the first fish. 
Actually 1 caught two beauties, 
and to-morrow they will be: 
canned, or I should say “bot­
tled”. I figure we should have 
about 10 pints of fish to put away 
for winter use.
Not really fair to talk about 
fishing in a gardening column, 
but it all is sort of connected — 
what my spouse refers to as 
“squirreling instincts”, putting 
aside things for winter use. Or is 
this just an excuse to boast a bit?
If you are growing 
strawberries, now is the time to 
cover them or the robins and 
starlings will get the first tasty 
bites. We use fish netting but W'ire 
netting might be even better, or 
there’s something that I have 
resorted to before we were given 
the fish net. Just cover the 
ripening berries with long grass 
so the birds don’t spot them.
Another thing to do is to 
spread; slug bait around the edge 
: of the bed.: Slugs love 
strawberries almost as much as 
humans do, andi all it needs is lor 
one bird to bite into a berry and 
the slugs: gather from miles; : 
around, queuing up to get a: taste.: i 
' Horrible^ to pick a beautiful ripe:
; beirfy and just as you go to pop it;> 
in your moth discover there is a 
large hole in it occupied by a 
feasting slug.
Watch your broad beans at this; 
time of year. They are subject to 
a plague of black aphids (where 
do all these things come from?) 
These special^: aphids arc very 
neatly camouflaged to rnatch 
their plant host; the flowers are 
; ; black and white so these fiends 
blend right in.
; The book Pacific Gardener 
advises picking out the tops of 
the plants at the first signs of an 
i invasion, and I suggest you 
follow this action with a liberal 
treatment of Safer’s Insecticidaf 
soap and a follow-up treatment 
^ several days later to ensure you 
have killed them all. ^ f
; i drove four stakes at the edges 
of the broad beans today, and 
tied heavy siring around the 
edges of the bed and across the 
centre from opposing corners in a 
sort of cross, to help support 
them. They get so lall tfiey tend 
to flop over in a/drunken •.md
distressing manner if they don’t 
get some help.
Almost time to put out your 
houseplants for a summer in the 
shade. . . still a bit early judging 
from the night temperatures. I 
moved a Hawaiian white ginger 
(now almost a tree) out a few 
days ago, and it isn’t all that 
happy with the change. 1 knew it 
was a trifle soon, but it had 
reached the point where it was 
“it” or me, there just wasn’t 
room for us both in the 
greenhouse, and 1 had other 
plans for the space.
My neighbour has planted her 
amaryllis right in their pots, up to 
their rims in soil. She grows 
wonderful amaryllis, and they 
flower all during the winter, as 
she starts them off at different 
times. The foliage will die down 
over the summer' and you can 
move the pots inside at that time, 
or leave them until you bring in 
all yoUr other plants.
The secret is to leave them dry 
in their pots until about 
November, then one at a time 
start watering and fertilizing, 
probably two weeks to a month 
apart for continuing bloom 
during winter.
An avid local gardener, Reg 
Davis, has a couple of neat 
suggestions he’d like to share 
with you; The first is to plant 
Scarlet Runner beans up the side; 
of your ;^reenhouse. You ; will 
need netting lor something^ 
Ithemtq cling tq as: t^ 
over the glass, V but/ thiS; /W 
provide thatv necessary shading 
greenhouses need during the 
? isuihrncr, ;attd;save:ypu,the;trou^ 
of liming the glass.
He also suggests every gar- 
idemr needs a goqdmarking pep; 
one tht won’t wash off or fade 
over a year outside:/The best; one 
is a pen called Edding 750, priced
Saanich school board at its 
May 31 meeting approved a 
kindergarten screening program 
for the 1982-83 school year. 
Purpose is to identify quickly 
which children will need special 
help and which ones should have 
an enriched program.
The board also approved 
shortened kindergarten sessions 
for the first two weeks of school, 
so teachers could get to know the 
children in smaller groups.
Board policy regarding field 
trips is to be reviewed by a 
committee including represen­
tatives of the administration, 
principals, teachers and parents.
In an unrelated decision, as a 
result of concerns expressed by 
trustee Joe Lott, the board 
decided to find put more about a 
“Holocaust Seminar” at the 
University of B.C. which grade 
eight students have been at­
tending as a social studies field 
trip.
In other board news;
®In response to a question, 
chairman Gerry Kristianson said 
representations from parents 
regarding the proposed family 
life program will still be received. 
A deadline of May 15 previously 
announced had meant only that 
the board would not start con­
sidering submissions before that 
date, he said.
•The board will ask the 
minister of education to approve 
an increase in its temporary 
borrowing limit from $1 million 
to $2 million, and will also ask
if you (like 1) have said, “Oh 
blast it, the name has disap­
peared. Sorry about that!” ;;
He also puts a plastic bag over; 
seed packages used to mark your 
rows in the vegetable garden and 
stop them from turning to mush 
after a couple of rainstorms. My 
neighbour wraps her row 
marking stakes with freezer tape 
on which the variety is written on 
the end bits she leaves sticking 
out. If it interests you, why not 
; also add the dale you planted. 
Fun to be able to say,“Will you 
look at that. . . only a week ago I 
put in the seeds, and here are the 
little d:,iiJin’s lip already.”
COmiTE AUTO REPAIRS
fraasmission
A ^ ; Rea^Ead
Professional
Guaranteed Workmanship 
Free Road Test & Estimates
ViSA
6765 Kirkpatrick - 652-9633
In the Keating Industrial Park 
(across from Butler Bros. Gravel Pit) ,
Adams
Mann
CRANBROOK, B.C RED DEER. ALTA 
DUNCAN, B.C. REVELSTOKE, B.C
GOLDEN, B.C, SIDNEY, B.C.
INUVIK, N.W.T, .SPARWOOD, B.C.
, . I INVERMERE, B.C, VANCOUVER, 0 C.
Ti l n C h GV KIMBERLEY, B.C; VICTORIA, B C, ^
& Co . CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS
2412D Bcaconi Avenue • 656-5551
';;;v/'j;j; f /Sidney,
Dennis H. Lslnc, C.C.A., ManaglnRfanner
BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALBERTA AND THE C 
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, WE CAN OFFER
ACCOUNTING SERVICES. 
• AUDITING
• COMPUTER Ad:OUNTING APPLICATIONS








• MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES




• PROVINCIAL AND FEDEftAL SALES TAX
• EMPLOYEE SEARCH AND 
HIRING CONSULTATIONS
• ASSISTANCE WITH FINANCIAL
;;;:; ,rcorqanizatk)n ;;





for the opportunity to pick up 
provincial cheques if they are 
late. It was estimated that delay 
while a cheque was in the mail 
earlier lliis year had cost local 
taxpayers $2,000 in interest 
charges.
•Two grade six classes were 
approved foe Sansbury 
elementary school in the coming 
year, and one for Sidney 
elementary.
Parents of children about to 
enter grade six from Deep Cove, 
Grcenglade, Sansbury and Sidney 
schools had been asked where 
they wanted their children to 
attend.
Fifty one chose Sansbury, 29 
Sidney and 102 North Saanich 
middle school. Pupils will now be 
assigned to schools their parents 
chose, although exceptions are 
not ruled out.
Two letters were received from 
parents concerned about 
reduction of bus routes, but 
trustees took the position that 
when money was short classroom 
needs would have priority over 
transportation.
•Gordon McBean attended the 
meeting to tell the board about 
the newly formed Confederation 
of Parents’ Associations of 
Saanich, of which he is vice- 
president. The organization, of 
which Graham Hill is president, 
brings together two delegates 
from each parent association to 
exchange ideas and discuss 
concerns. Nearly all schools in 
the district are represented.
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Ronald Orr & Sons - Butcher
Brentwood Hardware & Athletics
'I Jonathan S. Familjf Clothing
l^r. 1 Hour Drif Cleaners 
Gov't. Liquor Store 





ERIE - Centennial 909
A compact model for small jobs. 
Featu re s i n c 1 u.de;, * Draw n 
seamless tray ‘Capacity is 70.7 
litres ‘Tubular steel frame with 
baked enamel finish ‘Plastic han­
dle grips ‘Puncture proof, semi­
pneumatic rib tread rubber; tire 
‘Requires assembly.; ; ;;
IBrentwood Hardware & Athletics
Corner Wallace & West Saanich Rd. ec'}
Trafalqar Squire 65Z*Zoii
4 ' 9 
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Mika nominated
John Mika, NDP candidate in 
Saanich and the Islands in the last 
provincial election, has been 
nominated by acclamation to 
contest the seat again.
Mike finished a close second to 
Socred Hugh Curtis in the 1979 
election. He has been an 
alderman in Saanich for the past 
six years, topping the poll each 
time, and is employed as a special
assistant to NDP leader Dave 
Barrett at the legislature.
He spent 15 years reporting the 
legislature for the Victoria Times 
before being hired by the last Bob 
Strachan as his executive 
assistant when the NDP formed a 
government in 1975. He joined 
the NDP the following year.
Mike and his wife, Peggy, live 
at Cordova Bay.
NEED AN ELECTNICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, connect an ap­
pliance or add another light in one of the rooms or basement. 
Qualified Journeyman Elelctrician. Licensed and living in your area 
can provide prompt and efficient service.
1^0 Job Too SmaiB











Every Day At 11 A.M
Cliines© & Western Food
Light Luncheons
/ ^'1 I
“Try Us - You'll Like It"
Dine In >• Take Ont
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursday of the month in the 
Lion’s Hall, East Saanich Road, 
2 to 4 p.m. A planned program is 
offered. : . :
For the convenience of donors
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
and 4343 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies’ Barbershop 
Chorus meets every Monday for 
fun and friendship at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and 4th Streets. It’s 
not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no 
obligation. For more information 
call 656-6392.
You can help. The Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] clubhouse, located at 
2304 Oakville St., Sidney, is an 
activity centre for young people 
aged 13 to 18 years. Most ac­
tivities are free and all teens are 
welcome to participate.
Clubhouse hours are 7 to 9:30 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday. The afternoons of 
these three weekdays (3 to 5:30 
p.m.) are also scheduled to be 
open for those persons needing 
assistance in preparing for 
employment searches. The 
clubhouse is open 7 to 10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturdays as well as 
from noon to 4 p.m. Sundays. 
Wednesday evening, 7 to 9 p.m., 
are gym nights at Sidney 
elementary school.
More information is available 
by calling 656-0134 (office hours) 
or 656-6713 (clubhouse ours).
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St John Ambulance 
combined division No. 637 needs 
qualified first aid persons in 
Sidney and Central Saanich to 
help form an emergency group 






The Church By The Lake
The company of just and ^ v 
(righteous men is better J MSI
i BAPTIST Jthan wealth and a rich Brentwood Bay
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. g estate.
Sunday ||| _ Euripides Trinity I
Greenglade pp i ^ 9 8:00a.m....................Said ^
Etaentary School B Family Chcrch School (| - —
i - 10:30 a.m- ' > ^
^ ^ Trevor De Casseres lii:;:::::?
Sunday ^ 7:30 p.m. . M
9:45 a.m.............Teaching Douglas St. liS
I 11:00 a.m. . Family Worship ni: i ..i...
Wed./Thurs.
YOUR ENEMY
and learn new ones. Meeting start 
8 p.m. sharp Thursdays at Moose 
Hall in Saanichton.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
—- canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during June. Stores are located at * 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay and 9775 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney.
A Grand Court Luncheon, 
Order of Amaranth, will be held 
11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. June 12 at 
Mount Newton Masonic Hall. 
Excellent cuisine, cost $3.35. Plus 
sale of home baking, a No. 9 
table, treasure trove and several 
draws, including a door prize. 
Proceeds go to Grand Court of 
B.C. and to the special project 
this year — pediatric and 
rheumotology research. 
Everyone welcome.
Sale of household items galore 
June 12 1 - 4 p.m., at 7601 East 
Saanich Road, J.O. Anderson 
memorial Housing rcreation hall. 
Free admission. Refreshments 25 
cents, all welcome.
The Victoria R.E.A.D. Society 
summer school offers reading, 
spelling and math at locations in 
Sidney July 5 - 23 and AUg. 3 - 
23. Call 388-7225 for more in­
formation, Monday to Friday 9 
a.m. - 5 p.m.
iDHURCHa Do you have any enemies?
: Special f@ii :
for loiigtlme
resideiiti
Residents vvho have lived on
Communion s'
III Rev. J.C.A. Barton
^ '7^30'p:rnL:: Y:vYH6me Study p| 652-3676 ;?-
" ■ ps ---------_












7726 W. Saanich Road
1 Gah^.g that you have at least one. No.
“——p 11:09a.m.. . . . Communion J matter what kind of a pofson you are, how
I ii:ooa.m. . . . . . . . . J unkoown you are, how good and kind, you have
0l||y '^11 A very warm welcome awaits at ieast ooe enemy . The reason, ,1, am so su re- of
^ ( this is that there is one enemy who hates
everyone: he is truly Public Enemy No. 1. He is 
talkedlabout in the;Bible;|:‘‘^ 
and a!ert; your ehemy the devif prowls Ta rou ntl: ? 
likela roaring lion for ?someone to
devour.” f Peter 5:8 ■
the peninsula; 25 years or more ; 
are inv ited tb; a tea to be held 2-4 Z
you;
Rev. Alistair P. Petrie
'^':-:';„;'v652-3860L-;?;7-,
■GOSPEL ■
9925 5th Street |||
, Sidney,, :
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9:30 a,m, : 7. Saturday;,Study 7 -
11 ;0C),a.m,; i:7::777TWorship: ' 7 ■ JiSlUKuH
umce. oao-jo^H 11 7:00 p.m.:7. .... 7, . Evening ^ 
Home: 652-4521 ^ ' , Fellowship |H
, ■ , , „ . ■ ' ■ .'^Wednesday
7:30 p,m, Wednesday Prayer || Anglican-Episcopal ' 7 30 p,m; . Bibie St
ALL ARE WELCOME § "1 ROLY^ TRINITY ■ '■:■:
' ' ^ m-nn am. Sunday Mass __ _ . _ ., . — _ . >. tmi u
 : 4 ■ ,
Pastor M.A, Atwood 
656-7970
H 10:00a.;m. ., :Sunday ass &W. Saanich
m 11:30a,m, 7, iSunday Mass - ^ R(J. 5|||
ii ' :7 L;,:: 7HORTH'SAANICH ; 11:
udy and |||| 
Meeting ill
' ii
Pastor V. Nordstrom ^
lit
Wait a minute! Before you sign me off or jump 
to the last: line, consider this: it your objective 
was to undermine and destroy a person or a 
country,;wouldn’t ybu^^t^ it wise to keep your 
true idenhty hidden;vvhile all the tirne you were 
trying to persuade people to joi 
T he re a re m a n y p eo p I e t h e se d ay s who d e n y t h e 
existence of a real, personal, spiritual being call:
;p.ih. 7June 27; algSansdia-THaU?^ 
Also invited — people who were 
active in' the development and 
growth 6LSidhey^Nprtlv}Siaanich 
Community Hall Association. 
GonyenorEleahprSpwerbysays- 
invitations will ;be going piit' to ; 
founders Of SANSCHA and 
members of organizations!, clubs 
and groups who participated in 
the association as well as 
peninsula mayors and the media.
- Those; 25-year-old residents 
who plari pn showing up for tea 
are asked ; ib call 656-4523 
Wednesdays 10 a.m. - 12 noon 
: and 7 - 9 p. rn . to enable Sowerby 
'to get a name list started.' ,
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sScSSid? S ed the devil or Satan. You should also know,
. 652-1508 . 7 ii
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Rnctor’7.
9‘45 a m Family Hour ;iii'
however, that there is quite a number in the Vic­
toria area of those who worship him!
There is only one sure way to stand suc­
cessfully against the devil. That is to “Resist 
himV Standing; firm in the faith” . I .Peter 5:9. 
”The faith” is faith in Jesus:C 
worsiiip 11 and: Lord, faith:in the povver of his death as a
Ji
Ii'
The ;Pcninsula Community 
Association welcomes all 
donations for its table at the 
Swap and Shop set June 20 at the 
Travelodge. Call 656-0134 for 
pickup, or dropoffs will be 
welcomed at the PCA office, 
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studied ■ faith”, ask:someone who knows Jesus Glirist in
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Ovei, 3300 sq. (t. commercial con- 
ciete block building plus !30 .x 120 
blacktop parking.
ATTRACTIVE BRENTWOOD 3 bedroom 
home, almost new. Quiet cul-de-sac, 
backs on Butchard property. Family plus 
rec room, 2 FP’s, rugs throughout. 
Unfurnished, 2100 sq. ft. $650 per 
month.656-9116. 5600-25
SIDNEY, year old SxS duplex. 2
bedroom, no step, close to ocean. Suit 




WILL BABYSIT In my home. Mon.-Fri. 
Deep Cove area. 656-9418. 5584-23
COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING SERVICE 
includingpayroll.656-1042. p-23
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing painting, gardening, 
carpentry, housework, spring cleaning. 
656-6620 or656-2437. p-25
RETAIL SPACE. 2100 sq. ft. 2nd St.
Sidney. $800 per month includes light, 
heat and taxes. 656-3032. 5624-23
Karel Drost 656-2427
2395 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-0131
1 BEDROOM basement suite, own 
entrance, private home, Sidney area. 







ATTRACTIVE LILY PONDS installed, 
with rock and planter sections if desired. 
PhoneDave, 656-9391. 5636-26
CARPENTER. HANDYMAN. Home 
repairs, sundecks, hauling and gar­
















Irnmaculate , 3 bedroom, iy2 , 
bathroom townhouse; in one of' 
Sidney’s finest areas. Adult orien- 
tated;complex, close to water: ac­
cess andrshopping.^ Low tnonthly 
assessment, parking . space in­
cluded;'
VL Ly ioFFERS TO $75:000: =
PAUL HYATT 656-3150
GORDON HULME ltd: 656-1154
DUPLEX LOT
FLEXIBLE FINANCING
Flat treed. Sidney lot with all ser­
vices available. 'Vendor will con­
sider various types of iinancing in­
cluding no charge for one year 
with 50% down. Offers on 
$64,500. V • :
RON KERFOOT
479-1667 V 652-2594
J.H. Whittome & Co. Ltd.
COUPLE WOULD LiKE to (rent 2 
bedroom furnished home for summer 
months, in Sidney or surrounding area. 
Call collect, area 403-286-8042. 5335-
.26
LOCAL YOUNG MAN wishes to put down 
roots in the peninsula. Do you have 
something he can afford? Older is fine. 
No realtors please. Call Bruce, 652-2514 





Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty.
656-9391
WANTED BY RESPONStBLE middle- 
aged woman, apartment to sub-let or 
house to sit mid July to mid August. 656- 
1002: 5585-21
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs Phone 652- 
4035: 37-tf
RETIRING IN SOOKE?
For sale or trade for Townhouse: 
New; 3 bedroom home, beautifully 
located near all amenities. Very 
reasonable., Enquire, 
112-642-5610. :
WANTED: space to store 22’ trailer, 
Sidney area. 656-9534 . 5606-23
^ob§i@
Homes
ROTOTILLING, BLADING, post holes, 
etc. Reliable, experienced, prompt 
service: Excellent rates. Also quality 
firewood. 652-3802, evenings best. 
5211-2A ■
HAVE CHAIN SAWS. Need work. 652- 
4088. 5356-RTS26
80' WATERFRONT.beach, beautiful 3 
BR cedar ranch home, $139,000. 642-
■4958::^:;': :;5503-2l::
"WHEELESTATE". The WHEELESTATE 
PEOPLE, Harbel Holdings Ltd. Mobile 
Home listings and sales. Kamloops 112- 
372-5711; Surrey 112-585-3622. Call 
collect. (D6747y 7 tf
JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIAN available 
for small commercial or domestic work. 
Reasonable rates. 656-0651. 5646-24
WELL MAINTAINED 4 bedroom house 
for sale^Large lot; finished rec room; 1V2:': 
bathrooms, master bedroom, many more 
feature! 652^2827. 5521^21:
IDEAL RETIREMENT: HOME, close lo an: 
amenities. Large bedrooms, ; bright 
kitchen andlivingquarters. 656t7392.: ^
s 4 s - ? "J
DRIVE BY;
10013 :- THIRD ST , Sidney
Waterfront property. Only 3 blocks 
to Beacon Ave, 3 bedroom, living 
room,: "dining room, stone 
.fireplace, sun : porch, balcony,
: double/garage and muctrmore. 
We have just reduced the asking 
pfice from $209,000 to $195,000.
REMOTE 160 ACRES. Grapes, corn.
:asparagus:' Ftiver: benchland elevation 
1;000 feet; Liilobet central B.C. Airstrip,:: 
glacier ^creek: Full price $64,000.00:: 
: Terms ho carrying charges.: Phone 112-; 
7457-6619'::'. K;::;':''7 :;:7:'''7'-::,na-23:;:
AVOM 




ATTENTION GOLFERS; Expert repairs 
to all makes of clubs Face plates, sole 
plates, grips, shafts, 24 hour service. 
:652-4917:.t7;V:::.-::;:5644-26''
Church Services 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate for Rent 






















70 Plumbing and Heating 
75 Secretarial Service 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
88 Tree Services :
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 TWatch Repairs
Equipment For Sale 
Audobody Repairs 
Recreation Vehicles 












Furniture for Rent 
Beauty Salons 
Pets and Livestock 









Cards of Thanks 
:Obituariesy:::'"f'
In Memoriam,; :: 
Legal Notices : : :
|a|d|tiona|wprd6:l^
HOUSE FOR SALE CHRISTINA LAKE, 
B.C. nevver 5 bedrcom, 2 bath, 3,200 
square foot spacious home, sauna, 
fireplace, garage, recreation room, 
basement, large rural lot, year-round 
creek, ;duplex7potential, 3 blocks to 
beaches, $ 110,000.00; Phone 447-6169 
or477-6673 7 7 : 7^^^^^^ ha-23
DESIGN YOURSELF A NEW WAY OF 
LIFE. Full time/part time: Realize your 
amlaitions through the Shaklee op-, 
portunity. Bonus program; bonus car, 
travel.” For information, reply to Box 
"M", c/o Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L3S5. 5554-25
ROBERTS BAY SEAVIEW
Attractive , 3 bedroom home, 
custom; built 6 years ago. Extra 
bedroom: and',family room down,. 
Asking price $129,000:
9.63 ACRE HOBBY FARM 2 plus 1 
bedroom house, barn, chicken house. 4 
miles to Salmon Arm:: Excellent water 
supply. Wood-oil heat. Near golf course 
Sairhon Arm: Phone832-8336. na;23
TAXI DRIVER NEEDED. Full or part 
time. Sidney area. Beacon Taxi; 656- 
5588 or 656-9178 after 6 p.m. Ask for
:'Dan. '7-'23'
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 8 acre Filbert 
Grove, one year. 3 bedroom home with 
garage and put buildihgs, Near beautiful 
Harrison Hot Springs, $185,000,00, 
Phone796-9208. ^3-23
PROFESSIONAL FAMILY COUN­
SELLORS. Would you be willing to offer 
assessment and consultation servicesbn 
a reduced fee-for-seryice basis at a local 
volunteer Agency? Reply to Box "N", c/o 
Sidney Review, P.O. box 2070, Sidney, 
B,C.V8L3S5. 5610-23
Write out your adV mail or bring to The Review with payment; and^ S
$74,900 %
will purchase this beautiiul 2 bdr,: 
condo located only 3 blocks from 
Beacon Avo; Dishwasher, stove 
and fridge: included. Elevator, 
SvhrTpooi - sauna-Vwrkshopand 
games room ;plus n: garden spol;: ^: 
■7''"7:::7'7::,,:''0R7;,'^y:/7,/:;;'7,;/ 
”One:beciroom deluxQ suite compl, ;” 
renovated In 1981; Marina on your ” 
:doorG!ep..Elevator ■ games rooin y 
work :sho() and 111010.:. 7 : ;
:This 2 bedroom Itouse is locaied 
' near sltops • busosvand schools ”, 
The/lolalvpricg.; is/$83,op0, ;ex', 
^ Tsliiig: nio:ngag'e' of. $40:, 200 at 
'::t0%:: interest 'with' pnii's,;: ot. 
/$388:oo; expires Sept, 837;/,..:




PART TIME and full time help needed (or 
sales and service. Will train, Excellent 
income. 656-9414. 5605-24
PRIME RETAIL SPACE 
AVAILABLE JULY ist 
— ON BEACON AVE. 
APPROX. 1200 SQ. FT. 
PHONE DAN 
656-0123
FARM, GREENHOUSE, berrypickersand 
landscaping workers, register now (or 
possible summer employment. Apply at 
new location, Canada Farm Labour Pool, 
755 Hillside Ave, Victoria, 382-4274. 
5.6:11:2:3:;,:" ..'■7:,:!;:,"'.':
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units, i 
Kilchennilos, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid sorvice: Available svoekly,: 
Sandown Mot el. 6 52 -15 5 T. 412 4 -tf
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL company 
needs part time secretary. Must have 70 
wpm typing. Call Marie, 656-0127,
'.7:5612:';23::';.:^'7
EXPIrIENCE ORCH/TROTANDrYARM
EQUIPMENT SALESMAN required, Send 
complete resume to Terry Waudby, 
Bloasdole Ford Tractor Sales, 555 
;; Okjihogan Avenue East, Penticton, B,C, 
■‘'.::V2A'3K4'::' 77 7.; l:'::na-23 :
additional insertions requeste47with M initial order, and requiring 
ho copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additionaf insertion.
NORTH SAANICH 
SECLUSION
Over 5 acres on Forcgrine Road, .1 
quiet cul’dfi'sac oil Eagle Way iusi 
;soulh of Landsend Rd. Cleared 
poriloh, gets lots olySuii and pro­
vides'; good fooling for . hoises:; 
yGood,existing well. Ideal properly 
lor an executive (gmitv or' retire­
ment homrLwhoioquiei & HOUlU- 
sion IS desired. : 
/://;,:::::.$i:'27,,.opo Mis^,.::
GILES PERDDEAU 056-4525
SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS in family 
homo, Own rwrn, separate 'entrance, 
656-7943 ovonings.: 5369-26
Sidney!" New"' condominium, fridge', 
stove, dishwasher, (iroplaco,: drapes. 
Adults only, rio pots. References and 
lease required. Land 2 bedroom units. 
$525 $?00 per monfh. 656-4066, 5488* 
..2 3-^ '
new SXS"DU1»Iex73 bedrooms, $500
per month, No pots, 656'6069 or 656-.
1534;':.: ,;v '5524,-23:
Wantodi




SPRING CROFT CARPENTRY SER­
VICES, Renovations and r'epairfi, 
basement alterations, (inlshlng car­
pentry: No job too small, 656-3460, 
5409 -26
IPRE-PAID WORD CLASSIFIEDS- 20 WORDS FOR ONLY 12,00
lor commercial or pBrsonal users — (additional words 10c each)
l BEDROOM SUITE, w/w carpet, 
drapes, hot water; cable TV, stove, 
(ridge: Immediate'bctupancy. 656-1073,
PROFESSIONALS. Too busy for cooking, 
cleaning, shopping, typing, driving or 
anythingnLET ME HELP, Lesley, 662- 
9994, 5470-23
w6oD or FnifiFbLA^ boat repairs or
alterations, cabinets, furniture repairs, 
reasonable rates, tree estimates, 656- 
5157, 5513-23
I Cost Ol ad
I
as 62 23
'FU'RNIWED room FTfR!RENfinquiet; 
rosiidontial; area, Stellys :X Rd,/Ea8t 
Saanich. Sin(,|e person, light cooking,
‘ Rcfcrcnf.ed requiT'ed 1166 per month 
.'652-0243.' v7:'":, '':'!5563-23'
: i/“'’srDF!l"UPLTx"''’AWLAOrE. 'im’-, 
mediately, 3 bedrooms, 1 '/i t»ths, quiet 
refiideiUial, l'loiiinki.iioc4!i, V6f!ib oiitli, 
;72i:257iB(tor6',p,m, '.77,;;,5528-23
responsISle CAEFillEfilir^i
babysit in my home, Sidney area. 656- 
6620.
FfNCfS BRU^HId OUTTtrees felled or
topped.'' Power line ea&ements efeared!!' 
Call David Latimer, 656-2355. 5527-23
oWLEKTOR.plN'f,'Now side by side, 4. 
. bedrooms, fpeplace, Mlge living room.





D ft D GenerafContractors and Con­
crete. Quality flnishipg, sundecks,
.patiO',), : siUbWalKs,/..'d)ivuways. ricu. 
estimates Don jftekson, 656-9607.
54 78-23 ;'.7;:''
, home. Your hours.. Weekends or.:shi(t'
work OK. Excellent conditions anducaro 
;provided.656047,7attef6p'.m. 'P'23:
„ Number of 
2 addlllonal I intnrtions ol 
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PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Automotive PENINSULA DIREaORY
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING, 5-6 hours 
one day a week. Preferably Central
Saanich. Own transportation. 652-2456.
p-23
1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT 2 door. 
Good transportation, $500. 656-5488 
after6 p.m. 5638-23










1927 BUGATTI REPLICA (Volkswagen
power train). Mint condition, beautiful. 
652-4917. 5642-23
1975 BUICK LESABRE, loaded. Body
and engine perfect. 75,000 original 
miles. Family driven. 652-4917. 5643-23
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR OMLY®20 A
COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING, financial 
statements, etc. At your business or my 
residence. Reasonable rates. Bill 
Duimel, B. Admin. MCI. 656-4339. 
5569-25
69 CORTINA for parts. $75. or best
offer. 656-6349. 5645-23
1980 BUICK REGAL 2 door H.T. Brand
new condition, 9,000 miles. $7,900. 
384-1108. 5616-24
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
MUST SELL, 1969 4x4 Jeep. New
transmission and paint. Immaculate, 
$2,500,652-1096. 5589-23
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better 
Mon. 9-5, Tues-FrI. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Bd DuaiSe Pamting
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., 
656-7135 Sidney
•k Autobody Repairs 
■k I.C.B.C. Claims 
k Autobody Painting
CAKE DECORATING
Wedding, anniversaries or any 
lorinal occasion. Complete baking 











bn the muff ler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!








Finger snacks, complete cold buf­

























Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
Garderiir&g
1973 - 22 FT. WINNEBEGO. Fridge, 




10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
^%icttd<i- yiccta ‘So-eCep. 
^ -did.
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out. or fibteglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rale. Try us Once!
656-2221
NO. 1 BLACK GARDEN TOP SOIL. $2.25 













76 CENTURION CLASS-A 
MOTORHOME; Excellent condition, 
furnace, air conditioning, 29,000 miles. 
New brakes, new exhaust system. Db!e 
bed, 3/4 bed, frig, propane stove/oven, 
4 pee. bath. Open to offers. 656-4015. p- 







ViOLIN LESSONS. Classical, Bluegrass, 
Country or Jazz. 652-9874. 5407-RTS30
1979 OKANAGAN FORD Super Van 
conversion with extras. Low mileage. 
Will accept smail car as part payment. 
656-3437. : 24
Septic Tank Installation 
Back Filling 
Trenching







s; Bonded & Insured
Windows - Floors TCarpets 
Homes & Offices 
. / Gutter Cleaninq' TT,
FREE ESTIMATES
:S56-1353
Fine Art Restorations and 
'Repair..
Oil Paintings and Sculputre
T :The impossible takes longer!
652-9922
35 FOOT KIT COMPANION 5th wheel
Travel Trailer and Chev: 3/4 ton 4x4, 
radials,' dump-box. Units sold together 
and ready to roll. For picture or ap­




Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe V/ork
SEPTIC
FIELDS










SEAMSTRESS to sewrchildrehs clothing/ 
Quick, excellent workmanship. Fit, style 








& rotovating : , : 
•blade work 
./•postholes , , :
/•brush cutting ;
656-1671
^ o a ^ D ltd.
Home/Olfice Cleaning Div.
lil6SS-3317 ■
•Experienced, Insured, bonded' 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
:: •Also: '.Window.& Gutter Cleaning;
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST tp paint signs;;
posters at low cost. Western water*
; colors and Chinese drawl rigs; for /sale;/ 
rPatrickChu;656/i730;: / // p-26:
/TOATSf
;;Welded//aluminurn/;/.designed ./to/ 
//surpass/driything / pn;vthe//market/; 
Models 12’'- 13’ - 14’ - 15’ - 17’ 










SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATERLINES
^ cvff K r cf I c/f <1 *>'.*1 '..Ik.* ■'/i i'i';--






g. Levelling, Fence 
Posts. Digciina. 50 m. 
TRotovator.
BART BUITENDYK
Long-Time Sidney Builder 
Renovate a Save! FREE ESTIMATES
Call 656-4915
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Built-ihs, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions/ Custom- 
made Window Shutters,
— NO JOB TO SMALL ~
/ KEVIM
Carpenter & Joiner
Quality Work -^/Free Estimates
Renovations,' additions, / finishing 
carpentry & Custom furniture/; / 
References available.
:^''';^;^'''';:/:::t:656-73.70./l:At::.:.../:
TOYOTA ENTHUSlAStSl For 20R engine 
1975 thru 1980 Cannon manifold with 2 
vyeber 45 DCOE carbs, complete incl. 
red line cast aluminum air cleaners KN 
elements. spare jets and tuning manual. 
Less than 5,000 miles. Cost over $900, 
seir$500. Call 652-9588 between 5-7 
/;p.m,^.,.///:.,////.///;■ ./:/.,:■///;;. ://5546-23..;
ALL WOOD boat, 17'.. 6'4 " beam, 2’ 
depth, diesel engine. Can be seen at 
Fisherman's Wharf, Sidney. 656-2876 . 
5349-RTS26 / ;
“THE ByS7 BODIES
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
SCHOOL. Boat maintenance, restoration 
and repair. Custom rigging; woodwork 
and interiors. 382-1612. 5467-23
Residential -/Cornmercial - Marine / Craft^
727-3251
CUSTOM BUILDERS
Cornpleto Building Service. Commercial and Residential. 
25 years Building Experlenco. Lot us build your Dream 
' Homo..vV '■ ■
EVIartiitian DevelopmGnts Ltd.
656*2040 >~ 656>3159
35 FOOT STEEL SPAR with hyster
ya rdi ng w inch on D6: t ractor. Must seII to 
satisfy finarice company. Good; twp-man 
operation at low/capital investment./ 
Phone 112-433-5796 Burnaby, na-23
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
SCHOOL, sailing/jnstructioh aboard; 
classic yachts. Charters by day, week, 
month. 382-1612, / /^// / tfn
MS70 BACKHOE REPO, 1942 hours,
excellent shape, $29,500: MS50 
Backhoe, $13,800, Free delivery to B.C. 
Border plus $2/mile, Hi-Line, Box 189 
Tolkwa, B.C, VOJ 2X0. Phone 112-846- 
; 5646;;.'' //■/■.■na-23
17' CRUISER, glasply, finished cabin, 
bunks. Overnight or good for fishing; As 
new. 656-5216. 5577-23
8 FT. SABOT. Mahogany deck and new 
white paint. Very good condition. Red 
and white sail, $350, 652-4307 after 3 






ShpkOB, Shingloa and Repairs. Low Prices—- Free Estimates.
652-1614.
OWNER OPERATED CAT'140 G Grader,
with wing. Purchased rtew December 
1977, 6800 hours. Good rubber, ex- 
cellotrf condition. $77,000, Phone 112- 
692-7283 aftor 6 p.m. Service records 
'■ available.///./■■. ■/ ';. na-23'
26' BARTENDER, "C" licence,; 1700 
hours on Isuzu diesel, Sounders, C.B, 
Very able and well-maintained vessel. 
$17,900,656-5558. T / p-24
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.










17'/,' FT. CAMPION on Rrjadrunner 
trailer, 70;HP Johnson outboard. Used 
only a few times, like new, 656-6770.
’5^5 9.1.'-2.4: ;■'■/"■"■ ■'■;//’/.,/,
EIWOOD E. THOMPSON COHTRIICTOR LTD./ , /;
Cohcrcio PiivowoyG " ■ ’ / /' ConcreteWateipiooling buluwaik;i,
:, Fish Pontlr, ' Ouatiy Tiles Home Honovaiionr.,
Phono 056-3881 for Free Eslimale/:’ //:
WAGON / /^
l;xcnijont//corKjihpn,/;Bd;000;,mile!)/ 
'Now'dutch i lirtis/hitikes rohuili. now, 
.shnck8,;/nlC;/,$'),300::; ()42*3780 tiller
■;tl'
BANNANA SAILBOARD. Pondamaram, 
Streaker/ Sprat, /Bumble Bee, 'Sea 
Harrier Kits by Jack Holt/ Brochures 
$2,00. McKenzie Sailboat Kits, 501-605, / 
















2387 BGacbn 656-7333 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
CAB FOR 'Ok Ford p/ u, Marty 360 Ford 
/t'iTgino parts; 13'! S-holo rims and tiros.
; 052/4088,/'/' ' / ' ' '//;'5358;RTS26 /
35 : M.P.G,, city, front wheel; drive,







GoviJimrant i;eftlii(ici drinhiiicwv' '/
Wdit kW'i .yUiUb i|i.. r/iuv.■
brakes,'33,000 miles f)56-42H. 5520-
'.■;?3 ■:;■ •.__;/ '/.. ■■'■/..;';/.■■■. __
'■ ■, W7"EilCK\l;Si®ROir^or^^ /■
PD, power windows, tilt steeling, Gcxjd 
condition, 652-0218 aftrtrG p.m. ' 5498-
,■2:3. ■;.■.- ■: ■, ■
; 7'r GiAND''pMANSr^me7Te^^
A/LV, re,ir sh.irp Fvcellern ;Condition 
Soil, trade or small pickup, 656-7630. 
'■,'78'; FORDTAIRMONT''StahbfrWn^^ 
excellent shiipe, $4,700/or pifor. 
65fi'34l';i/';/-; ■"'■'■■ '■■■■' 'p-23"
■: I^ovTN G7MU8f SEirhoivy *d lit y'iulb 
ramps $25/ Tires, DR 60-13, 784 4,78- 
, :15, $10 each/ Tape player speakers.
THo Sldnoy ritotrlow oh
fora FREE CLASSIPIED 
/ads /'lo Ihbao ■:poir«onB 
who ; aro normally 
oinptoyod but arb cur- 
rontly out of work. You 
may aclwortltnn for/o lob 
or for the aalo of your 
> o w n ri'i o rch n n d I a o to 
flonerato fund*. Tlioao 
/ada must bo place In 
peraoiri at tlio Rovlow of­
fice. Mo ado for thia 




INEXPENSIVE, RELIABLE, PERSONAL 
SERVICE FOR THE SAANICH 
PENINSULA S GREATER VICTORIA
■';:, GRANTS-' ;■■■; 
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road m
;/ Ke|iairs/l(i ;Lawhrii»vvitrs, ■;;■/'/ 
t'Ti/iins.nv.s,^ Mijlu;i'L'yL’lL''s/ etc. ' .
iMbnecrHtisqv.irna
656-7714 lll'I'N MOiV. ' 10 SAT:
Shop Joinery Reiiovalion Work.
DHNIS nCCHTHOLD Bus. 6i;6-6721
Cusloiv modwatkinpi Res. 656-6639
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD.
4099 TUXEDO VICTORIA
•Wl CljfWUll'.iljliS/
, I'AHTiAt oit nil! :
•CIlS'lOM HUillliM/
• i'«".i liilii'outn I'iU i(Ai;'i ii 
;VANI'I0I«&, /:, .
•I'.M'ltS X'AI (,( ‘’Hl'lili 
■ *w fdrAillR L 'TN'Aif.i "
will n (.MAin I'lris"






'Rewiringj eler'Irie'■'■■■■'■"'■'' /- ■■'
:heoli'njT:repairs'/'//,■'/“No Job Too Small'’.
: appliance :/"//.■'■/,,// ' S56-5'604''
connections,'.
200 FORD TRUCKS AND CARS 
disposal SALE. Wholosaie prices.
J fjSS, 1981, 1982 V Don't buy a’ny car or,. 
(.ruck 'until yo'u ci'seck th'S'out, Cal! Cmy 
'C/mdido'' 372-71011/, (;|,amloops," Gary: 
.'.Dacon, .,MeTrSti:'/,D«virbOTh.
.Motors. Dcalpr 5917, nn'24
WANT VAN -• Will trnde Kflwnsnki 1000 
Low Ridor or Suzuki Cafe Racer 
(Yoshiriiura 850) or 1967 Mustang 
Fastback -'- All mint condition/ 656*
■''■flftT'S' ''''"■" '■' ' •' ■'"'■'"■
' Yi5u'NCrWXN""Nf®S. emplSymInT,"
Not WisHaro. Gardonirig. drywall, lan- 






Marina, Auto A Safely filass 
WImlow Glass — Mirroft 
Windshields Installed
In'iiii/inMi Ciainiii Piomptly liamliert'
^ ^"" 'B5S43i3;
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
THIS SPACE COIII-P BE YOU PS
. : yOHTH / /
'■■'"' 'li
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PENINSULA DIREaORY UnemployedClassified miscellaneousForSale CarageSales Lost&Foundi .
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ... Advertising I CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass PLANNING A GARAGE SALE? A
r>r,-,<ifa)-ilo altornatiup rni,IH hp ’irtnrp at
WDULD THE PERSON who stole my 
white hand bag in the parking lot of
BEDDING PLANTS. Cauli, Brussels, 
Green Pepperts, etc. 656-6835.
Dutch. Landscaping & Co
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.












BABY FURNITURE for saie. White
canopy crib, English pram, Gendron 
stroller, Colonial cradle, car bed and 
more.656-5244 or656-7689 evenings.
2 4
AXMINSTER CARPETS. 9x12 as new',
$200; 9x10, $80. 8x10 hand hooked 
Chinese style, $60.656-7370. 24
Repairs. Greenhouse Glass, 18"xl8”, 
75c ea.; etc., etc. Tempered Glass 
34"x68’' and 76". 28"x76", $20 ea. 
9750 - 4th St.. Sidney. 656-6656. tf 
fTrEWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656- 
4213. 4387-tf
the Sidney Summer Swap & She; Small 
cost, many interested buyers. Next to 
Traveldoge Sundays, 9 a.m. -3 p.m. Info 
656-5316 evenings. 5477-23
CENTRAL SAANICH LiftLE LEAGUE
GARAGE SALE June 13, 10-2 at Cen­
tennial Park. p-23
return my personal documents! P.O. Box
2304,Sidney, B.C.V8L3W6. 23
^ 6955 West Saanich Rd.G. & W. Residential. Commercial, and Brentwood Bay
I anHcfanincr IIH Golf Course Construction or-r,Lanascapmg LIU. GlenWilliams 652-3323
Green > Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas TJ}rotigb Planting" COMPLETE SERVICE
» Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks. Driveways 
• Lawns (Seed or Sod)
® Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying
• Fencing, Cement Work
CARPET. 44 sq. yds. Crossley Karastan
Empereau Mark II Sunset copper with 
underlay. Value $2,500. Sell $1750. 
Offers. 386-9032 days, 652-4841 
evenings. 24
SACRIFICE 1972 Ford truck, runs well
(recent valve grind), $900 or swap for 
hand rotovator, livestock, or?? 652- 
3802 keeptrying. (9 p.m. -10 p.m. best).
24
WOOD WINDOWS AT HALF PRICE you'd 
expect to pay. Doors at great prices too! 
Walker Door, Vancouver, 112-266-1101; 
North Vancouver 112-985-9714; Rich­
mond 112-273-7030; Kamloops 112- 
374-3566; Nanaimoll2-758-7375. tf
MOVING, must sell everything! June 12,
10-2 p.m. 7 769 Wallace Drive. Kenmore 
sewing machine; girl’s sidewalk bike, 




WHY NOT let Watkins Products help 
bring back the good taste of Grandma's 
cooking? Call me at 652-9744 anytime. If 
no answer. please try again. 5593-24 
LEAD CANNON BALLS, most sizes, 85c
Ib,656-4545 or656-4971, 5641-25
RAVEN RV'S big garage sale, June 12
and 13, 10 a.m. - 4 p.rn. RV parts, 
automotive parts, furniture and 
household items, van seats, truck and 
van. 4099 Tuxedo Dr. Victoria, 479- 
3178. 5632-23
SELLING milking goats; young goats;
raw goat milk; lop rabbits, new 3-way 
vibrator recliner, stereo or small book­
case, 652-3802. (Keeptrying, 9 p.m. -10 
p.m. best). 24
a iM l Horticultural Services 656-3078
noli Technical backqround.
Ail phases of landscaping. evenings
HOME AND GARDEN A DRAG? Let us
help. We do most home and yard 
maintenance. For information 652-2931 
or652-4579. 24
U
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and
landscaping supplies: cement and concrete mixes, etc.
We will supply material and information (or Do-It-Yourself.
COKIPARE OUR PRICES 
Open Saturdays Phone 652-0522 {7 to 5)
l^isceilaneous 
For Sale
TENT, 9x12 heavy canvas, good con­
dition. $75; 2 custom bracket light fix­
tures. cedar and black iron, riew $75 
pair; 2 chrome bracket light fixtures 
new, $35 pair; rollaway cot, 36" with 
spring filled mattress, as new $85. 656- 
4247. 5640-23
TENT “TRAILER, 1975 Lionel hardtop,
L85, Stove; ice box, etc. Excellent 
condition, sleeps 6, $2,300; also Moffat 
Gourmet range, white, new conditions, 2 
ovens, eye level broiler, rotisserie, $300. 
656-4845 or384-0068. 5635-RTS30
YARD SALE, 9725 B Fifth St., Sidney,
Saturday, June 12,9 a.m - 4 p.m. If rain, 
no sale. 5628-23
AN ORGANIZATION GIANT YARD SALE,
June 12 and 13, from 9-3 p.m. Fridge as 
is, furniture, misc. small appliances, 
lamps, clothing, bedding, books and 
various fantastic articles. 1478 












Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
.' , ; " 656-5633NARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
7c K
MAN’S 3 PCE. suite, light brown, 40" 
chest. 32" waist, worn 3 hours for May 
graduation. $235, asking $100. 652- 
0219. 5634-23
NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE SALE, June
13, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 7226 Seamount 
Close, Saanichton. Hooked rug, hand­
made pictures, china, crystal - a little bit 
of everything. 5618-23
8 HP SEARS riding mower, used one
season. $850. 652-2354. 5473-rts27
SUPER SALE. Newly covered furniture, 
chesterfields, recliner, rocker, arm­
chairs, footstool; Childs desk, misc. 
Sunday. June 13, 9-5 p.m. 10041 
Cotoneaster Place, Sidney. 5604-23
For only $6 an individualized program 
is available at your convenience.
Call 388-0161
or drop by during normal working 
hours.





OLD TOY trains wanted. ‘'0" or "S” 
guage or larger. Lionel, American Flyer, 






9773 - 5th St., Sidney
656-5541'; ; ; (47)
SET OF SIX ANTIQUE oak chairs, $200; 
double pedastel modular desk, $35; 
rotary barrel fuel pump, new $60; 
garage door, wood, 4 section roll up, 
7'x7', $50; lady’s 5 speed, offers; 5 horse 
Merri tiller, like new, $399.652-4044. 




ORDERS BEING TAKEN for Hood 
Strawberries, (unsprayed). $1.00 a pint. 
652-3100 evenings. 6984 Central Sanich 
Rd. 5629-23
MOVING FROM HOUSE to apartment. 
Out from England, solid English Oak 













LIGHTING FIXTURES; Western 
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
bum; Lighting Centre Inci, 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5, . 
Phone 299-0666. : tf
“GROW yOUR OWN”. Cedar 
greenhouses, 8x10 , completely finished. 
Benches; stained, etc. $97 5. 652-9617, ; 
384 9790.; : 5329-RTS26
2 SLIDING GLASS DOORS, one 6’, one
5’. Assorted glass panels, 1500 ft. of 1/2 
inch plastic pipe.652-3417. 5626-25
LADY’S RALEIGH 3 speed bicycle, ex­




COMPLETE SET scuba gear, Man’s size, 
fit 6;ft;, 170-200 lbs, 652-7722 or 656- 
3105. '
OAK BEDROOM SUITE, double bed, 4
drawer dresser; buffet with mirror and : 
;chairv:$450,656-1617. 5496-rts27
^CHILDREN’S;BOOKS, at thevJumping
iMbuse/ A'^grebt"selectiorL of, good and 
beautiful books Tor all ages. Beside the ; 
Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523-tfn -
TWO PIECE chesterfield suite, $100.
'656;r26047:;'.7;;;;;r;;;;:/;:,;p-237
SAVE UR TO 20% Watch for the Fisher'
truck ibad sale.;! day:only;;Junelgth^ati 





3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 




Operate your own warehouse dis­
count outlet of brand name and 
designer blue jeans. Western 
wear, work clothes, shirts, 
sv/eaters, close-outs, and surplus 
merchandise etc.
Exclusive areas, lucrative deal, 
complete setup, small capital 
outlay; -/
Call or write (incl. tel. no.,) 
Bluebrand Inc. (Denim-West) 
5450 Cote Des Neiges Rd. 
Montreal Que. H3T 1Y6 : /





; ;(:; ; ; \(j (‘(Big or SmalK
T We Do Them AH';
9810 Fourth
Sidney';';:;.;:;'
GLASS: DOOR,inside type.,3 horizonta 1
panels, approx, size 6 ft. 5‘/j’’ x 2: ft, 
3/4’’wide. $75.658-8810after6 p.m.
12’ BOAnn, MOTOR AND TRAILER; 3
suction; pump/and; 75’: hose; 2 ;small 
rhotors;: 7 and ;14 HP; 3000 lb. com- 
: pressori gold j mihing: equipment, Iron 
horse, suikey and motor. 652-0740.




Now Construction and Repairs 
; Specializing in Hot Water Heating
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 656-1580
AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality and
personal service. Try us and see. VVe 
deliver. Ask about our v/holesale pur­
chase plan. 656-0014. 5575-25
HOME GROWN VEGETABLE and herb
plants, 7930 West Saanich Road,. 
eveningsandweekends.652-2514- 
"'5 5 7 6-2 3
f='H|LlPS P300 COMPUTER with (ac- 
: bouhts payable,:receiyabie;;G.L.; payt'olV 
;; Fob r'day/t ra (hi rig incl uded:; Excel lentfor 
(Accountarit; small or;rnedium business;
irC-Tl Suttori;, Box 520, Oliver, B.C. VOH 
ITO. na-23
:A' WOObS MdDEL:4 l2-CE; Planer, anci 
; dbuble profile attachnierit, available with 
svyitching; gear, - motor, in-feed; table,
; blower assembly, planer: capable of 
tongue and; groove,:- channel,, ship-lap,
domensional lumber, phone 395-2226, 
(Marvin Schmunk,: (;:na'23
Pets ^
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE — 
WHO — 1 — REQUIES AMINIMUM OF 
$50,000.00 YEARLY; 2 — WE W|LL 
PROVIDE A WRITTEN 100 PERCENT - 
BUY BACK AGREEMENT; 3 - COM-( 
PANY TRAINING AND BACKUP SLIP- 
PORT PROGRAM AND WILL ASSIST ; 
FUTURE GROWTH; 4 — REFUNDABLE : ( 
$9 ,6o6:oo^.^(1
:pROTECTED AREA. For more in­
formation and descriptive brochure ?
::phbrie; 294 -966 7y or (write;; V/estland 
i; Foods Franchise Director, 385 Boundary 
Road South, Vancouver, B.C. LV5K4S1.
Al! replies strictly confidential. na-23 y
TITANIUM CARBIDf COATED SAW 
(CHAIN for all,chainsaws. Stays sharp 
five times longer; than chrome coated 
chain) Send forditerature, price lists. 
( Northstar, Box 46526, Vancouver, B.C. 
- V6R4G8:'' (: ' : ( na-23 L
Your pet’s 
happiness ’ 
is our business 
BIRDS- aquariums - 






PHARMACIST with limited funds. 
Drugstore, fully furnished, for lease. For 
:more information call 112-566-4445. na- 
;(' 25'
SKATE SHARPENING BUSINESS fob
sale. 656-7722 or 656:3105; 5619:24 )
IM
Graham’s Roofing
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Roshingling 
Repairs to Vonls, 
Eaves & Chimney 
Flashing
NEW THERMO SEALEQ ViflNDOWS in
wood frames for 2 x4 or2 x 6 wall. 60"x 
80”;S250;126" X24", $150,656-0477 
after 12 noon.656-0477. 5579-23
FOR SALE OR RENT. cTraduation and
wedding gowns: 4' youth jackets, ! ■ 
gentleman's tuxedo, shirt and tie. 
Pandora's Closet, 9783B 3rd St. 656- 
6421, 5582-25
SAM ; "For all your Booling Noeds.^ "iMornings or'Evenings'. iShakes:,; Shingles, lar; : oH Oft
BABY BUGGY~$35. Call 656-59^'"' 23
SANDAK’SHOES for all the fatTi'ily. 5 , 
year, 50% replacement warranty. For 
shoe parties or; iridividual sales, 652- 
3038. ' ........ '"'';p-30
BAYCREST"”sewTng''‘mac,hipo,;-1Jutt(rm 
holes and embroidery, in custorh made
cabinet, $ 150; 65 6 -6961. :( (5615 -23.
CURRIER AND IVES PLATES depicting 
the nostalgic charm of yesteryear’s 
seasons. Hidden hanger. Great for gifts.
$ 19.95 for set otfour, RJB Imports, P.O. 
Box 3843, Vancouver, B.C. V6B2Z3. na- 
■ 23 ''
HUNTERS - FARMERS. Cut food costs.
Multi purpose meat band saws will cut 
carcasses into retail or serving portions 
in minutesVSliding stainless steel tables, 
16" cutting height, $849.00 less motor. 
Agricultural use $799 Phone 384-8119. 
Papp Holdings Ltd. 1255 Queensbury 
Avenue, Victoria, B.C, ;V8P 2E1, 
Dealership available, ( na-23
CHICKS. BROWN EGG LAYERS, white 
egg layers, meat birds. Order early—- 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 6743 
- 216th St.; Box 59, Milner. B.C. VOX 
ITO. 534-7222, 4764-tt
“HAPPY TAILS" DOGGIE SITTING.
Individual loving care for small breeds in 
my home while you're on vacation. 
Experienced, excellent references. 383- 
5258, evenings, p-23
SEAFOOD - all kinds - freshorfrozen. As■ 
local distributor, investment only $300. 
Details on request. Replies: Comox 
District Free Press, Box 3039, Cour­
tenay, B.C. V9N 5N3, Box213. (;(na-23 
INSURANCE BUSINESS ESTABLISHED
18 years in stable centre of growing 
Southeast coal industry. Enquiries to 
BoxT92, B.C.Y.C.N.A. #1004, 207 AA/est 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C,V6B 
'■1H7.:::- ("■/- na-23'.
fMii^OLINE DEALER WANTED. 
Alberta manufacturer is looking for 
dealers in all areas of B.C, Five sizes 
available. For more information phone 
(403)346-1011. - ma-23
SfEWAP A WH'LSON IWOFING
Wg specialize ^ , ,:'frd'o"£sf/mo/©s,,. .... . ; Guarctrif&od Worknidnsbip
m Re-RooHng
KEROSENErvicToria’s cheapest$2 76 
gal, Includes tax and free(delivery. 5 gal, 




Get your wcirk dorie at
PADDLE FANS — (ThForlginal: Ian Store, 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean PacilicFan,Gallery Inc; 4600 East; 
Hastings Street (Burnaby, ■ B.C,( V5C
2K5; Phono 112:299-0666,;;; ( ha-tf---------- ------- -------------- .
WANTED; RIDE-A-MOWER. 5-6 horse. 
Reasonable,; Phono (alter 5 except 
weekends, 652-9744,;( (' (p-23
FOR SALE. Western^ pony saddle, in
excellent condition, $200. 656-4206
evenings! ' .____ 5608-23
REGISTERED HEREFORDS FOR SALE, 
pick from 150 big, gpdd milking easy 
calving cows; calves, heifers, bulls, T.R, 
Hopkins, 4218 : King Gtjorge Highway, 
R,R, 1. Syrrey,, B.C, V2S 4N7, Phone. 
112.594-9568,
PURIbRED; or ”~REOIStERED NOR­
WEGIAN ELKHOUND PUPS. Farm 
raised pot, show and breeding quality.
COMPLETE EXCAVATING COMPANY. 
1981 Case 450 with backhoe; 1981 
Havelcx;k 10 ton equipment trailer: 1973 
International 6-71 diesel dump truck. 
$78,000 or offers. Phone 656-3159. na- 
23'
$100 and up, Phone832-6557.: na-2l
VANCOUVER Company REQUIRES
INDIVIDUALS to market KODAK 
products at huge discounts in all areas of 
B.C, Earn up to $8,000 per month, 1500 
investment;(fully secured by inventory) 
for details write: Photosovo; #1500, 
T176 West Georgia (Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6E 4A2, Include (telephone 











7117 W. Saanich Rd. 
@524591
CANOPYTOR 3/4 BED. Frame and laco 
cover, $35;:matching yellow bedspread,
$ 10; Qooon size Hudson's Bay blanket;
' $ 110i;656■ 7943 0venings, 7^ S368-26 
siwfY'SUMMETSiA/a 
Travelodge every Sunday 9 a m, - 3 p.m. ' 




• Pfompl Soi'vity • Ejiliri'tdos 652-1393
Jerry Heveal 
70S0 Wallico Dr. 
Snonlchlon, B.C.
refrigerator', like now, G.E. .apar­
tment size (ridge. Almond, right hand 
door, only two yoars old. $300,00, 656- 
:',1398'aft^ p.m,." ((/('.P-.^.^'(
moving MUSfSELLJWiini'ta'bTirwiUi,, 
:4;5Wivel chairs, os new; 8:-track storoa: 
51 crop record player; 5'Spd, bicycle; 3 
:‘ spd. bicycle; rally trackorblke; Kawasaki 
75 motorbike; Honda CT 70 road bike; 
both excellent condition, Go;carS; lin- 
coifi electric welder, hardly used. OSS- 








Full cords. Alder, $85/ Maple $100,
While supply lasts, 385 -2371, Buy »vv lor 
'nextwinter,
_„ 'I i(3inr m;v/!Ti;Tr«y






' ■ 2r"''WiON'G “fiOLOlTW
, good condihofi. S85';.652-163.l5590^3
IF YOU WISW
BOOKLEt CALL THE CHAMBER OFFICE: 
656-3616 TODAY. OR,
if yoii wish to havo your organization listed part q! the Inform^^^ 
booklet call the ChambBr Offee. 656*361 ^ today.
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Business 
Opportunities
CANADIAN BED AND BREAKFAST 
REGISTRY LTD. REquires hosting 
homes for bed and breakfast overnight 
accommodation. We have an exclusive 
insurance policy to cover your bed and 
breakfast business and a nice variety of 
holiday guests. Interested homeowners 




(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid- 
ney.
Lose weight, other weight loss plans
ask you to pay to lose weight. We pay you 
Jl.OO for every pound that you lose on 
the Shaklee Slim-Plan. For more in­
formation, call656-1776. 5555-25
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION welcomes all donations 
for its table at the Swap & Shop at the 
Travelodge, Sunday, June 20. Call 656- 
0134 for pick-up or drop-offs will be 
welcomed at the PCA office, 9788 
Second Street. Help us help others! 24 
PENINSULA RESIDENTS of 25 years or
more are invited to attend a special tea 
to be sponsored by Sidney & North 
Saanich Community Hall Assoc, at 
Sanscha Hall, Sunday, June 27 at 2 p.m. 
Info. 656-4523 WEd.. 10-12 noon; 
Thursdays 7 -9 p.rn. No charge.^
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
Women's Club meets June 16, Imperial 
Inn. Program includes installation of 
officers and report on Provincial Con- 
verence. Social 6 p.m. Dinner 6:30 ,7:45 
program and meeting. Visitors welcome. 
Res, and Info. 477-2691. 23
CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP meets June
8. 7:30 p.m. Royal Jubilee Hospital 
boardroom of Memorial Pavilion. 
Cesarean birth film will be shown, 
discussion following. lnfo479-6837. 23
SALE OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS galore at 
7601 East Saanich Rd., “J.O. Anderson 
Memorial Housing" Rec Hall, Saturday, 
June 12, 1-4 p.m. Fre admission, 
everyone welcome. Refreshments 25c.
23
VICTORIA R.E.A.D. Society Summer 
School offers Reading, spelling and 
math, locations in Victoria, Sidney and 
Colwood. July 5-23, Monday to Fridays, 
9-5 p.m. Info. 388-7225. 26
THE LADIES AUXILIARY TO ARMY,
Navy and Air Force #302 monthly 
meeting, June 13 in the club room, 2 
p.m. All members urged to attend. 23
July 1st 
SIDNEY DAYS
Book your table now for a spot on 
the mall — Beacon Ave. Phone 
Joan or Doreen at J.C.'s Playtime 
Clothing, 656-2455, 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m. Mon. - Sat. Charge $10 per 
table. Most merchants will be 
operating tables.Come and Join 
Us!
The B.C. Heart 
Foundation
1008 Blanshard St. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2H5
Please send donations in 
lieu of flowers 
to




For re-roofing of the existing Ex­
tended Care Unit, Saanich Penin­
sula Hospital.
Sealed lenders will be received at 
the office of the Hospital Ad­
ministrator up to 2:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, July 7, 1982.
The work involves the replace­
ment of roofing to the Extended 
Care west block.
Tender documents may be obtain­
ed from the Office of the Ad­
ministrator. Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Box 10, 2166 Mount 
Newton Cross Road, Saanichton 
BC - Monday to Friday 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m.
Tenders must be submitted on the 
torms provided and according to 
the conditions set forth therein.
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted.
PUBLiC TENDER
The Corporation of the District of 
Central Saanich
1903 Mount Newton Cross Road 
Saanichton, B.C. .
VOS 1M0
Lot A, Section 1, Range 3 
East, South Saanich District, 
Plan 24673
Central Saanich Road al Fen­
tress Road
Unserviced View Land - 1.855 
acres
Sealed Tenders will be received 
until June 30th, 1982 for pur­
chase of the above described pro­
perty.
The highest or any Tender will not 
necessarily be accepted and the 
right to reject any or all tenders is 
hereby reserved.
Further particulars may be obtain­





WRITER’S! PUBLISHERS NEED YOU!
Send your article, short story, book 
outline or poetry plus $35.00 client fee 
(refundable from sales) to Alicia 
Harrington. Managing Editor, Shamrock 
Literary Agency, 7178G Horne Street, 
Mission, B.C. V2V 3X8.; Immediate 
Response. na-23
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. tf 
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula, if you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
“week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 fori further in-
■T;formationT:T
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by
T: Sidney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus;, New 
friendships develop and :barbershop 
style singing,is enjoyed; Feel welcome .to 
join us Mondays, 7:30 p.m. Masonic Hall,
' 4th and Mt. Baker. Info. 652-2469; 656-
BARI PART SKIM MOZARELLA
CHEESE 454g(16oz.).....









CUP O' NODDLES 70g
'/''tf.;.'
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next
to Travelodge every Sundlay 9 a^mv - 3:
: p,m; Many bargains. Come One, comeall; -
Info656-5316 evenings; :> :.;:':>:'::;'5476:23'r
VICTORIA; GERMAN ^TURDAY
:■ SCnOUL accopting regisxr 
'82 to May '83, age 5 to ar
diion Tor pepL. :
fult; lnfdL598: :
4649;477-5344. 23
urgently requires summer reliel drivers 
to take elderly and' handicapped to 
appointments, etc. Mileage allowance is 
paid. 656-013'4 if you can help. 
Unemployed students who care and 
drive carefully, particularly welcome. 
Volunteer visitors aisoirequired. T ■
JIM'S RESTAURANT REUNION Sunday
August 1st 1 -4 p.m. at Dorthy Stelwalfs 
home. Former employees and clientele 
welcome. Marie McCulloch, Box 77v 
McBridet B.C. 'VOJ 2E0. na-23
VANCOUVER PLATE COLLECTORS
FAIR. Bayshore Inn, June 19 and 20th. 
Limited edition plates, artists, swap and :
: sell room, door: prizes,; seminars, films.
' Plan to attend. T , na-23
URGENT! ALZHEIMER Support
Association of B.C. and Yukon. Box 
86609, North Vancouver, B.C, V7 L 4 L2. 
Phone 922-1129 . We are gathering our 
' numbers. Please contact us. Information 
available upon requ4est. na-23
SIX oFALBERTA’S top pure BRED
SHEEP FLOCKS combine to put on the 
TSALE of the year, July 2. 12 noon. 
Suffolk, Hampshire, Dorset, Corriedale, 
federalhealth inspected, R.O.P. 
available, Free, stud service for top five 
selling Ewes. More informationphone 
(403)843-3537, write D, Cadsand, Box : 
572. Rin^beyf Alberta;TOC2JO, na-23
ESQUiMALT HIGH SCHOOL graduation
" class of '72 'will be holding its 10 year 
: reunion July 3.1982 . Dinner and dance 
that evening at Esquimau Rec. Centro. 
6'30 p.m Any grads not contacted or 
replied to Their invitation,; 
call 479-0989 or 479-4439 aisoon as
-'..v., ".'possible,..
J INDlVIDUALSTviW HAVOesidt^ 25
years or more on the Saanich Peninsula
attendfo Tea and Rccop;; 
tion, Juno 27,2-4 p.m, at Sanscha Hall.' 
Refreshments will : be provided,
is no charge for this event. Tiiose 
planning to attend are asked to register 
. by phoning 656-4523 “Wednesdays
" 7-9 p.m. (Sponsored by Sidney






Cut from Canada Grade ‘A’ Beef
Rib Steaks
Bone in - Great for the B.B.Q.
790 mL...........:
680g.
6 litre. / ; . .:..., *3.99










227g {8 oz.j . :
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Serving the peninsula 
' Since 19S1 ^
for
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9 a.m, to 9 p.m.
"Saturday 




WALLACE DRIVE AND WEST SAANICH ROAD
